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This thesis mnsiders issues in belief and material cuiiure studies in an 
examination of madside cross memorials in and amund the cily of Ausfin. Texas. 
Thirty-five memorial siles, including bclh Mothers Againrt Drunk Driving crosses. 
which are erected through the Texas Depamnem of TranspoMtion, and dhen 
COnStNned  by prime cilizens, are featured in descriptions and photographs. 
The first two chaw= pMde the historkxi and current mnmn for the 
appeararlce o f v e m l a r  memorials and discuss a number of memorials, bolh 
informal and formal, in Nalh Americaand Europe, including madsae cmsses in 
other areas of Texas. Chapter three details Austin's cmsses, noting dominant 
patterns in cmstruction and assembly and pmviding athwough inventory of 
memorial offerings. Items placed at many of the cmsses reRecl an ongoing 
dialogue wilh the deceased (mas. inscripfions on bridge railings), and tka 
continuation of missed celebrations (tow, homecoming mums, graduatim 
tassels). The memorials thus become repmsenta~ not only of lhe mysmry of 
dealh, but of h e  deceased lhemseives. 
In chapters four and h, Austin area residents consider their inwivemem 
with, and percepfions of, various memorial assemblages. Informam responses 
are analyzed in terms of vernacular, domestic religiws expression, political 
activism and grief pmcesses. A number of madside memorial assemblages 
contain elements more often associated wlh seasonal home and yard 
adornment, a manner of decoration which allows bereaved individuals to 
incorporate the dead into the world of lhe living, and v b  versa. 
Whereas comemporary funend cvsmm and landscape emphasizes me 
differewe h e w n  the deceased and mose who mcurn, madside cross 
memorials preeant a mne universaliy active. and thus atbcUve threshdd. 
Individuals mourning the sudden death of a loved on, must mgotiate a wmplex 
tield of emtion, offen dealing not only wilh their om grief, but that of other 
r e ! a t i i  and hiends ofthe demared. Addiionally, magiw-religiaus beliefs may 
be called into question andhr reaffimd, as are individual priwities snd 
expectations. In an effort to imxrrporate an unexpected Iwa, a number of my 
infarmants maidn m r i a i  assemb!ages as placer of intimacy and 
communily, sacred spaces in which dealh may be cmtemplated, and life 
celebrated. 
m e  work containea in lhese pgea reflecls the genembity, pa!i- and 
memory of a number of people, rot only in T-, butalso in Newfoundland. 
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Introduction 
In the spring of t996, several months before I began my masters 
programme in folldme at Memorial Univer&y. I became aware ol an inaearing 
number of roadside crosses in my hometown of Austin. Texas. I remembered 
seeing them as a teenager--grim warnings. I thought, as t sped to nea* bylakes 
in my first car. l did not know lhen that the m s e s  had a long h i i t y  in W i  
and the southwestern U n M  States, nor matthey had analogues in several other 
munhies. I had no f i m n d  knowledge of me construction of t b e  I drove paat 
aimm daily. Nonetheleas. I found them fascinating and disturbing, even 
possessing a numinous quality. 
I locate myself in the study as a prlicipant-cbserver, in the sense mat I 
lived in Austin, witnessing the appearance and disappearance of madside 
crosses, for Seventeen years. I talked about hem with hiends and relaUves, 
speculating about ttmir origins. as many of my infwmanfs have done. When I 
mentioned my interest in them to my mother, a schml teacher, in early 1997, she 
described one near her hme  in Austin. m e  brother of one of the women killed at 
me site, Heather Lamay, was in my mothers thirdgrade class at the time. She 
telt sure that the W s  mother. Shilah, would be happy m spak with me. 
Shilah, a former nurse and nav stay-at-home mother In her mid-forliao, 
was my fist m t e c t  She referred me to two other women who had loat childm 
in automobile accidents. My brother-in-law, David, watched a friend construct a 
roadside cmss for his bmher. In other cases, I mmacted indiilduaJs who had 
been quoted in newspaper micles. I hoped mat since they had been willing to 
talk to a reponer, they would be equally willing to speak to me. As might be 
expected. a number of inlerviewees expressed reluctance m open their homes 
and hearts a 81rangef. but in m05t cases i was beat 
of spirit mat i will neverfMset 
Therlr O u r W  
The foilaving pages. and especially chapter lvro, will reveal that I am 
eerrainiy not me tim m con&me cmrses from a 
anat& is unique, hmver, in b faus on a single u M  area and consideratian 
of both participant moHMtion and audience response in an effort lo locate the 
memorial form in b c u b d  milieu. Conlemporw scholarly literature on roadside 
accident markers generally focuses on a larger region, or state: Maida Owens' 
work in Lwisi-; Aiberto Banera's contribution m Joe S. Graham's Hecfm en 
Tejas: "Mexican-American Roadside Crorpap in Stan Counly,' Kathleen McRee 
and Sam Larwmbe'r re-rch and exhibitions in New Mexico. Addimonany, as 
Graham noted in 1991 in Hispanic-Amarkan Material Cullure:An Annotated 
Directory of Collecfiom Sm, A n h i m  and Feslhls in fha US. mere has besn 
less interesl on me patl of scholars and arlisk in Texas." in mmparisan m wolk 
based in omer  areas of me Sournwest, spdcal ly  New Mexico (2-3). Other wwk 
on such markers is oriented tward illustrating general issuer in cultud 
geography (Heml. 1991) or material culture audies (Griffilh, 1992: West, 
1988). 
By organizing me expliilion of dataand theoretical analyses in me 
manner de~cribed in the foWng pages. I will trace tM communicative pmcers 
of me markers memselverr, as tangible evidence of enremeiy personal pain that 
inevitably affects an entire commur&y. Specilicaliy, as centerpieces of fragile. 
mutating vernacular memorial assemt4ages (Santirm, Yellow RiPPpgp2D21). he 
crosses have only in he last few years been examined as more than incidental 
specks in tho culhlral landscape ofceRain gmups. Drawing parallels lo previous 
works as well as addressing questions I& unanswered in the current Ieralure, I 
hope m inlegram somewhat disparate areas of inquiry in wder to elucidale the 
practice of the roadside m s  tradifion in Austin. and b relationship to similar 
forms. A unique form of public, beliefCBntered material culture. roadside accident 
markers o c c u ~  a rare place not only in the realm of madside aIUacHons, but in 
the spatial underslandlng, or cognnive map of he idvidual. a uniqueness mat 
renders them "Outlad and almost untouchaMe markers of liminal space. 
In interviewing Austin residenls-high school sludem, grieving mothers. 
state employees, traffic prof889ionals--1 have concentrated on the polysemic 
nature of roadside accident markers. Mhcugh their reasons fw erecting or 
noticing crosses differ, Me interviews made one aspecl oflhii type of 
rnemorialiitim clear. The white cross is a widely q n i z e d  symbol of Wgedy 
and remembrance, and. I would asart untimehl death. 
Primary research was conduued in Texas from April 23 through June 4. 
1997, and from December 17 Mmugh January 11, 1998. The fieldwork pmcsss 
encompassed library and archival -arb. directed questionnaires, direclii 
and nondirective tape-recorded interviews, visual documemation. and notes 
taken during and after casual cowemation. Crosses throughout Austin area. 
as well as the slate, were photographed and indexed. 
I will discuss the data gathered during fieidwxk with respect m he history 
of roadside memorial crosses in Mexim and Me souihwestern United Slatss, 
their m(e in ~ o r l h  American memorial culture as signiRers of liminal space, sitss 
of a suddsn move fmm Me to death, unmarked by merit or civil m m m y  
(Griffnh. lMMa loo); and, finaliy. meir sod# f u m s  in bereavement 
pmcesses as well as meirdyafunctional nahlre as "outkvf objects from m r a l  
meore54 approaches. The analysis will incorporate d e d  fundicnalisf 
sbucturalii and feminist theoreliil perspectives. 
I have includad over eighly phomgraphs, nol oniym provide the reader 
wilh clear visual images of the cruses and Ihe ssse-8 of which hey are a 
part, but also wah a sense of me rnemorhls as they appear m Mousards of 
Austin mnorias each day. As noted in chapter three, many crosses sit at busy 
intersactions or along heaviiy traversed mads and highways, competing fm 
drbsrs' anention with official roadway signage, billboards, fart food restaurams. 
strip malls and megastom. Thus, chapters four and five deal spedflcallywim the 
ways in which area reridem read (and do not read) me memorials. 
Chaptw Outline 
Chapter one. Private and Public Memory, bagins wiM an examination of 
contemporary memorial culture, including boM &illy sanctioned and maintained 
memorials such as Me Viemam Veterans Memorial in Washington. D.C.. and 
mose erected for disease, disaster and crime v ~ m s ;  and mose of avemacular 
nlure. such as madride crosses. I discuss issues mediated in memcfals 
anempiing to address bom private and public memory, as well as the memorialr' 
use by individuals as sacred spaces and site3 of pilgrimage. A number of public 
memorials in Austin, both fonnal and informal, serve as an intmduction to me 
area's memorial landrcap. 
Chapter two, The Cmss-Cultud Roadaide Cmss, traces the develcQment 
ofthe madside memorial cmor t r a d i i  in the Unaed Stales, from earty Calholic 
gravesites in the Americas to theircurrenl presence in almmlevety slate, as well 
as in Canadaand Mexico. Roadside cmrser featured in popular culture include 
those dasu i i  in novels; pictured on m r d a ;  featured in newspaper and 
magazine ariides on dNnk driving or genera motor vehicle safety; presented in 
websites and motim pictures. In this chapter. I am describe the current context 
of vernacular madside memorids in Austin; including relevant municipal, county 
and smte reguiatims. 
Chapter three, Austin's RoadMe Mmals, ethnographically details 
forty-four individual madside crosses in the Austin area, drawing heavily m 
interviews, local newspaper articles and pholcgrapht documentation. 
Intereningly, whereas bearers of the memorial tradiion are generally assumed to 
be Hispanic Cathdlcs (Graham 478; Barrera 279). my research reveals mat the 
tradib'on is now being perpetuated not only by members of other Christian 
denominations, but also by individuals subscribing to no particular faith at all, as 
evidenced by MADD'r chdce of he c m u  as one of their ofiicial symbots. One of 
the oldest dated crosses (1981) in Austin is in fact he first MADD cmss ereclod 
in the Austin metmpolitan area. 
Chapter four, Bereavement Made Manifest follows wRh an examination of 
private and public bereavement as expressed by madside cross memorials, 
primarily developing themes encountered in interviews ~ 8 t h  thwe who have 
constructed andlor maintained them. InfwmentS memorialization practices at 
corresponding gravesk are alw dircuosed. Finally. I explore the relation ofthe 
roadside cross to issues of vernacular religion and a r c h i i r e .  as well as 
anal-s badlion in other areas of Texas, and Mexico. 
Chapter W, Fumims oflhe C m .  deals expliciliy wim the role of me 
roadside cmss in informal mmmunication. William Baamrn's four funniDns am 
set against Aurtin arearesidemr' perreplion of me lmsons of vernacular 
memorials. In -nilion ofthe limitations of me funclionalist paradigm. I also 
examine the memmials' socio-econwnic and nonhtegmhre, or subvenive 
arpecto. Of special mte here is a d h s s b n  of MADO cmbrea in me area, and a 
lxal residenrs attemplsto legalize mn-MADD memorllls. 
The condudhg d o n  draws mgmer ideas developed in previous 
chapm, such as me polilios of memory and sacred space, vernacular mligim 
and me dom~sIication of public space. Add'honally, I identify directions for fublre 
research. induding furthe? inv&!gation into me place of the madside m s  in 
larger memorial complexes, and of MexicawAmerican and w h i .  Eum-N& 
American cultural intersections in Me context of memorial tradiion. Finally. I 
address me relevance of me thesis to my own axprience end develqnnent as a 
folklorist. 
Chapter One 
Memorial Culture in the Twentieth Century 
The Random mse Diclionaryof the Engilirh Languaga defines 
-memoriar as gomething designed to preserve me m e m q  of a pnon, event 
etc.. as a monument w a hdiiayl(1987). mis  chapter serves as an intmduclion 
to vernacular memorid culhrre, and will explore theproceu of memorialiration 
from me perspective ofpmipams and m-panibpams. I will discuss a 
selection of memorials. shrines and places of pilgrimage as an aid in me 
mntextudization of madside c m s  memorials in the Austin area. 
m e  word "mewrial" may fim bring lo mind civilly-SaWAoned structures, 
such as the Lincoln and Viemam veterans memorids in Washiwton, D.C.. and 
me ceremonies prfwmed atmese monumems. Omer assodalions may include 
Memorial (United States) w Remembrance (Canada) Day observances honoring 
veterans. However, it should be noted mat activilies appmpriate to spaces. 
whether geographical or calendrical, set aside for remembrance of certain 
persons or events are open lo interpretation and imovation. Thus, a more ready 
mnnenion in North American popularcuHum between Memorial Day and 
customaty aniviies migW well be retail sales, outdoor concerts and barbecues. 
While memorid ceremonies honoring veterans are sb'il condumd in Nonh 
America, it is pmaps equdlyviewed as a day of ieisure (Santino, &JBmu@d 
118-21). 
Simuiianeously, in me latter hail of a century W has witnessed me 
u n e w e d  deaths of numemus caleb- and p d i i  figures, ranging from the 
assassinations of John F. Kennedy and Mamn Luther King, Jr., to the drug 
overdm8 of a m r  R i r  Phoenix to me more m n t  W h  of Diana Spnesr. 
Princess of Wales, the pocess and phyr id  maniIestatim of mr ia l i za tbn  
has become m r e  mutabb. In additim to prescrRad mmemorative pactiees, 
such as the e s t a M i s h ~ o f  a governmentally maimhed rite, individuals wlh 
varying degrees of connecb'm m the deceased are creating exiempwanmus 
memorial assemblages. Discussing popular shrines in he United Stats, Richard 
Wea Sellars and Tony Walter observe that 
the madside where Jams Dean crashed. the memorial in CanVal 
Park ac- the street fmm where John Lennon was gunned down. 
the spot m me sidewalk where Swedish premier Olaf Palme was 
shot [in 19861, all are regularly adwned by Rowers and dferings. 
(196) 
A deluge of flowers, cards, not-, candles and other items were b3R at the site of 
Princess Diana's fatal crash on the Cours la Reine in Psris. TIm same kinds of 
remembrances, as well as 'honeycolored Teddy beam" were left at the gat64 ot 
Buckingham and Kensingmn palaces and outside Hanods dapament store in 
London, displays Wat seemed less like funeral tributes than like the Writs of 
some vast pinata filled with party fawrs, that somne  had bmken above 
London' (Gopnik 36). The inmngruiiy ofh effusive displays of grief with 
stereoNpical British stcdcism underscored many accwnts of the munhy's 
mourning. 
Analogous memorials arising from a pvblic ovfpwrhg of grief for dire-. 
disaster and crime victims indude the various artides leR just outside the front 
gate of Gianni Ver~ace's hme  in South Beach, Fbrida: impromptu murder victim 
memorials in Philadelphia (DeWoif: hmiano): the Mufled animals, Rowers and 
notes intenwined in he fence amund the wins ofthe bombed Alfred P. Murrah 
Feeera! Building in OMahma C i i  and me Rwers and teddy bears s a t  to 
Dunblane Primary a h w l  in Dunblane. Scctland. In fact, the Smliish primary 
school has been so overwiwlmed with offerings that Pchool oRicials have publicly 
requested that no more be -t four Thanw. In each of these inatancas, 
structures generalty mnramd  panof the pub4ic domai~idewalks, schools 
and gwemment buildingmm u t i l i  for private and public mourning, as 
spacer in which to negotiate meaning. 
Fonnal Memw(a(Wion 
Completed and dedibled in 1982, the Viemam Veterans Memnial in 
Washington, D.C. is one of me most widely racwnired sibs of such negotiation, 
far removed fmm the aclual scene of devastation. Scholars including Kenneth 
Foote and John sodnar have discussed the migns and eventual wnlrtruction of 
me monument, especially waling the embodiment of the "memory d-e" in 
conflicts concerning appmpriate design (Mna r  1.9). While many judged the 
black granite walls inscribed wlh the names of f i i i g h l  thousand men and 
women a horribly unsuitable tribute to the nation's war dead, others saw in ils 
starkness a more tm fu l  manifestation ofthe Wi of the war and i& 
consequences. A mmpmmise between the two campa came in the form of a 
freestanding statue depicting three soldiers, laterioined by a d d i i a l  nSW 
commemraling female veterans (B: Fmte 291). 
it contin- to be a place for remembering and recasting individual and 
collective imprerriona. Lydia Fish has documented responses to the site by 
'pilgrims" that indude vetemm and refalive3 ofthe dead and missing, and their 
offerings: moaries, photographs, W r s ,  Wwers, poems, pieces of uniform and 
teddy bears (83-84). Emotional reaclions tothe monument can be so powerful 
that visitors, usually veterans, wmetimes find il diicult to approach the wall and 
instead hang back in a line of hees facing it Park sewMm MIUnteeCS and 
veterans camfullywadl for these seemingly reluaantvisbrs, to offer their 
support and assjslatxa in ttm mwimal  and pnssibly hsumatic experience of 
confronting the monumem (85.86). 
A prtiwlady telling inddent occurred in the year following the WPs 
dedication. Perhaps related to pmtestagainst me Reagan adminisWaWm's 
CenW American policies, cans threatening bombing or defacing ofthe wallwere 
made to Park moials. Veterana responded by turning out to guard the wall, as 
did Park and mounted police. Afour-foot sm-fence was erected to protect the 
wail fmm the nearby demonmators (86). Nthough no harm came to the 
memorial or anyone involved, the pmpwation for a n d  confmntation Opeaks to 
the tension elicited by the public representation of a problematic W. Indeed. 
Fish refers to the Viemam V a t e m  Memorial as a "the mangest of all sacred 
places.. . .the place where the Yietnam veterans have found the strength to 
fight their last and most diRicuii bame' ((87. A l tho~~h liw site is thousands of 
miles horn the jungles of Asia, its liminali, h t e r n  of landscape. design and 
depiction renders it a powerful rdBction of @nful memories. faced in Private and 
public by individuals anoas ttm county. 
While the Viemam Veterans Memorid mmmemorates the h o r n  of those 
years horn a signifcant diitance. thus perhaps pmviding some degree of 
emotional safety to pilgrims, memorids nwklng physid sites of mass death dot 
the European landscape. Ihe great majority resulting fmm genociW actions of 
the Nazi regime (commemorative sites are also located in Israel and North 
America). Dacha" and W m ,  the two monuments In Europe drawing the 
largest number of Visitors per year, appmxlmately 0.W and 75,000 
respeclively Wung x), have been sites ofmnnii  behneen different gmups of 
~ u ~ v o r s .  townspeaple, naliona and faithr. DacImu, the fiFstmncenlralion camp 
Opened by the Nazis, fir& held political prisoners, among them a number of 
German Christians. induding clergymen. The first large group of Jewish 
primers anhred on the heels of Krisralhasnt, November 9.1938. They vrere 
followed. in ensuing yean. by moupands of Soviet Army off ira. After the camp 
was itberated in 1945. il was converted by the Amwicans inIa a military s m W .  
then later a German refugee center. During lhis time, the crematorium was 
preserved, with a Garden of Remembrance" planted arwnd it (6062). 
James Young has traced the evolution of memoria anrtures and 
interpretation at Dachau. The first exhibii ammpanied by graphic photos of 
Nazi nolsncs, was met with complaints by local civic officials. They Dbjected to 
the display as "nn only offenahre to taste but also damaging to inmaS0nd 
relations.' and it was c k x l  in me &y part of 1955 (63). me elfwls of camp 
survivors to reopen the museum and create a permanent memorw space were 
met with opposition, again by local ieadera and dzens, who wished to divm 
anention from me site. Nonetheless, me rewganized Intemationa Dachau 
Cornminee (first established m an undergmund camp prisoners' aMociation 
during the war), with the support of the Americans sbll at me camp, soon opened 
a makmhii museum. 
In the years to come, lhe sile wwld becwne home to other marnorial 
structures induding a Calhdk monument (1960). an international memorial 
(1965). a Jewish chapel (1967) and an international monument (1968). The 
Catholic monument mnsis*i ofsa 'anded cylinder of unhewn rtone, fMy-one 
feet high and forty-five feet in diameter. . .opens in fmnt to create a large airy 
vesiibule for prayer,' writes Young, and ' . . .is emply except fora large cmss. 
and a g@antic cmwn of th- . . . pmhed on top" (64). Tha p l m  forthe 
monument apparenlly mst wHh littls or no oppoabn ha local residerib, which 
may be attributed lo  the ournunding Cathok population and the l a w  number of 
Catholic prisoners at the camp during fhe war. Among them was the man who 
would evemually spearhead monumentconot~ction. the auxiliary bishop of 
Munich. The dedication ceremony, anended by mostly Cathalii numbering in 
the area of iiflythousand, induded a recrewion of ChWs passion. The 
establishment of a CarmeMe convent behind the menid in 2964 was received 
in a similarly coqperative manner (65). 
Young ass* that the Catholic presence in the camp. during its operation 
by the Nazis and also a b r  their doreat, acawrib for the low lev4 of friction 
beween Jewish and Catholic WrviMn and visiiors, a marked difference from Ihe 
baffle of symbolism and representation mat has m n e d  at Auschwitll Bihnau. 
In December 1997, The New York Times reported that both Christian e w e s  
and stars of David had been removed from IheReld of ashes behind the gas 
chambers at Birkenau, main burial gmund for bdh camps (Pedez). The 
conflict over the appmpriateness of fhe symbols had been ongoing since 1983. 
when they were erected by Polish Boy X o u b  in an attempt to coerce a 
compromise between the parlia imdved, including the Calholic Church in 
Poland, the Polish government and various Jewish groups (hvark and Pel 246: 
Perlez; Young 151). The begiming of fhe dippute is generally anrikRed to an 
address in 1971 by Cardinal Kaml Wojtyla (who later became Pope John Paul II) 
honoring Maximilien Kolbe, a priest who died at Auschwii in exchange for the 
life of a Jewish prisoner. In his speech, the cardinal effe~lidy appropriated lhe 
former camps for Me Caholicchurch as riles of Christian martyrdom. Edii 
Stein, a Polish Jewlsh woman who had m v e m  to Camdicism as Sister 
hed ic ta  of Me Grots. was killed at Birkenau in 1942. Duringthe Pope's return 
vhit to me c a w s  in 7979, he announced the initlalkx ofthe bealifbtion p- 
forthe Carmelite nun (Owarkand Pen 245). 
In respcme to the Pop's pmnouncemenk. in 1984 a group of Carmelite 
sisters rounded awnvent near ekck 11. the site of Father KoWs martyrdom. 
Afler much pmtest by Jerriah g r w w - e s p e c i a l ~ a ~ m e  mailing ofa fund 
raising appeal by a Catholiccharity citing a'desim D erase the oUnages so oRen 
done D the V i i r  of Chri* (Bartmzmski 7)-4k sisters moved into another 
building some dislanca from the camp border in 1992. Alhough Dwork and Pel 
assert mat as a resuil of such compromises of memory. "iexsct allusiom. 
snatchas of misinformation, and inapprwriate metaphors. . . generate histories 
that corrode the history of the Judaeocide" (243). it is hopad that, following 
relocation of the Convent and Me re& of the cmsses and stam fmm the ash 
field, further plans to premm and mark the saws can go forward. 
The bost manner in which to confront such a dilemma is achallenge fw 
any cornmuniiy dealirg w h  a sitespeciflc tragedy. The differing prioritk of each 
gmup invobed are m i b l e  points of contention. Whereas the pmblem of 
memory at AuschwiWBirkenau centers on religious d i i c e ,  me conflicts at 
Dachau continue as 1x4 officials struggle to incorporate rerpectfui and 
instructive recognilion of past wmngs into a p i t i ve  civic image, espedaliy in 
light of the tens of thwsands of " i s m  aniving every year (Young 69). The way 
in which Dachau pm5811ts W l f  as a modem town in relalion to its past, however, 
emrnpasss not only oficial literature, but also inform4 communicatiin 
between residents and visiton, and once visitors retvm home, b e w e n  
themselves and memben of their own mmmunifies. 
It is precisely this l y p  of infmnal cmmun&atim and adivity, or folklore. 
centered on an infamous site mat olten p o m a  city planners to initiate a 
gmrnmentalty administered (if not fully funded), memmialiion pmce66. For 
example, in Memphis the mmmemoraSon of the assassination of Manin Lumer 
King. Jr.. on April 4.1988. began wih me owner of me matel at w h i d  King was 
shot. Waiter Bailey turned me mom mat King had occupied at tke Lorraine Mnel 
inm a shrine, 'including a glass enclosure extending fmm the mom to where King 
fell on me edge of the balcony, a small d i i a y  of King memuabilia, and some 
plastic wreathsm (Fmte 75). Eventually, thmgh me ioim effons of Bailey, the 
Mamn Luther King. Jr. Memphis Memoria Foundation (incorpwated in 1982 and 
later renamed the Lorraine Civil Rights Museum Foundation), private cibiens and 
city business and government leaders (among others), the motel was mmplelely 
renovated, save far King's m m  at the time of his death, and reopened as me 
Lorraine C i l  Rights Museum in 1997 (76-.n: Sellas and Walter 194). 
In the twenty-three yearn mat elapsed after me aspassination, Bailey dean 
with severe finandal problems, as die the memorial pmjecf wih fund reisinp and 
public opinion, enccmpassing posilhre and negative assassment's of King's 
charaner, the wish to leave the painful event in the past and m m m s  a m  me 
most approprhe use of land and funds. Nonetheless, city leaders reccgnired mat 
tourisa were seeldng om the assassinawn site, and that there enisted the 
opportunity to s h m  those visild experiences and memories of the svem which 
would in turn Inform their general impression of me city (Foae 78). 
In drawing upon he examples above, the Viemam Veterans Memorial, me 
memorial complem at Dacha" and AuachrvitrlBitkemu and the Lorraine Civil 
Rights Museum, I have looked at the avenues taken by various individuals and 
groups in coming to t e r n  wim he p W  and pubb memay of terrible episcdes 
in recent history. The firsttwo instances invoive mmoriallhaSon on a vast d e :  
me third, the cornmarnoration of an indiiidud regaw as an inRuential leader. 
and to many. a hm. Although the qw&ian in each case w a r s  to have been 
h w t o  memoriafi, the question of whetherto remember at all, in an i n s l i i a l  
manner. was answered alfirmm'ily at some point in me praeas. Additiondir, in 
me case of King, a private burimsr was tmmfomd into a public inst'iion. 
Aurain Mlmwislr. Official and Otherwise 
The designation of public and private spaca for memorialization is an 
especialy delicat. task in urban areas experiencing explosive gmwih. m e  Ciiy of 
Auen and its residents have in recent years grappled with a perceived need tc 
expand and diversify the metmpolitan am's econmt bape in response to Me 
recent instability of major employers in me area. such as state and federal 
government i n s t i n s ,  and the desire to preserve the ciys unique quality of lde 
as a more manageable, yet sophisticated and liberal munidpalii (PattCulady in 
comparison to Houston and lhe Dallas-Folt Warth m p l e x ) .  Cleaner, "gresnef 
industries like conputer hadware and software devebpers and manufacturers 
have been couned by me Chamber of Commerce in an effort to pmmne gmwh 
while pmte3it-g the envimnment, which includes rot only emlogical concern. 
but social iss- 88 well. 
The approprim use of wmrmnaW utilized space is an ever-present h u e  
in me lively debate surrounding public worlQ pmjects such as parks, recreational 
and mnvemion facilities, and memorial structures. Aup6n residents and city 
officials recently dealt vilh the taskof elkclively wresenling public and private 
memory in its cornmemomlion of late blues great Stevie Ray Vaughan. Vaughan, 
who moved to Austin From Dallas, died in a planecrash in August of 1990. News 
of his death stunned Austin fans. rvho quickiy organimd a candlelight vigil in Me 
city.$ centrally losated Zilker Park. Writing in 1991 forthe Austin American- 
Statesman, Michael Point dasdbs the mem0riaIiziti.m prccsss mat fdbed 
the vigil as one gcwnpanied by Wirited debate.' finally ending with me farnib's 
decision to install a statue at Auditorium Shores, an ouMoorvenue at which 
Vaughan frequently performed (Foam 74). The cily-cwned park runs along Town 
Lake, a sec(ion of the Colorado R i  which tlows through dorvnmwn Austin. 
Ceremrmially unveiled in 1993. the bmnze statue of Vaughan, standing at Bight 
feet and surmunded by a'meditalion garden.' was made possible mmugh 
private donations hMn individuals not onb in Austin, but amund the world, and 
the allocation of space was made by the city (Poim 1993). Fadng south, away 
from the river, Vaughan's likeness ir &en adorned with freshcut flowers left by 
fans. 
Although me best way to memwialii Me well-known and admired 
musician was deliberated for a lime over a year and included discussion of 
renamimg various dy s t w  or parks kpVaughan, the need to commemorate 
his life in a public fashion was not at issue. Wether due to Vaughads highly 
publ icid sobriety, or the fact that construction of Me memorial site was fundod 
by private citizens, family, hiends and fans facad no public cwosition. The 
memorializetion ofa single individual. w small gmup. who are mt public figures 
or have not died in a manner that is perceived as heroic or unusually tragic 
frequently stirs greater debate. 
Thus, a controversy anended the installation, in December 1997, of 1,500 
small crosses by Park Hills Baptist Church members in the expansive front 
grounds of the church at the intersection of Farm to Market Road 2244 and the 
Mopac Expressway (Fig. 1.1-3). A placard placed in front of Park Hills's 
permanent sign proclaimed it the 
FIELD OF CROSSES 
IN MEMORY 
OF THE 4.1 10 BABIES 
WHO DIE FROM AEORTIONS 
IN OUR COUNTRY EVERY DAY1 
Symbolizing the fetuses aborted in America, amrding to church members, the 
display was planned to coincide with the twenty-fii anniversary of the Supreme 
Court decision lqalizing abortion in the United States. Roe vs. Wade. The 
crosses, mentioned to me by several informants, garnered bather media 
anention in mid-Jgnuaty when several crosses were uprwted and burned on the 
church grwnds by vandals ('Anti-abortion crosses"). 
road. Cnurch buildblgs are to right of antaahown. 
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Fig. 3 . :  
I have chosen these memorials to represent two points on the 
f , " . ,  I '  
most part privately planned and built, both are Intended for public consumption 
and thus placed in high Uamc areas. Vaughan's family created a memorid that 
was accessible to anyone at any he. It stands outside me section of Audiium 
Shores that is offen e n d d  by chain link fences for mnc0mi, festivals or other 
events. The mmben of Park HiL  Baptist Church wanted as many people a 
possible to see me -on display. and plamed the crosses acmrdhgly, at 
the comer of me chum+ gmunds bwdered by tmr haavilymvened highwap.1 
In accordance with its intended use, e p h  memofiars location and structure 
invites a certain level of engagement fmm general publk. 
M me tmr. me 'field of c m '  is me more obvious candidate fwon- 
going debate and negoliation. It is also a unique memorial in that it is tempwary 
and does n d  mmmemorate a specaii event or hdiidual.2 Fumer, it Utilizes 
Christian symbolism to make what is ultimately a polifid statement, a lradiiion in 
American public lib Met mnuadicto the I@ separation of chufch and state. It is, 
however, in keeping with the concept of civil dgion, first emunded by Jean 
Jacques Rovseau in l7?e Social Connacr embracing 
the emmnm of God. the IIe to mme the rswa!d ot nrtue and the 
punlshment of wm, and the exdus~on of mltglom lntolerancs All 
Other rei$alour ODlnlOns a 4  Outsde t ~ 3  mqnlzanm of the slam and 
may be f&ly h61d by citizens. (Beilah 264%) 
Robert Bellah's work explwes the idea of American civil religion in paticular, 
from an examination ofthe Declaration of Independence to me rhetoric of me 
Johnson administration (196369). nnlng a m m m  "set of belieis. symbols. and 
1 I obtained permission to photograph the crosses fmm church ohim stall. 
2 For a simllar rnemonal on the Internel, ar The Shnne m Memow ol 
C h ~ m n  Who Haw Cwd unbarn' at h t t p l l m  innocent codShnne hhnl a 
producbon of the Church of the Holy Innmnts m New Yo* C.fy 
rituals; ' (262-72) e.g.. a belief in We Almighty." Um crms, and the o b s k c e  of 
Memorial Day. Of rslevana, to the preaemdiwunion is his differentiation 
between denomhaiionaliy defined faiths s u h  as Catholicism. Protertamism and 
Judaism, and iha "very acthist and ncmmlemplative -10n ofths 
fundamental relignus obligation" (m). C i l  religion is not typified by me hushsd 
seclusion of a cathedrd or chapel, but is t h o m u g h t y g r w n d e d i  
debate of the public arena 
It is invoked, especially, in times of crisis and uncertainly, as during the 
war between the slates, the essasinaSon of President Kennedy, Um Vlemam 
war and, on a more pnonal level, following ths death of afamity member or 
friend. Indeed. Peter S. Hawkins Caes 'the a& ofpietythat have grown up 
around both ths W M  pliemam Veterans Memoria and the [AIDS] quilr as We 
moa vim examples of popular civil religion we have' (762). At public sites where 
the sacred and profane intermingle, people of varying cunural, and thus religiws. 
backgrounds come mgether to mum. 
In theory, civil religion's ail-enwmpssing publicembrace excludes 
religious intolerance. Writ6s Mlah, mere was an impliil but quite clear divisicm 
of function between the civil religion and Christianity. Under iha doctrine of 
religious liberty, an exceptionally wide sphere of personal piety and voluntary 
social action was len to the chunk& (264,267). In many ofthe doouments and 
speeches he anawes, there is an emphasis on Christian symbolism without 
specifc invocation of the Christian church, similar to me "re ofihe moss wiihout 
st63 adherence m Um beliefs in which religious significance originated. 
Hence. R be- representative of religious wspirituai belief in generd. a 
symbol ad~ptabie by W l e  and g r w p  of various faiths. 
The civil religion of me United States Mends polaical and reba'ws &a1 
action in many spheres, as me dialogue b e l w s ~  church and state comes full 
circle and dedrinal distinctions blur.3 For as noted by Antonio Gm with 
respect to a-mily offaiih be(WB8n amnception ofthe world and a 
mrresp~nding norm of conduct.. .why Caw mi6 unily offaim 7eligion' and not 
'ideolqly.' a even frankly 'poiiiks'T (50). In religious or spiritual Wief, the 
individual - beiwen tenets thatcan be odds wim ea7h olher, as in the act 
of pledging allegianoa to any given political party or pimrm. Bolh represent a 
cetiain understanding of om's mimnment and presuibe behavior that is in 
accordance with that vision. The mly d i i  migm be in religiws belief 
systems' mwe direct claims of abrolvte tNIhP 
mne  me Park Hills Baptia Church and me Stevie Ray Vaughan 
memorials represent diirent pdnts m lhe commemoration continuum, mey are 
similar in tha hey signify events Dauning somewhere omer than the memwial 
1 The exp-ion of civil religion is, of couoe. often pmblematic. Sue 
Samuelson dm.bes a murt case in which she was an exnert wilness fw the 
dBfei&-in DBceGb~r. 1979 the cm, ol Denver coloraddwas sLed by a gmup 
ca! so Cnlrens Concerned for Ihe Separatmn of Churm and State wom Ihe 
SuDmrlof me Amercan Cwli L oenles Unlon mev named that a natww sane 
on'ihe steps ofthe city hall was a 'religious symbdl whicih should not appear on 
government propew (139). The ciiy wan the case, and at the time of 
Samuslson's writing the citizens' group was appealing the decision. 
4 Kugelmass cites Jonathan Wwcher and Charles Silberman in me 
idantifirstinn of American Jewish civil mliaion. one tenet of which is me 
Gloca-,;tHsH sub& of popular ~swtsn>~sco~rse. usually denhlod Mh the 
resdrgence of Jewsh natlonallsm result ng from the Srx Day War (1 76-77) The 
orenous d~sc~os~on of the ~on f i ~no~e r  re ((102s 6vmoo1~m at A U S C ~ W ~  offen a 
blirnpse of a contested intersection of Jewlih and~(predominate1y) Christian civil 
relioion an the international shoe. I will further emlore the use of exclusive 
sv~bol~om by poi~ttcal groups &d the symbol~sm of the cmss tn general m 
chapters rwdand five. 
site, as mas me Vbmam Vemmm Me&. As noted in Me caae of Hdocauat 
memorials and hatdediited to the memory of M&n Lmer King. Jr.. in 
Memphis, honoring and s h w g  memory at the p h w  site ofviolence inwives 
a different set of ohall-. Foae categorizes Me choices made in 
commemoration of s i t e - s ~ c  events as sanmkatim, designation, fectihIion 
and obliteration 0. 
Obliteretion e m i i  Me mmplete eradidonof any strudum or p h y D i  
feablre related to atragic inddem. Exempbs include the former home of John 
Wayme Gacy near Chicago: the Bewfly Hills Suppr Club in Southgate. 
Kenhleky, at which a fim killed 165 people in 1977: and the Cmanut Grow 
nightdub in B-ton, site of dwaswing fire in 1942. In each instance, buildings 
were razed and the pmpeny remaim unused, both indications ofa mmrnuniNs 
shame or guilt (1 79-83.5 Cloaeiy related to obliiraIjon is recliication. in which 
the site is returned lo L original constion or tolnliy redeveIoped.6 
Austin residents have wimessed Me pmcpls at wok in the rectification of 
numerous tram acddem sits which now bear lWe w m trace of de?muclion. 
and in the University of Texas's r-nse to Charles Whiman's smng Wree 
ham the mwer of Me Main Building in 1966. Damage on campus was cleaned 
and repaired. m e  otwervation deckfmrn whim Whiimen fired was reopened 
5 me recent demolition of Nicole Bmwn Simpson's f m e r  home in 
Brentwwd. California provides another example ofolierafion. 
8 Oblllerahm. tollowed years later by recbhcabon, has mken place at me 
m e r  sate ot Mount Cash# Orpnanage m St. ~chnr .  Newtoundland Following 
the tnals that led to the conmtlons of several Chnstlan brothers an counts of 
sexud and physical assault in 1989, the orphanage was dosed. The buildings 
were razed in 1992 (Bates). All that remained were several gateposts. painted 
grey and emblazoned with the Irish cross. In 1997, the land was pvrchased for 
the construction of a Sabefs grocery store. In June of 1998, small flofai wreaths 
appeared atop the two main gateposts. 
without ceremony, mwrfl it war closed again a few years later due m suicides 
(Foote 195,357). The s b  of a mbbery. anon and quadruple homicide a a 
n o n h w  Austin yogurt shop nerves as an examp ofdesQnaWn. A bmnze 
memorial marker was inslalled in memay ofthe four ycvng female victim near 
me site. Prior to the placing of the marker, f r i e d  ofthe women !dl lighted 
candles, Rowers and mtes in fmnt ofthe bumedout store (Phillips). 
Sanclbication. involving Lhe Creation of racred space by PWcal 
manipulation of Lhe landscape, whether it be the instibmon of a memorial plaque. 
garden or building, is usually inspired by disaster or hemic dealh. In the Austin 
area, however, as in other areas of the American soumwest and acmss the 
United Stales, are an increasing number of s a d i e d  spaces created in memofy 
of individuals who were neither well-lmown mr martyrs. 
The memorial for Ivan Garth Johnson, killed in 1989, wmbinea en existing 
public structure, a painted mral, gretfiti and offerings (Fa. 1.4-5). Spray-painted 
on an overpass support column are the words 
R.I.P. IVAN 
FAIR SAILING TALL BOY 
IVAN GARM JOHNSON 
1971 - 1989 




Designs accompawng the meraage include a blackdove, strands of Evy and 
panern of hiangles at me b a s  ofthe support PI& at its foot are mcks 
decorated with sheik. cigaretles and an emptyterraarna flower pot Long-time 
Austin resident Ryan BrmDn reported that 
e m  year, they [they famwl nn a p k e  of wood In me shape of a 
heart or a c~rcle, and glue seashells in Vm amps of me number of 
how many "ears thts bw . . .has been gone. I mink the'7' and the 
' 9  are sfilihere. 
The cdumn u r n  which the artwork has remained untouched faalr0m a 
decade rises up fmm the Lamar bridge o w m e  Colwado River, less than half a 
mile from the St& Ray Vaughan memorial. Rushhour tram comes to a 
smndstill on the bridge twice every weekday, providing a captive audlence for me 
memorial's affecting m g e .  Omer drunk driving memorials, induding me 
white, wwden nosses erected mmugh the Austin chapter of Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving will be delaled in following chapters, as will the formation of me 
Austin MADD chapter. 
All memorials diwssed abwe communicate to members of meir 
audience in di irent ways. A suppotter ofanti-aborlbn legislation will, of sww. 
reactto the Park Hills Baptist Church display far differently than m e o n e  in favor 
of lsgalized abortion. A motorist viewing Ivan Garth Johnson's memorid for the 
first time will I l W  be more affeded man acommuter who traverses the bridge 
twice each weekday. The fact mat f w r  informants recited the memorial legend to 
ma word for word, however, aneOts m its corninued power to impress. 
Not all Austin memorials d e  lasting attention, or pass imo me 
vernacular knowledge ofthe area as has Johnson's. Visitors to the Cily will not 
read aabout his memarial in any tourist litemre or guidebaok7 In addfiion, 
neilher the informal memorials desnibed above nor ins8UionaW maintained 
sites are guaranteed veneration as sacred spaces, as monumems of all kinds are 
routinely the obi& of vandalism, t not wtrigM desscm50n.~ Werner due m 
Uleir origin, design or location, s ~ n e  site, h m e  me focus of pilgrimage, as a 
shrine; while omen fall imo dkswdr and obscurity. 
A mmcfial on Guadalupe Street in Austin, while re!aliwly new appean to 
have been abandoned, and was almost camouRaged in O m b e r  1997 by a 
thick layer of dead leaves (Fig. 1.6-7). The mvnded tombsIonelike metal mamr 
has been completely oveltaken by st save for Ule redangular plaque bearing 
the inscription 
SKlA OURA 
Mach 28,1996 -November 4.1996 
Taken by our neglegence [sicl' 
A c~mbling funem wreath flanks me norm side of the marker on an equally 
rusted stand. AS nded by Thomas Z i m m  with regard lo madside Crosses 
in south cenlrai Ksntuc*y, Oura's memorial has perhap served b purpose for 
grieving family and friends (3). Auentlon and maintenance may have moved horn 
the site of death m the home or cemetery. 
7 Foote discusses this kind of informal, interstitial communication about 
death sites with particvlar regard to John Dillinger. Bonnie Parker and Clyde 
Banow (212). 
8 For example, see Young's aocount of vandalism of a tlokcaust 
memorial at san Frana'sm's Jewish Museum (317-19). and Fmte's report of 
similar problems occurring at the Haymarkel riot police monument in Chicago 
(138411. 

sacred Spea .nd Pllgllmlm.g. 
Foote stales hat the United Stales, from w l o n r  day3 to the present. has 
been something of a landscape of disaster and lms, as well as diversity and 
beauty, mereby forcing me population, and gwerning bodies in petibular, to 
develop alacrilws and meaningful memorial responses (6.289-91). In 
considering items left by visitors to me Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Bodnar 
writes mat 
a pafk service tschnician who helped catalog the items I& bohind 
Wd a reporter that me mementoe left him 'a limle misty.' He 
claimed that mese objects were 'not like history' but had an 
'immediaw abwt them. What he might have added was mat they 
Were IX)t reallv like me history that was usually commemorated In 
public. (8) 
Ultimately. Bodnar asserts. " . . . pluralism will Mexist with hegemony  ^(253), as 
civil inaihltions find it increasingly necessary to ac~mmcdate vernacular culture 
and memory in the fornation of public armmsmorafnre activities and structures. 
The madside aos?r tradition, not far removed from war memorial customs, 
similarly spotlights 'ordinab lives and memories, creating multiwcal monuments 
in otherwise vapid public space. 
In 1993, George Monger posited two primary r e m s  for the madside 
shrine practice, memoriaiizm~on and warning, descn3ing me action of maintaining 
the site of fatalii in such amanner as 'private and individual Pilgrimage'" (1 14). 
As a basic motive behind sush aosemblages, his assetlion works &I, as a 
number of my intervieweas Mi& the same opinion (sw chapters four and five). 
Sellars and Walter ga further, sw ing  an almmt ilwtinchlal need to confront siies 
of sudden death in an effortto bener understand death nself, c(tirig tha large 
crowds mat gamer forputik executions and accidmNs "Simply to obs%rva how 
other people die" (196). 
Conhonticg the unlmown is atenet of pkyimage as mnceptualiaed in the 
writings of ViawTumer (Cemer OutThars2lbr4). The ptimfydistinction 
made by Vicmr Tumer with respect to pilgrhnege and omer Iilualo is that 
pilgrimages require a jwmey (207-8). Sum peregrinations are fufmer 
distinguished by inmation and inclusion, and are thus. as stated by Karen 
Pechilis, 'unbounded" (63). It is this qualily ofthe pilgrimage hat creates an 
environment in whia meanbyl is created and recreated. .an areaof m u ~ i  
(Tumer and Tumer 145). Moreover, as Pedlis states. 
Piigrirnaga sites are nn he realm ofthe familiar everyday: 
he rb re  me attempt is to make I familiar, to invest it with known 
meanings. Pilgrimage evokes an application ofthe kmwn to the 
unknown in which me known is changed. (65) 
The intersaction of the familiar and the unfamiliar is commonly marked by, among 
other things. lhe action oftaking items toorawayfrom t k  site(66). Thus, the 
home and the pilgrimav site become invened wim the symb3s of each. Pilgrims 
to the Viemam Veterans Memwial leave teddy bean and articles of clothing and 
take home a T-shirt or postcard, as friends of the accident victims dewxibad in 
this thesis leave a note or figurine and pernaps take away a flower (Biggs. see 
chapter four), resulting in a kind of domesticaton of the site. 
Although asita may be familiarired by a variety of actions as a meeting 
place of different voices and messages, it is also a likely candidate for cooflict. 
For Psdilis and ahen, the axurence of d m r d  is r o ta  pmbbmatic one. 
Pilgrimage, as a liminoid phenomenon operating outside of rlgld paver struclures 
(Turner and Tumw 1-39), pmvides an o p n  forum for negdiaticm that danr not 
necessilate resalulion (Bowman 55-56; Pedilis 65.71 -73). However, h r e  must 
be some elemem ofqreement at me mre of the assemblage. In other words, 
while the ritual may be ILK& in nabre, ib diversion mu* be grounded in 
established symbalic syofems (Pechilis 67: Hufford 198).9 
Refigious bndscaps, while also reflecting diverailyand negolialion. 
usually minor religious heg-. Teny Jordan and Lglter Rownlme nate the 
plethora of cwifxes, nogses. wayside shrines and ChrisSan place names in 
Christian, espxially Catholic. cultural regions such as Quebec and cettain Pam 
of Germany. Predominantly Protestant areas, Uwy wde, are nnable in their lack 
of religious immgraphy (219). The sacred landscap of the Austin area, which 
bears evidence of the heavy inhence of both C a t h o l i i  and Pmtestantism, will 
be addressed more thoroughly in the following chapter. Ib  geographic location. in 
the state as a whole. is imponant to rote here in mat it waddles the 
demographic border between the p r e d m i n a ~  Catholiccounties to the south 
and mose with heavy Promstam populations to the north (213: Ramos 489) 
Yi-Fu Tuan emphasizes marginal as emt4ematic of anti-slructum 
with reference to Tumet's cmceplion of pilgrimage, but also acknowiedges the 
varied character of sacred space, and ofthe sacred ibelf (91,89). In ConIrast to 
the mundane landscape ofthe modem cily, me sacred produces a tension that is 
awesome, honible and yet almost magnetic: 
Contemporary space, however colotful and varied, lacks po(arhed 
tension as between the numinws and the quotidian. Contemporary 
life, however pleasant and exciting, moves on one plane--the plane 
encompassed by rational and humanist vision. Ecstasy and dread. 
Ma heights and me depths, theawesome and the hanscendent 
rarelv inhude on our lives and on our landscaoes exceot under me 
infiuknce of chemical stimulus. Along cerlain iines our world has 
contracted. (99) 
9 While the Turners, as well as Pechilis, faus on eslablished, 
conventional mligiws pilgrimage. Marion E m a n  discusses New A* pilgrims 
as well as Christian visitors to Glaotonbury. David Hufford's wriIing here is 
concerned wilh pilgrims to St. Anne de Beavpre in CluBbec. 
While Tuan's statement emompasses the smrilii and tedium ofthe modem 
suburb and the dten violent vibnmyof large cities, it negled?l me sacred wimin 
the city--the roadside cmss, h e  norefmm shrine, h memorial mural. 
Ahn Morhis identifies pilgrimage sites as *diine)yinhsed Npturea in the 
continuous surface o f h  mundane, human sodal wodU (281). Though his 
description is directed to pilgrimage in the Hindu tradition, il is equally epp i i i l e  
to the unexpecfed and perhaps dis~plive nature of impronphl public memo~U~. 
In the cultivalbbn of an active mnneclim bewen sile, marker and memory, they 
combat what Pierre Nora has termed Ikwdi, mBmdm, ciorsitas of memory. 
SubniMes for .real 'environments of memory." hey indude museum exhibits 
and festival presentations. and thus ~dederamlizason" (qtd. Kugelmas, 180). 
The traiectory ofmis chapter hat mus far encompassed sites of Wnonal. 
local, national and international impartance. All l&ms are examples of sacred 
space, sim setaparlhwn me qunidian and dedicated to mmemoratim. In 
reference to his ~0-Ii0n of san~cat im.  Foote defines sacred spsces as 
piaces mat we publicly mnseaeted w widely venerated rather man thooe 
owned or maintained by a particular religious group." f u h r  stipulating mat 
mere musl be a ceremony Mat includes an explicit statement of the site's 
significance and an explanation of why me event shwld be remember& (8). In 
the following chapters. I will document the rwxQnition of madside cmrs 
memorials as sacred space, whether temporary or permanent, without formal 
marking or ceremony. m e  statements of area residents m s t  to Me 
extraordinary charaner ofthe sites, and their varied rdas in the memory of 
peapie and m n k .  
Reader, asseating conventional (e.g., Fatima. the Hajj, Lourdeo) and 
unconventional (e.g.. Graceland, Kent State, Dellas' infamous grassy knoll) 
pilgrimage, mncludes hat 
. . . pilgrimage, in pmviding a means for uniting the l i n g  and h e  dead. 
offer the means for individual and social message m be relayed 
simultaneously without impairing, or bringing into conflict, their separate 
and muniple meanings. (21) 
So, too, madside memorial markers offer a nmeling place fw annmunicalion. 
remembrance and reflection, separate from theseveryday." As in GlasIonbury 
(Bowman 55-93), &side assemblage. embrace many vaices. including in 
many cases the quiet acquiescence ofcivil auUnnily, for as Fcde states, lhey are 
neimer encouraged nor in many slales%ven penniltad along mQIt 
thomughfares" (172). m e  m u l ~ i h /  and cooperation embodied in each 
memorial, and lhe vernacular supportthat facilitates m r  existence, comributes 
to their b/namism and mukvity. 
Corlclusion 
Margie Franklin described a cross erected by a friend of hers. A memorial 
to her son. Richard Anlhony Gonzales, the c- rtaad on private property 
between a large medical centre and a residemial area After some m t h s ,  
centre personnel approached Margie's friend and offered to replace lhe cross 
with a horizontal granite marker (Fig. 1.8). While the marker is m r e  permanent 
than the wmden cross it replaced, its measage to pamenby is less clear. As it is 
a l w t  level wilh the grass s u n d i n g  il, rnnwists are unable to read the 
inscription (Fig. 1.9). They do take note of a, however, Me ambiguity of the 
marker noiwlhstanding (Reed). The adaptation of public space. even for smaller. 
more prsonal memMlals IS not without oonteniion. 84 BVidem In the bnef history 
of Gonzales's marher. 
I James Young and Zvi Gitelman describe vBmBcular hobnuat memorials cmWucM in the former Swiet Unlon, a nu-r ot whkh marked mass grave I. snag in Rtga, Vilna and Minsk. Due to the prevailing ideologwl f o m  of the Ume. Jewish c .  were not cammemorated qaraldy horn aher Swiet 
fatalities. Jewish families, then, tmkths taak of memorialing the dead into their 
own hands. 
OCCBOionak. lhe~e unofficial memorials would m lu i n  of cart 
sculpture a& reconsbum tombatonas. More often, they 
a-ed as slmple wooden tablets naled lo a tree mth names 
n ~ n b e d  on them. or as a mle ot stones set 4" a clennng, or as a 
grassy buW mound. (Young 28) 
When discovered by local aumorlties, however, the msmoriats were destwed. 
Some were replaced with &te sambned structures, but these werede4cated 
to me suffering and honw of the S&et Union, rather man Jewish victims, a far 
cry hom the 'genuine folk creaSans, mming from the bmken heam of survivas 
rather man from the studios of regimeappmved artistss (Gitelman 145). The 
memory of Me folk mernwials suNive now UImuQh their docvmentatim in family 
photographs (Young 27-7-28). 
Simnariy, me crosses and memorial assembiage mnstmtruc(ed for Heather 
Lamay and Lisa Wendenburg, discussed in detail in chapter four, exin now only 
in me photographs and memories of participms, as does a memorid on 
Stassney Lane (aee chspler three) in me photographs feahlred in this thesis. As 
With me public and private memorials detailed above. the suwW of vernacular 
mmmemorative tradition, like mat ofthe roadside m s ,  imlves me c m l e x  
interplay of p o l i i ,  cunure ard belief. The way in which sub currents have and 
cominve m interm, especially in Texas, is the focus of the next dapter. 
Chapter Two 
The Crosscultural Roadside Cross 
In me Avslri ~ m e t i m n s f a t e s m n  on December 31. 1996, a lener to 
columnist Jane S. Greig asked the following 
Q Where can l get inionnation on me whine crosses 
placed on me highway where smmone has died in an accident? 
I've been l d  that MADD [Molhers Against DNnk Driving] puts 
them up where someone has been killed by a drunken driver. 
I'd like lo Diace a marker at an accidents*. but 
drunken driving was not involved 
Grekg's response notes that Ithe only white crosses (markera) legally on the 
right of way am placed by ltw Texas Depamnem of Transponatnn in 
conjunnion wim MADD . . . Unaumorired markers periodically appear on me 
right of way but are removed." Ttm crews asgned to me r e m m  of the 
markers must be busy ones, fighting what appears ta be a keing banle. 
Roadside accidem markers, governmentally sanctioned and Mhe&se, are a 
familiar feature of many Texas roadways, and indeed of streets and highways 
across North America 
A thread on the Folklore discussion list tolklom~t.muml.tamu.du 
bore this out in a striking fashion. A shwt query, on January 22,1997. 
asking list participants for infonnalion on accident markers-Was anyone come 
across any articles w bocks about roadside memorials or accidem marhers- 
swn elicited over fiRy responses (Goldslein). Remambly, while the request 
was spedlically for texhral references, many replied not w'%h cilalbns. but as 
foiiows 
I am from Alabama. Greenville originany, and now live in 
Birmimham. The custom af -pen at Me sites of accidem 
IS q~~te=comm&~re The custom vanes from one piam 
whne cmss to decwated crosses ulm flowers or the vlcnms 
Istcl name even somehme ecturer on me crosses to a 
buSter of crosses in varyind sizes (most &en when there is 
more than one uitim). (Russell) 
Many of me responses described similar assemblages, as individuals recalled 
having seen crosses in fifteen US stateo--Califwnia. North and South Carolina. 
CmBRiwt. Georgia, Indiana. Kentucky. MatsehuseM. Montana, New York. 
Ohio, Penmylvanla. Swm Dakota. Tennessee. Utah. Virginia. Washinpton and 
Wyoming, as well as me Canadian pmv+nce of Newfoundland. Mexlco. 
Panama, England. Germany. G r e w  and Ireland. Ankles about me madaide 
cross tradiiion, or one cross in patSxlar have appeared in newspapers from 
Austin to Sydney. Auslralia (Dehrecchio). 
Popular ideas about madside memorias are reflected in accounts such 
as Russellb, newspaper and magazine articles which incorporate the 
memorids in pieces on drunk driving, motor vehicle safety or urban vblence 
(Marshal; Hamn:  McCauley), and poslcards like mat produced by the Center 
for Soumem Folklore depiaing a white wooden cmas on highway 82 in 
Mississippi. Painted in red and black ietlers. me cmss exhom passing motorists 
to 'GET RIGHT WITH GOD: Web siteS devoted to mdside cmsses include a 
journalism sludems final p m j a  for a news and new media dass at 
Nonhwestem University (Panlilfio), and a site originating in Indiana which owrs 
white crosses for Dale rRoadoide Memorial Cross"). Sill anomer site, which 
cautions internsled individuals lo check local laws mncerning roadside 
memorials prior to making a purchase, offers lw alternatives to homemade 
crwses, staling. The thought is wonderful but h a v e r y  shon time the site is 
not' Florida-based Imago Multimedia memorials feature, in place of oven 
religious symboilsm, a dwe CMemorial Markers"). 
FutIher eMdenca of the roadside cmss's place in me public imagination 
exists in popular Mion. Monger quotes Susan PDwehThe Greor Dancer. 
They passed doze= of whw cm- along the routs, sach 
cmss reprerming a hghway fatality. So many Indians 
smashed themselver an the roads 11 was old news, but most 
accidents involved alcohol. (Power 53) 
In John Niiols'The Mifagm Beanfidd War. set in small-mwn New Mexico, an 
anonymous Milagm resident proterts the plans of a wealthy landowner by 
erecb'ng cmgses "in memar) of him and his planned dedopmenl. 
Like mushrooms In damp leaves. they sprcuted even/ night by a 
damn madsides-jowntown, up in the canyon, out on the north- 
south highway. Their inscriptions elher advised the passerby to 
Pray for the soul ofZopite Dewne, or lo Pray for the dear 
departed soul of Ms Mirade Valley Recreation Ares. A few limes. 
even, flowery bouquets had been laid at these contemptible 
monuments commemorating a death or deaths which had not yet 
occurred. It was impossible, of course, to ignore the cmses. . . . . 
(304) 
Devine, mortally frightened by me cases, begins lo spnd many of his waking 
hours removing and burning the -den protests. Finally, the scene of me 
tragic bus -'dent In Russell Banks' The Sweettiereafteris marked, seved 
days afterward, by cmssm. Lawyer Mihheil Stevens, inspecting lha site, 
O~SB~VBO mat 
There had appeared o n  morning fourteen bny c m . m  out at tho 
cnsn sne, which turned OM to be me worn of achooich8idmn. at Ihe 
rnstroahon 01 the school board SO much lor seosrallon of church 
anditate. (Banks 138) 
Banks' nwel, aet in uprtate New York, is M on actual erentr in the Texas 
town of Alton, near the Texas-Me- border? including the appearance of me 
crosses. On the fiflh ann ive~ry  of the accident in 1994, twenty-one ~msses atill 
hung on the chain-link fence around the perimeter of the infamous gravel pit 
where the bus came to resl after bv ing me road (Lemiem). The examples 
above provae a cross-don of issues Mat often acMmpany madside cmases. 
such as the separation of chum and sf~ta .  hnd ownenhip and reclmnaIion, 
societal and governmental indifference mward death, and freedom of religiws 
expression. 
For instance, a statesponsored program to memorialize traffic falaliiies in 
Florida was abruptly halted when the deparlment of transportation and a state 
representative began to receive cwnpiaints about the display of religious 
Symbolism from the W chapter of me Anti-Defamation League. The state had 
approvsd the program as a mow tow* Ike increasing WnRNctilon of 
roadside crosses by private individuals. The atateconatructed cmsas (made of 
white plastic) already in piace were removed and the department of 
transportation decided to consider nher memaials designs rDOT Won't 
Install"). Debate in Halifax, Nova Scotia, about MADD crosses has been 
ongoing since January of 1998, wilh highway MEials concerned that they 
cause motorists undue dislraction, and MADD members arguing for increased 
rewgnililon of impaired driving deaths (Dedrick) I discuss MADD masses in 
Texas in furlher detail later in mis chapter, as well as in chapter five. 
1 Atom Egoyan's film version of the book, released in 1997, is set in the 
Canadian pmv im  of British Colombia. No crosses appear in Uw film. 
Thus, the roadside marker landscape is constantly in flux as cmsses are 
erected sometimes wHhin hours of a fatal collision (Hult). and nhers are 
removed or eventually abandoned. m e  nanatives concerning svch crosses are 
equally m M e .  as individuals read about me anniversary of a tragic accident. 
encounter a cmss for the firm time upon t&ng a wrong turn w Qiving in an area 
of me cily wim which they am unfamiliar, w experience a loss themselves. 
Austin area resident and high schml teacher Tlvamas Vannatta, in 
response to an email qudinnaire, wmte that in addiion to those with which 
he is familiar in the Aupth area, he has peen raadslde crosses in Merjco, mo4 
of Soum America and Japan. Whereas he identifies cmsses in Central and 
South America as a vernacular response to hazadous travel (especially in the 
case of public transportation), he understood thasa in Japan to be legally 
SaIK;tioned and erscted for the purpose of increasing driver awareness. 
Vannalta's efforts to have a similar pmgram instmned in Texap, following a fam 
accident near his home, are explored in chapter five. 
Jim Woolf reports me beliefs connected to accident sites in Chile. 
Because an accident victim's spirit is troubled. it remains at the site rather than 
moving on to the next We. A cmao erected at me site is tended not only by 
Mends and family, but by all passersby, who pray to ease the spirirs suffering. 
Translator and language instmcmr Mario Escobar. nuw a resident of St. John's, 
Newfoundland. grew up in El W d o r  in the 19609. In his experience. the 
hazards of driving were imental to the appearance of roadside cmsses. The 
smaii village in which he lived. Tejutepeque, was dewid of motor vehicles save 
lor small public buses, yet me immediate landscape was covered with small, 
white crosses. All sites were marked, rwafdless of the cause of death. If 
DomDOne dmpped dead fmm a hem attack in a wmlield. Earnbar stated, a 
~ m s s w a s ~ t h e r e .  
As noted in me previous chapter, wayside cdvariea and cmsses line the 
roads of the Canadien province of Qu6bec (Bid 96-97: Bouchard 27.45: 
CarpenSer: Simard 7-21) and many Eumpean mumries (Franck 26-31: Jordan 
and Rowntree 219). Monger naes a number of cmps memorials assembled in 
England, dathg from 1896 to me present. Those commemorating falal 
automobile accidents indude c-as cut in turf, painted on walls and one 
made entirely of anikial h e n .  In addition, he describes two madside graves 
one of a Uncolnshim woman who wmmilted suicide, reported in 19W and mat 
of a "Joseph . . . the ' u n k r  Gypay Boy: n e ~ r  Newmarket. Suflolk. Monger. to 
whom the informalion was related by an area resident, writes 
Ascording to one version of the slory. Joseph was tending some 
sheep when one went missing. Fearing that he would be accused 
of sheep stealing, he hung himself. . . .The grave is said to be 
tended by the gypsies, and there are onen fresh fbwen. In recent 
Yean. thouah. the flowen have been olastii. a DlaStiC bwder has 
& ; " b u t f  nd the grave end a marbie cemet& I ower-holder 
nas been p ~ t  Inere, as have a mbple of wwden crosses Coons 
are onen p l  on Ihe grave by passmg motanota of lorv amen. 
(113) 
Mongeh preliminary conclusions abovt such memorials, as noted in the 
previous chapter, are funnionalist in nature and fonu, on me catharic aspen of 
ritualized displays of grW. 
Ruth Richardson also details me custom as practiced in Britain, 
emphasizing the foildore surrounding deam, and cmasroads in particular. 
Beginning in me 12Ws, cmases were cut into madside tufi in order to purge an 
accident or d m e  oc~ne, albeit marking it more permanently than it mipht have 
been otherwise. Conneding the custom with mat of the formal hlned 
pmcesrion was the practice of pausing alwg the mute a the burial gmund for 
"refreshment, prayers or singinp" (96). In Wales, prayers were said at every 
intersenion, while in the ScolHsh Highlands, mournera added stones to 
at each stop. Leaving a SOM as a sign of remembrance ha8 comllaries in 
Jewish traditiDn (Safanav 78). and in the piles of stones left at a number of the 
memorials detailed in chapter three. Widely known in southem England are the 
Eleanor Cmsses, m n g  the d n g  placer of Queen Eleanofs funeral 
procession on its journey, in 1920, to Westminster Abbey. Of me nine originally 
erected at each cmrsmads. only a few remain (Richardmn 97; Benson 83-84). 
Further, as illustrated by Monger, Richard- writes that sutides were 
commonly buried at crossroads, but that the rea~lns for this practice are 
unclear, olher than the fact that suicides auld not be buried in hallowed gmund 
according tc church dalrine (97).Similerfy, Benson writes busem in early 
times" required that anyone considered unwMthy of burial in cons6uaIed 
ground be buhd at a crossmads outside of town, Dften at me foot of a wawbde 
c m  (143). 
Neni Panourgi&diDcussea madside shrines in Greece in Fragmnf-9 of 
Death. Fables of IdenW. WWhereas the markers noted above indicate a fatal 
asident, Greek pmkynefdri may alw indicate an indivldud's encape from 
death in a collision, in which case they are wnstRlcted in part to thank divine 
forces mat may have intervened. In addinon, like their countemam that mark a 
death site, they serve as warnings a momrins and reminders of humans' 
universal fate (172-73). Fumer, although pmskynet6ri often incorporate the 
cmss. they are mwe usually designed to resemble both churches and 
gravesites. Panourgid writes that 
mev are not lam-sualhr mearurino Mtv bv Mtv centimeters-- & a n  set up-cm p.destbs, and m&ad.ot'walis, mey have 
pa-s 01 glass, me w,nd~us Insode are placed M Icon 01 the 
Daacular samt. Chnn or Panayla iacwrdlna lo whomever IS 
ihaught to have intervened), sdmetimes a photograph of the 
deceased. a kandCli rcandlel. and a bottle of oil. some charcoal. 
incense, and matchei. (174j 
As a sign of the frequent and unavoidable intmsion of death into I&, the shrines 
also communicate the desire prevent accidew deam. 
Roadsue crossss in me American sournweat am perhaps me mast wall- 
documented in me United States, and are oftm mnnected with discussions of 
deamwap in the Nahre or Mexican-American traditions of Ariwna and New 
Mexico (Griffith Banera; West). Davd Kozak and Camillus Lopez have 
written on the roadside memorialization prach'ce of the Toharm O'odharn 
Indians in southem Ariwna (1991). as has James GriUii @k&&8445). As 
part of what Kozak and Lopez t e n  the Wcdham cull of me eea.T (1-2). h e  
assembla~s represent a combination of O'Odham and Catholic belief and date 
back to a 1958 aummobile mllision In which seven peDple were killed. SlaIing 
mat the m e m o w  are constructed only for hose who die suddenly, and 
merefore badiy, Kozak and Lopez nom me exceedingly hgh number of traffic 
fatalities occvning on me resetvation, as well as the high suicide rate (6-7). The 
memMais, as distinguished from other shrines an4 atoriginal trail maIkenr on 
the reservation, feature a mass as me primary Blernent while still exhibiing a 
high degree of individual uealivitf (9). Kozak and Lopez also describe 
secondaly elements: 
In additin a me cross. . . . then are s s ~ r a l  other objects of 
cultural I~PORMC.. In order of keuuency mese a w  votnve 
candles, flowers. amno shuctures. fences: Sanm. .6amtSs images:. 
and [Uniled State~] flaw. 11 1) 
Anhmgh they may be visited and Mended to at any time, the aumm note Me 
importance of All Souls Day. Nwember 2, in the maintenance of the memoriak. 
During the week p+or and a few days after, lhe sites are cleaned and 
redecorated, and prayers are offered for lhw deceased (12). 
Grimh wmes hat until abwt IsBO, the Arimna Highway Department 
erected similar markers M the snes of fatal accidents (an obsewaIion echoad by 
Austin resident Doug Powell in chapter five). He also reporhr the rsturn of the 
'officiar cmsres on a particular US highway: -A standard grsen metal highway 
information sign explaining the markers is located at the beginning and the end 
of the stretch of highway where they have been p W  @&.@ 103). Roadside 
memorials in Arizona do not always incorporate a cmss, however, nor do hey 
commemorate a tratlii falalily. For instam, G r i m  describes a s'u-foal-high 
nicho on interstate 19. 
It is made of local stones and whitewashed, Although il Is 
dedicated lo S a m  Teresa. several Staues of other saints and 
members of the Holy Family share her space. It was erected in 
memory of Arthur Lee, a former owner of the Sopan Ranch, who 
fell off his horse in 1934 and was dragged to death. The shrine is 
traditionally cared for by some child at the ranch. The last time I 
visited it. me mace In fmnt of the tin" altar was crowded with 
candles and a;tlt~clal flowers (104) . 
Anhough b center point is a nicho rather than a cmss, the memorial includes 
items commoniy assooiated with madside crosses: flowers, candles, stones and 
religious icons. 
At a roadside cross Ranking a dirt mad, Griffilh observed a pile of 
remnants from a car wreck including a shattered windshield (104). -van 
Arrellano has documented similar crosses, w d6scanIOs. in New Mexico, 
themselves assambled fmm the wreckage. Tracing lha cunom's practice in 
New Mexico to IradiWonal burials as does John 0. Weal (see below), he also 
notes cmsses conaructed of wood, iron. cement or stone. Anellano's first 
memory of decansus, he wites. date fmm his childhood. 
I remember my aunta asking. 'Is your tio Julian's deocanso MI 
up?" My ti0 Julian had died at any eady age bringing firewood 
from atop lhe mesa MI a c a m  de bestia, a horsedrawn wagon.To 
this dav. evemime I climb the mesa I ao direcllv to his descanso 
and st;aight-A it up with mcks. (42) - .  
Arrellano has obsewed crosses in both rural and urban contexts, noting ?heir 
appearancs on Santa Fe street cwners. 
As nofed in this and the preceding chapter, aosses commemorate 
deaths both in and outside of cemeteries, and mark sites of death not caused by 
automobile accidenls. Griffith d e r m i s  a shrine in a Tijunna. Baja Calfomia 
cemetery erecled at the death and burial site of murdered MeAan soldimr Juan 
Caslilio Morales, more mmmonly called Juan Soldado.2 Near Waco. Texas, at 
the former site of the Branch Davidian compound, wooden crosses 
commemorate those killed during the siege and fire of 1993 
Morewer, not all madside cross% signify a death other than that of 
Jesus Christ. An engineer living in Me mwn of Pampa, in the Texas Panhandle, 
erected a 190foot crms 119x3 to Interslale 40 as an "advertisement for Jesus" in 
1995. Steve Thomas is now helping olhers who plan to build giant crosses in 
Illinois and Florida (Bsbineck). Griflith desmibes the three white wooden 
crosses ere& on a hilltop by a friend prior to moving to a new neighwhoad. 
They stayed up fw about five years, until some neighbornoad kids 
dismantled them and m k  the pieces down the hill. The purpase of 
2 Executed on February 17.1938 for a crime he did not commit, Juan is 
now venerated for his abilily to aid in the eradication of illness and for other 
miracles that have occurred in lhe area Th3 shrine imrporates his grave and 
execution sile, marked by several crosses, and a m a p i  (Gnffith. El 75- 
80). 
me crosses seems to have been pmtecfive: they appear m have 
been intended to make the area a better place in which to live. (BeWs 142.43) 
Gmth also notes that simlar dusters, and even one or two cresses. fashioned 
of W W ~  and sometimes painted, marka number of hilltops in the Pimerfa Alta 
region of Arizona. A number of respondents to the folklom list-sew mentioned 
the -cross clusters.' or me madside caheries constructed by West Virginia 
millionaire Bernard Cofhdaffer, consisting of one large cross flanked on either 
side by two smaller ones (the colours of the three cmsses vary by report). 
Wndaffer began erecting the monuments. as inshucted by a mice he heard 
while in the hwpital, following his sucaruful recovery from open-heart surgery. 
me clusters now reportedly line various roadways in eighteen slates, including 
Texas (Tindall). 
The Sign of the Cross 
As largely unauthorized markers of liminal space (Graham 478). 
roadside c-s, especially on heavily-trafficked urban streets, are dynamic, 
polysemic communicators. I refer m Charles Peirco's trichotomy of signs to 
analyze the cmpoes, and their place in Austin's cultural landscape semioticaliy 
specifically his classification of a sign based on the relation between sign and 
referent. In this regard, roadside cmssss fall Into all three classss - inn 
(resemblance), index (contiguity) and symbol (arbirary relion) (Fiske 49-57: 
Nath 42-45). As an inn, me cmpp is 'mowamd' by the structure, according to 
Christian tradition, upon which Jesus Christ was crucified. The cmss is related 
indexidly m an accident which occurred in a given ppd, perhaps the only 
indication hat anything out of me ordinary ever Mok place there. Symbolically. 
the cmss represents physid deam foll-d by spiritud rebirth into an eternal 
slate of exiaence to all more even vagudy familiar wim me tenets of 
Christianity. Thus, each rnarCer affomls lhe r i m r  a powerfully iconic moment 
with spatial, temporai and magico-religious implications. 
The cmss as an indication of death is connected with me Biblical acmum 
of Jesus Christ.~ death and r e s u d o n  as tdd in ttw gwp ls  of Matmew, Ma% 
Luke and John. Vannam writes mat. prior to me infamous execution, brigind 
crucifixions by the Romans had mthing to do riih religion, but were dramatic 
reminders to havellers of Roman power," en asaeasment also shared by 
Benson (24). The cross carried e m l y  negaliw aspociations. then, not only 
for Christians, but for Jews and other group alike who had suffered under 
Roman rule (Henry u: Rees 69). As such. the moss was a symbol of brutal 
death, and thus reiecmd for use in wonhip by the early Christians until late in 
me fourth century, and then not bearing any r6presentation of Christ3 The 
crucifix, a cmss with the figure of Christ upon it, entered into regular use in the 
eighlh century (Firm 48). Hugh Henry attributes me beginning of me cross's 
acceptance as a religiws symbol to ttw wrnings of Saint Paul to the Galaians 
(23-24). Paul rejected me world as he fen Christians were men reiected by 
Roman socw: 'But God forbid mat I shwld glory. save in the cmss of our Lard 
Jesus Christ, by whom world is cwified unm me, and I unto me world" (Gal. 
6.14). 
Elizabeth Rees mnectD me cmss wiih ttw idea of Me 'coarnic world 
tree.' represenling the continvily of ttw lite cycle (69-70). Other associations 
with the tree, and thus immortality, resuk from the embrew of both good and 
evil by me crucifixion. 
tree of me knowledge of good and in Eden is 
re~lacsd bv the mes on which the mod and wil  thieves 
a& CNCR&. m e  crucifixion of ~estis represents the 
absorption of the other side of things into a complete whole: 
Jesus accepts both me good thief and the bad . . . . (98) 
Gustat Aulen also stresses me cross's symbolic duality whae insisting on ils 
singular mnclusion. Indeed, the .gaspel of the cm%" preached by the apdes  
depended upon the death and resunaction of Jews Christ (188). Further, in the 
actual and symbolic suffe"ng of Christ, he is exprientially mnnected to all of 
humankind (169; Tuan 98). and made the wfecl instrument of remnciliat'wn: 
"And having made peace thmvgh the blood at hi cross. by him to reconcib all 
things unto himself: by him I say, whether they be things in earth. or things in 
heaven (Col. 1.20). In the horror of the crucifixion, Aulen see a link to Ihe harsh 
reality of human existence, including numan wickedness and hardnesf. . . . 
accidents, catastmphes.'the suffering of Ch& and thus of God (186.167); 
however, it is equally inqmrtant to rewgnize, in this tibulation, the victory 
represented by Christ's empty tomb. 
m e  acceptance of bath good and evil, and the final biumph of good 
through eternal life, is crucial to many of my informants understanding not only 
of the lms their loved ones, but of the message of the madside crosses, and IS 
documented in chapters fwr and five. 63th Vrki W i g s  and Susan Crane 
stressed that visiting their childrens' grave sites, while important to them, is 
tempered by the -ledge that their dlildren are rot there. Further, while both 
women are c o n v i d  of their children's presence at the r e a W e  accident 
sites (see chaptarthree), they alro believe (hem m be in heaven. Aul6n states 
that religious expression, while reinfomhg proeived links between humankind 
and Jesus Christ, by no means f- him to a certain piace or time. As me risen 
Chris 'the pmmise of hit presence is every day to the end of time" (182). Thua. 
]us as me physical and vebd symbolism related to Chriat does not anchor him 
in the spacetime continuum, neiiher are the m e n ' s  children mag* 
religiously affixed to meir death sites by means o f h  o m ,  a direct nxnastto 
the related beliefs of Chileans as reported by Woolf at the beginning of this 
chapter. 
Powerful symbolism aside. Tarry Jordan writes mat the cmss is dill 
viewed wilh some suspicion by Prolestant groups in the soumem United Statep. 
who regard it as more indicative of Catholicism than a panChrislian emblem 
(50-51) Tha sentiment- echoed in my interview wilh Shilah Lamay. during 
which she discussed her ambivalence w a r d  the c- erected in memory of 
her daughler Heather by schoolmates (see chapter fwr). 
Cultural Interplay and Interpmmtlon in Teus 
The Austin hndscape is rife with variwa tniutes and markers. Fmte 
dwuments the prciiferation of memmial sbuc(unur in the state in general. 
writing that 
perhaps no stah has been so hvlsh I" ce sbrahng 116 onglns or so 
pre-pad wlth msm Legends hostones, and tenbooCs all 
stress the outnumbered Texans' hemlc m a l e  aaalnst Ihe 
tyranny of me Mexican dictatorship . . . . noi6ere i there a belter 
exam~le of how fact and mvth mix m shaoe a landscaoe into a 
heroii representahon of a tiistorical Iradilion. (215) 
A prime spot on the hemic landsoape is, of course, the Alamo, now a popular 
shrine in dawntown San Antonio. A more armrate picture of the skggle 
between Mexican authwniis and white SetIIen, emmpMsing bss than 
admirable adom on born sides of the conflict has been presmld by ochdanr 
such asT.R. Fehrenbach (1968). 
Particularly reham to lhe pressnt study is the fact that Texas was not 
officially part of me United States until me signing of the Treaty of Gmdalupe 
Hidalgo in 1848. At that time. lhe boundary blween  Texas, as M I  as whal is 
now known as the American Southwest, and Mexico was drawn at h e  Rio 
Grande River. Ttm skinnisheo and banles, indudiryl me tagegendary massacre at 
the Alamo, that led up to Mexicds massive land concession began in January 
of 1835. The seeds of the Texas Revolution were planted by Anglo aonlen. 
increasingiy chafed by what they viewed as unreasonable i ~ ~ r e n c e  and 
restrictions imposed by Um Mexican gwemment, who formed a p d i M  gmup 
in tavor of separating from Mexico (Rams 49.53: McComb 36-45). 
Anglo donis@ had begun settling in the area, somewhat illegally. 
amund the turn of lhe century, following Spain's abandonment of milhary 
ouiposts on Texas' eastem border. The first gmup of settlers to m i r e  fonnal 
aumorization lo seme, under me leadership of first Moses Austin, men his son 
Stephen F. Austin arrived near presentday Cenml Texas in 1821. The swilch 
hom Spanish to Mexican wie that same year had done nothing to ease 
tensions. Indeed. Mexico's focus tumed inward as h e  nascent govemmem 
underwent hemendws c h a w  and t u m i l  for the bener part of the next three 
decades (Fehrenbach 152-189). 
One major poim of contention between Mexican government and Anglo 
immigrants was freedom of religion, or rather lack hereof. New anivals lo Texas 
were expected to convert m Camolicism. Thaoe who were already adherents of 
a Prowtam denomination sometimes continued to wonhip in secret, although 
even wen acUvities were o h  quietly tolerated by Mexican officials (Ramos 
486). Historical acmunts note that aven given such administrative aquiercence. 
Pmtestam semera rankled at the restriction (Fom 217). 
me A d i n  area, as me n o h e m m  point of a number of Spanish 
expediions and a few failed missions, perhaps inherited less of me hispanic 
legacy mat so pervades the westem and pouthem regmns of me stale. The 
more svaessful xtmements date from me period of Mexican mle. Present-day 
Bastmp. for example. southeast of Austin on highway 71, is the resun of an 
1832 Mexican land gram. However. Hden Simaa and Cathryn Hoyt assert mat 
the present Mexican-Amem popuIaion in the regim is not the resun of such 
early colonization, but of mon, recent irnmigratim. Nevemeless, cultural ties to 
border areas remain smrg (177-78). ORen, immigrants in the Austin area are 
also helping to support relativee in Mexico. 
Mexioan culture is a pan of everyday life for many individuals in central 
Texas, in street (e.g., Guadalupe. Nuecas and Rio Grande sheets) and place 
names (Mendez Junior High Schml and the recently opened Am6rico Paredes 
Elementary School). Funher evidence comes in the form of: a regional dialect 
that incorporates countless Spanish words and expressions: Tex-Mex, the 
regionai cuisine; Tejano music; hdiday celebratiom on Diez y Seis. Cinm de 
Mayo and the Day of the Dead; and customs. such as creating and maintaining 
roadside W e s .  
CIOIS~S, Custom and Clvll Religion 
Crosses, whatever meir denominational origin, are indicath of sacred 
space and in that capacity they mar* churches, religim schools, cemeteries 
and even whole cities, e.g., the hilltop smss m Montr6al's Mont Royal. Mircea 
Eliade, noting that Spanish and nduguese conquistadores claimed new 
territory in me name of Jesw ChrM by raising a cmss, writes that people mnke 
space their own by recreating it, or mnsenaling it to a new putpow, (32). 
In the United States, me custom of memorializing traffic fataliies is linked 
to the influence of CaMicirrn in the Americas, especially along the Texas- 
Mexim bader. Calholic pries18 and seUlenr brought with Mem death customs 
including that of bu~.ng fellow beliavero in hallowed gmund, or cam-. In 
the early days of Spanish mlonizath of Me Americas, when travelen offen 
found memseives far between estaMished senlements, moss dying en mute 
had to be buried in Mu Crosses at the site of interment served nol only to mark 
the spot, but to informally wnsecrate it (Banera 278).5 Griffith notes J. Frank 
Dobie's observation, in Tongues dm Monte, of crosses erected at madway 
death sites in Mexico. Rmks were left at me base of these cmsres as passing 
travellers stopped to pray for Me deceased (GrifIith. l3 . IMB~80) .  
Early referenoes to the curnm of marking signiiicant sites, including 
graves, with a cmss include lhcse found in mmpndence and journals dating 
from the time of Spanish exploration of me area, prior to %Xtlement. The d i i  
entries of Fernando del Basque, on an journey acmss tha Rio Grande toward 
presentday Eagle Pass and perhapa beyond in 1875, record me numerous 
insta11ces in which a wmden c m  was mnstrucled and erected to daim land 
--- 
5 A r e s p m t  to 10 folklora dncupslon lost notes a two Rydsnde graves 
on hlghway 190 b a w e n  Deam Valley and Lone Pane. datlng back to the 
1880s Amrently the graves am those ol rwo young gods 
who dried 01 nu of me many childhood dseateo of me day. me 
sate 4s malntalned volumanly by employees of the Callfomla 
Depanment of Transponaton who have graded a pa&ng lot bka 
many chqidren'a graves, [they) are m e n d  wnh small toys and 
pennles (Gazrs-Sax) 
for the Spanish monarch (-7). as do those of Juan Dominguez de 
Mendcza. on a 1684 e x p e d i i  m weatern cenw Texas (321-333). 
Alonso de Le6n made live expedilims into Texas, lha fimt in 1686 and 
me last in 16%. t was during the laot foray that he recorded the following 
Ps we went down w a r d  the nver IRto Hondol we found scme 
hrge whnm rmks, on some of which we saw some crosses cut. 
and other fiaures artlc#alC made with oreat skill. a~Darentlv a 
long time bifofe. &392) - 
Arreliano writes that beJcansos were erected in Embudo, N w  Mexico at leaat 
as far back as me 17m,  during which time they were banned by the governor: 
'There were w many that tmvekn who stopped lo pray fwthe wuls ofthe 
dsparted became easy targem for the Indians. . ." (42). GrMnh ciles a Fransican 
historian's uanslation of the mplaint of a Catholic bishop, circa 1783. abovt 
the lm number of uosses on a road where travelem where being killed by 
Apache Indians" (WON G r M ,  &#Q& IOl-lM).6 
Jean h i s  Bedandier deadbes a hip made in August of 1829 from 
Laredo to M a t a m ,  during which he and his fellow trawellers encountered 
more man mitiy cmsses. Initiily, they thoughl the crDsaes were l n d i i i  of 
recent deam at the hands of bands. 
. . . later we learned that saveral cmssas were very old and 
indicated places where the Comanches had massacred uavellera 
or herdsmen. Lastly, we learned that ranchems sometimes bury 
their r e l a t i i  in mesa olaces. or else ~ u t  a ~ m s s  at the SDOI where 
they rest with a ~or~se'which~they are'taking for burial to ihe 
cemetery of a neighboring town. (429) 
At the same time, other burials were similarly marked. In 1828, Berlandier ard 
his party, passing through recent bafflerites of Mexico's war of independem. 
6 See McCarty. 1983. 
saw soldiers' remains eve-re, as me dead were sometimes leR ar hey fell. 
It is in this context that he notes the  oma as ling humanity of Cclond JwB FBIix 
Trespalacias (on lhe Mexican side) 
He osve burial to almost all the dead which were found. At the fwt 
of & dd oak, respened by the yean, a grave was dug, and the 
rmains of th- advenlurers who arrived to Drmlaim 
ondependence were buned A cross carved #n me trunk of mst live 
oak lndlcated the sots of h e  grave Placed at the helght of a man s 
head renewso from I me lo tlme by me soldter of the presldlo who 
carve it as deep as the wood, it seems lo be heshb engraved. 
(284) 
Not all accidental or military deaths were consecrated in such a manner, 
however. &dandier documents Uleir dismvery of at lean one corpse that they 
happened upon and apparently left to decompose (2x3). 
Father Damian Massanet who accompanied Alonto de Le6n (son of 
Ponce de Le6n) on two sojoums into Texar,T rimes a similar oceunence, in 
which Indians lead him to a spot where ltm dead bodies of two Frenchmen lay 
(391). However. Le6n's account ofthe ~ a m e  incidem ia quite different He 
writes 
we came to where liwy told us two Frenchmen had died, where 
they wished to make a senlement, and where we saw the graves. 
Weplacedacm~oinabeeforthem . . .  -417) 
m e  discrepancy between the two accounts unde-res the diiculty of tracking 
me appearance and disappearance of madside cmsses. Arrellano, seeklng out 
an 1846 Taos Rebellion bame site along the Old Apodaca Tra iMe had read 
about it while researching his familys genealqly in an old journal--came upon 
rocks literally covered with o w e s  (42). Like many items of folMre, descansos 
?The second, made in 1690, saw the C R t  Spanish renlemem in the area. 
as De Le6n assisled Maggenet in the establishment of two missions (Bolton 
348-49). 
have often been deemed supariiuws to hinwical record, except when 
problematic as in the case of Griffith's Catholic bishop, Embudo's eighteenm 
century gwernor or the pment Situation in souM T- (dimsad law in this 
chapter). 
In accordance with Bedand'mfs account, John 0. West identmes the 
custom with the transport of the coffin fmm the church to the campasanto 
toilMng a funeral. me places at which the pailbearen smpped to rest were 
descansos, as were the @aces of ritual pausing40 mite the wary  or a 
requiem prayer-inside the cemetery. Mder cemeteries ferdured desmmo 
shelters. Thus, the deoCBnooP represented a very 4, as well as metaphorical, 
interruptiin of life's journey, as do madside crosses today (23639). 
Many Mexican-Amaricans view the tradition as a Mexican one adopted 
by Anglos (Canales). Anhough in nonh and central America they are fashioned 
out of many different materls, induding wood, metal, cement and sometimes 
pieces of the wrecked automobile(s), as detailed below and in the following 
chapter, that moot mrnrnmly ocsvning in Texas is the white, wooden c m .  
usually accompanied by flowen, and parhaps omer items such as photographs. 
notes andbr religiws obiacts (marks, cwifies, saint$ pictures). 
The Roadside Cross in Taus 
In the state of Texas, pdicy decisions regmling madside cmsss are 
mad- at the discretion of each of the Texas Depamnt of T r a n s ~ o n ' s  
(TxDoT) twenty-fve district enforcement agencies. The city of Austin and the 
Sumunding area comprises the -Austin district.' Some agencies dloose to 
allow the erection and maintenance of c a n  typas of marken, such as thCS 
consmcted by Mothers A@IM Drunk Driving (MADD).' whila omem adopt a 
strict no-marker slam. such as Me Dallas d i i .  As noted at the beginning of 
this chapter. MADD cmsoes are Me only authorized roadside crossas in the 
Austin district 
m e  Austin MADD chapter, lawwn as Me Heart of Texas chapter. 
mainteins records of cmsse. ereded through the organization, and the Austin 
TxDoT enforcement ageng keeps a fib of MADD cross 'permils- (Ohlendfl.s 
TO erecl a cmss Mrwgh the Heart of Texas MAD0 Chapter, individuals must 
complete a form available Mrwgh the chapter office that includes construction 
specifications and guidelines (appendk one). Fdlwvlng submission of Me 
applicatim, an organization repreaenlative files a similar fonn with the TxDoT 
(appendix two). m e  fonn ap'pulates that 'if, in the opinion of me D i  Engineer 
or his authorized representative. Me cmss poses a threat to lhe safely of me 
Waveling public w'rmin the highway right-of-way, the cross will be removed by 
the State." Neither shall the cross %e located in such a manneras lo be 
distracting to motoristr? 
Wh~n  Iwnlacted the national MADD Mce by e-mail lo itquire about th3 
organization's madsids cross pmgram. I received Me following reply from 
Assistant Direcnr, Vlc(im Adw2acy and Research. Regina Sobidi.  
8 Calbrnia resident Candy Lightner founded MMhen Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD) in 1 9 8 h  response to her frustrating experience with the 
justice system following Me death of her thirteen-year-old daughter in a drunk 
driving incident. Originally composed of all female members, the organization 
now imludes people of any age or gender. 
9 Woclf states that MAD0 crosses are alsa appmved for uoe in Lwlsiana. 
Ohio and Florida. He further notes a similar highway safw pmgram in 
Montana, not restricted to drunk driving deaths, where roadside cmssas are 
erected by the American Legion. 
Thank you fw your interest in the madside memoIlals. 
Unfonunately, we don't have any information that discusses when 
they finl came about. But appmximate time hame is 10-12 yean 
8.0. The omaram is oniv done in areas that allow madside 
Gemotials. M&y places~cmss the U.S. don't allow them becauoe 
of the distraction to motorists and not wantim to cause another 
crash [Inl Otner cases I s  up to whomaver dwns tne land nea to 
the hlghway IIs lyplcally pl vately wned and Ine omer must 
.rant Denn sslon before a memonsl can be erected Others have 
[a] problem with the symbol of a acr-. Fhey are] Christian in 
nature and can offend ~asser-bv motorists so thev wont be 
allowed. Another issue'wilh the.memoriais is all t& onen they are 
vandalized adding additional pain lo the loved 
ones. 
SO to answer your qusstlon no mey are not !n all states and 
lechnlcally MADD does not provlde the cmssaswmamo unless 
mev were o o ~ t e d  lo the MADD office WE IemDhasts In onolnall 
ca?t favor one group over another. So the program is lefl up to dre 
individuals to panake in. (Sobieski) 
Additionally, while MADD On-Line includes a large searchable 'Idea Libraw for 
members to use in planning puMii programs or othsr events, there is no 
mention of madside crosses. 
m e  lack of on-line information about the madside cross program 
undsnwres the organizafion's desire to avoid accusations of religious 
disc"minati0n or violalion of me wnnmmond separation of church and state. 
Nevenheless, this governmentally sanctioned use of a religious symbol. 
howwer contested. by 1- branches of an international educational and 
political organization is a m a n W o n  of A m e m  civil religion as outlined in 
the previous chapter. As a largely Christian population."= Texas residents have 
erected roadside c m u n  in dl regions of the state. 
'0 Roman Catholicism and Soumem Ba@W Protestantism claim the 
largest number of adherents in Texas, wlh 3.6 and 3.3 million. respectively. 
Adherents to Judaism are estimated at 107,980. However. these figures do not 
reflect the growth of Eastem religions such as Buddism and lolam resulting in 
While I have photographed mwses in cenbal, east and west Texas. I 
have also imenriewed individuals who have seen them in nonh and wuih 
Texas (Pm.mil, Reed). Soum Texas's increasing proliiration ofcmasm. in fact, 
has become problematic forTxUoTofficials. In h e  spring of lW7, Richard 
Kirby. an engineer in me Austin d i W  office made a special presentation to a 
g m p  of highway mainteMnce supewironr on the madside crass 'pmbiem" in 
the Valley, spedficaily the Pharr disbin (enmmpassing Bmoks, Camnon. 
Hidalgo. Jim Hogg, Ken-, Slarr, Wiliacy and Zapata munlies). The 
assemblages have bscome so numerous as to render mvtine roadway 
maintenance difficult. Additionally, TxDoT offlciais fear they are dangerously 
distracting to drivers (Hurt). Banera, in fact, documented over forty%ipht crossas 
in stan Counly alone at me beginning of me present b d e  (292). Tha 
s ~ t h e r n  coumy. at the edge of me Texas-Mexican border, is home to 
approximately 49.000 people and is one of the fastest gmwing counties in Me 
state (Rams 268). in keeping with popular belief about madside c m e s  in the 
state. the popuialion of Stanoountj is primarily Hispanic (97.2%). and Roman 
Catholic (85.6%). 
As Barrera found in h i i  sampie. however, it is important to notelhat not 
all Mexican-Amem Catholics praclice the custom (279). As demonsVated in 
chapter lhree, me curtom is quite wi4espread outside b community ol origin. 
Counties with wnsiderably smaller Hitpanic and Catholic populabbna are also 
home to similarly styled madside memorial assemblages, such as Bianco. 
part from m n t  immigration to lhe state. Adherents, for llm purposes of the 
study, are hare defined as 'all members. including regular participanri who am 
not considered as communicant. . . (but) 'the baptized' (Ramos 486). 
Gillespie and Kern wunas, to Um vmst of llw Austin area (Ramos 152,195. 
222. 488-89). 
Soum cenld Texas is, in fact, home to a number of historic German 
settlements. Jordan. Bean and Homes write that the dties of Galveston, San 
Antonio and Houston had considarable German populations by the end of me 
16003. between one-quarter and one-mird of me toM (85-86). The German. 
and predominantly Lumeran, heritage of these areas. especially himric 
German sdemenls such as Frederickrbvrg in Gillespie wunty, still m& me 
landscape (Rams 488-89; Jordan 1059), an exampie of which are me area's 
roadside crosses . I phdographed seven in betvreen Johnsm City end 
Kenvifle, navelling by United States highway 290 west and stale highway 16. 
Set back from the mad against a baded wire fence running alongside 
state highway 16 between Kem'lle and Frederickaburg is a sheel metal cross, 
painled white, for Tori Eckhardt (Fig. 2.1). The cross slands about six feet high, 
and features a ph&ceramic pomit of Tori at its cemer.l A small black plaque 
with gold lettering, a few inches below the photo on the v e f l M ,  reads 
IN MEMORY 
OF 
m R l  
ECKHARDT 
10-11-77 9-26-95 
Further down the v e n i i  is a large red bow and an arrangement of red 
poinsettias. Just szulh of Um cress, a visitor has placed a large Chrisbnas 
wreath supported by a wire stand (Fig. 2.2). 
'1 John Matvm discusses me UM ol phowgraphs on iteli.Amsrican 
gravemarl(em. also ndlng that whde the p r a m  Is not wldesprsad in the 
Unlted States. it is common m southern and eastern Eumpe, in Cathoilc and 
Jewish cemeieries (20-27) 

A sunllarly qw~stmbd wow, also fashioned ol white sheet meld, stands 
several yards hMn US 290 at the rear of a highway rest sky (Fig 2.3). 
Apprommatety a foot s h o w  U m  the cmss desaibed above, its inMcate destgn 










Flanking the cross on its eastern side, a two-foot limestone cross stands in front 
of three large stones. The cross's face is inscribed with muntlsss T s ,  or Saint 
Andrew's crosses, the signlcance of which is unknown (Fig. 2.4).12 
'2 Llungman observes that St. Andrew's cross (so-called because 
according to legend, out of humilky Andrew refused to be executed on a cross 
Identical to that on which Jesus Christ was crudfiedl oredates Chriatlanih and 
adorns Drehlstorlc cave walls In Eurooe ~ddltionaI6 i t  was a fioure In b&h 
early Chinese ldeography (representing the numb& five) and <gypitan 
hleroglflhlcs (dmde, count, and break into parts) (139, 322) Further, crosses of 
tha klnd are mutlnely marked wlth pencil or red bnck on two d~fferent strucblres 
bdleved to house the remans of New Orleans' alleged vocdw priestess Mane 
Laveau (Tallant 127. 129) Draw~ng the uosses IS part of a rrtual In which the 
- vlsrtor offers a w~sh or request 
Crosses also intermiltentty appear alongside US 290 heading east out of 
Austin, varying in size, construction and decoration (Fig. 2.5-6). Many are 
without identitying markings or inscriptions, whether by design or age. Farm to 
Market Road 1488 intersects 290 in the town of Hempstead. I photographed 
two memorials on the huo-lane highway, including one of a CaJvmy. 
like display of three crosses set back a few yards from the road (Fig. 2.7). The 
tallest of the white, wooden crosses is flanked on either side by the two others of C '  almost equal height. While it may appear, from the number and arrangement of the crosses, that they ere rekted b those masterminded by Cdfindaffer 
I 63 
(described above), the large grapevine wreath to the east of the crosses. 
featuring pink silk roses, greenery and a card of wndolenca firmly links the 
assemblage to recent fatalities. Although unsure of the details, my father, an 
area resident, confirmed that a serious automobile accident in whkh at least 
three people were killed had recently occurred at the site (Everett). 
Another madside cmss, unique to ihe sample a m  stands roughly thirty 
miles east of the three cmsses noted abave ~1 the same highway (FQ. 2.8). The 
memorial features an eighteen-inch nass atop a wooden picket fence, dmOSt 
identical to the cerquitas serving as grave site boundaries in many Mexican- 
American cemeteries in Texas and New Mexico (Jordan 70-71).13 The entire 
structure is painted white. The side of the cerquita parallel to the roadway has 
been decorated with a lasso and three or four bouquets of artificial flowers (Fig. 
2.9). At the time I photwraphed h e  memorial, there was no evidence of 
anything inside the law of the fence. 
'3 The fences someLmas bordering Tohono O'odham math memonais, 
as noted previously, are tradiiionaiiy constructed from mesqulte posts. The 
authors' lniorrnants stated that the fences served the dual ournose d keaoma 
anlmals such as rows and horses off the slte and svrnbolhni the tradltlhar 
Tohono O'odham house. Other materials include mital posts,-four-by-fours, 
barbed wire, chicken wire mesh and chain link (Kozak and Lopez 12). 
The population in me cwntier thmylh which these s&nr of US 290 
and FM 1488 run (with the excapton of Travis cwnly, discussed in-depth in the 
next chapter) is predominately whm, Eum-Norm American, wilh African 
Americans mmprisitg the next l m t  gmup in all but Montgomery county 
(Ramos 148.189.228.243.28263). In Montgomery county. in which the abDve 
cross and cequifa stand, Hispanics mmprise the -d largest demographic 
gmup. Additionally, me area pmsem a mix of dominant milgious gmup, 
including Souihem Baptist Roman Catholic and Lutheran. 
During the cwrse of a hashour drive Fmm Canme, the largest city in 
Montgomery Caunty, to New C a w .  I photographed ten cmsres. In mntrast to 
those documented on 290 and 1488, all but one of the ten bear at least a name. 
i i  nothing else. Thrm metat crosses, painted white with black lettering, were 
each attended by whii, red and purple silk poinaetlias driven into the ground at 
me base (Fig. 2.9). It is important to note that the crosses am not grouped 
together, which would peem to indicate mat each spot is significant and likely an 
actual death site. The cross fsrthest From me road is the most explicit in this 





DE ESPOSA E HIJA Y FAM. 
DECANSAENPAZ 
8468  21-7-95 
[Here diedlAlbeno Fugaros /remembrance From wife and daughter and family 
/rest in peace]. Nearer fhe road are me cmssea for Antonio Hernandez B&anos 
CRECUERDO DE FAM Y AMIGOS. FALLECIO 21-7-95")and Lazam 
n 67 
Hernandez Zamudfo ("RECUERDO DE FAM Y AMIGOS, NAClO EL 2/4/76, 
FALLECIO EL 21i71953 (Fig. 2.1 1-12). The crosses are among the more 
trad'iional memorials included in this thesis, in terms of their constmction, 
spatial arrangement and Spanish epitaphs. 

Fullher east, the memorial for Jeny Lee Adams combines a cross with a 
planter base (Fig. 2.13), a structural design similar to the cross near Austin 
erected in memoly of Tara Biggs (see chapter three, Fig. 3.57-59). 
Conclusion 
Overall, the shoR sampling of crosses outside the main study area. 
together with those documented by Barrera and Powell, provides a useful 
crosssectin of vernacular roadside memorials in the slate and highlights the 
variety of construction and design that marks the custom. Like the counties upon 
which I focus in the following chapters, Travis and Hays, those described above 
straddle cuilurd borders, namely Cathdic-PmtesIant and w h i i  Euro-North 
~merican-Mexkan-American. Travis county remhs unique Wah respect to its 
large RomanCaMolb population. 
While the influence of Catholic, hispanic cullure is certainly sbong in me 
area, it is not a mmktive force, but one that permeates Austin residenld day-to- 
day existence. Consequwdiy, a custom such as that of me madside cross, with 
mots in Spanish tradaion, may be pracliced by a S o h m  Bamt  female of 
British descent wilh liltfe conmm for its omn or similarity lo omer of her Wiefs. 
Additionally, the tradition has variants in a number of cultures, as detailed 
abave. and is a feature of popular culture as well. 
The symbolic snengm of the cmas derives frcin ntnluries of association 
with powelful images of sfiring and hop. R continues lo be informed by me 
controversy its presentation i m k b l y  evokes. In contrart to the plethora of 
historical markers and monuments in the Austin area, handcraw and often 
meticulously maintained roadside memorials communicate more personally 
about events in me present, ramer than me past. The Austin area's madside 
crosses represent individual and community responses to the grief. anger. 
frustration and anxiety about vehicular carelessness and crime, and disiunclive 
urban apace. The following chapter details and analyzes panema of lhii 
coadside communication. 
Chapter Three 
Austin's Roadside Crosses 
This chapter will detail the roadside croruer I photoOraphed in Um Austin area 
between April 30,1997 and January 18,1908, durhg three m'ps to the city. While me 
maiority ofthe nosses are wnin cay iimita. t have includeda number of others in 
Travis county, as well as two memorials located in neighborhp Hays couW (Fig. 3). 
As Auslin's popolab-on and urban sprawl imeases, mare and more people find 
themselves mmmub'ng to jobs in the city, wilh as much as three hours a day spent in 
transit. offentimes their daily drive takes them past at lean one madside memorial 
(Hancock: Vannatla). 
Informaka about individual crosses is based on various mmbinalions of 
interviews, questionnaires, Austin American-Statesman articles and informal 
conversation. In some cases. I was unable to laate any idenlifying information for a 
memorial. In others, I found newspaperaccounts of accidents that may have been 
related. In all instances, I did notwish to disturb any ofthe memorials. As a result. I 
moved items to better view plaques or other mementos only if certain it would nol 
d i s ~ p t  the integrity ofthe asremMage as I found it. For this chapter i have grouped 
the crosses into the following categories: memorials praedng drunk drMng 
incidents; memoria!s asmialed with certain madway feahlres (intensctions and 
dangemus curves): and those connected to amidents thought to be caused by 
excessive speed. Finally, I will briefly discuss a cmss mmmemoraling a stabbing 
death. A tom of miny-five memariai s%3s are discussed, some of which consist of 
two or mare cmsses. 

Drunk hiving Inclc*mtr 
As noted in the previous chapter. MADD markers. such as the crosses 
paured here, are the only madside memorials appmved for the Auslin d i n m  by 
the Texas D e p m n t  of Transportation. Jennifer Soiter fwnded one ofthe first 
MADD chapters in Texas. the Heart ofT- Chapter. in 1981 following the 
death of her daughter Sara Jayne Saiter atthe intersection of William Cannon 
Boulevard and Cawanleagus Road. In the earIy-to-mid-1980~, all MADD 
crosses in Texas were buin by a Houston resident who had l o t  a son to a drunk 
driving incident. Salter eweled the white, approximately 15' X Y moss in 1984, 
under the canopy of a popkr we at the edge of a residential area. 
The red plaque a the cmsspiece reads: 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF SARA JAYNE SOLTER 
BORN 10/20/61& KILLED AT 
THIS LOCATION BH4181 BY A DRUNK DRIVER 
As shown in the photographs (Fig. 3.1-2), there ia usually one bun& of amfidal 
flowers ptaced athe base of me cross in c o n ~ o n  with Sara's birthday. 
Christmas and Easter. Jennifer stated that. 'Those are the three times that we 
always change ovt the Rowers for." The red Wlips pictured here were left for 
Easter. Sometimes she finds items left anmynwsly, s u d  as a mse with a red 
ribbon tied around il, or dried or artificial flowers. 

The front lawn of the neatby Dliimar Recreation Center, just over a mile to 
the southeast of Solleh memorial, is ihe sib of a MADD cross erected for 
Theresa Lynn Ellsworth Moore, killed a week after her thirty-fourth birthday (Fig. 
3.3). The incident occurred at the intersection of Dittmar and Forest Wwds 
Roads, an area known by residents for poor visibility and speeding motorists. 
siands parallel to the mad. Conforming to MADD standards as noted above, the 
cmss is inscribed thus: 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF 
THERESA LYNN ELLSWORTH MOORE 
BORN JULY 14,1960 8 KILLED AT 
THIS LOCATION JULY 21,1994 BY 
A DRUNK DRIVER 
Mwre was fatally injured when her vehicle was struck from behind as she exited 
the recreation center parking lot. Although no flowers or other demrative items 
were in evidence at the memorial when I photographed it in Januaty of 1998, an 
electrical pole across the street was adorned with atanered pinwheel and plastk 
flowers. Pink plastic roses were attached to the base of lhe pole (Fig. 3.4). 
Farm to Market Road 2222 is well-known throughout Austin as an 
extremely dangerms roadway. It is also a popular one, for it runs from northwest 
Austin to a number of city and wunty park areas bordering lakes with sandy 
beaches.' A weather-wom MADD cross sits high on a man-made ridge on the 
north side of the road just at the city limit (Fig. 3.58). Over a decade old, the 
fading plaque nailed to the flakhg, white cross still bears Me inscription: 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF 
ROBERT CARTER MANLY 
D.O.B. 1/10/66 
KILLED ON THIS SPOT BY A DRUNK DRIVER 
5/21/85 
In May of 1997, two dned-out wildflowers had been secured to the top of the 
transverse beam with a smmth, round chalk rock. 
I In the mid.1980a the road was thick with small white crosses. It now 
appears that the majority of Uiase have been removed as a resun ot on-golng 
hlohwav reoair and imDrovement Dmiects. The 'Farm to Marker or 'FM' 
diilanittoti In Texas indicates rA&avs that orloinated as roads wnnechm 
outMng farm and ranches to urban &em. 
- 
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Several gmuplngs d silk Rowers surround the base of each cross The 
northernmost, a Y a ,  whlte, wooden cross stands over white and red 
pMMettlas, red carnations and purple da~sies (Flg 3 8) A gold-tone angel, held 
fast w~th a band of red Rowers, adoms me trawerse, painted in 2", pnegrwn 
letters. The crwrs is also frwded by a p h  wmdm cross, ebout 1B hkgh A pnk 
bow and Wo pink s~lk crrrnakms back& by greenery form a diagonal across its 
face 
Danic, . ,. U.I.,l., .I.-,- .m wrought iron cross handmade in 
her home state of Jalisco, Mexico (Harmon). Anchored in concrete and painted 
white. Daniel and Beth's names, in capital leners fashioned of clay, are separated 
by a five-petal flower of the same material (Fig. 3.9). The planter attached to the 
cross holds three clay pots filled with a profusion of flowers, among them daisies, 
black-eyed Susans, morning glories and daffodils. Set back a couple of yards 
from the road. the crosses am obscured by the sharp curve of the road, and the 
high grass on either side of them as one approaches from the north or south. 
An unmarked cross on FM 820, a few miles northeast of Tara B i ' s  
memorial (see below), mmemorates a drunk driving falalii which occurred 
sometime after May of 1995 (Biggs). Facing oncoming traffic, me white wooden 
cross with beveled ends shows signs of wear in the chipped paint and me almost 
colourlass si!k flowers deleriwaling at ils base (Rg. 3.10). A rusted nail and a bit 
of string are all that is left of something that was once anached near the top of 
the south tace of the 1.5'XP memorial. A chunky, red wwden hearl pendant 
hangs from the cross piece by a thin leather stnp. 
R g  3 10 Cross on FM 620 ldentlfled by Vlckl Blggs as 
mmmemorauve of drunk drbvlng death. 
Another memorial not visibly connected to MADD has been constructed on 
a median of West Willtam Cannon Boulevard for former Houston resident and 
drunk driving victim MarkTravis Phillips (Fig. 3.1 1). The letters 'M" and "P." about 
two feet in length, spelled out in rock decorate the ground in front of an 
eighteen-inch cross, fashioned of thin metal and painted white, held in place by a 
small pile of stones. A broken terra-wtta planter, slll holding two dried Stems, 
sds above the second polnt of the 'M " 
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the area informally mark blind or sudden curves, and often lie wlhin several 
yards of an official highway warning sign. 
State Highway 71 merges wHh United States Highway ("US") 290 as both 
interse3 Interstate Highway ("IH") 35 in the middle of the city, and the two roads 
run together for eight and a half miles to the west, separating again at the V in 
Oak Hill. Just outside the city limit on US 290 is perhaps the oldest extant crms 
in the metmpolitan area, measuring 1.5'XT (Fig. 3.12). Well-weathered and 
peeling. the white, wooden cross overlooks two lanes of oncoming traffic at a 
ninety degree angle fmm atop a small hill (Fig. 3.13). Pink and white plasfic rose 
blmsoms flank the cross's south side, and a completely rusted license place lies 
face down in front of it. Tuming the plate over, the words Texas Truck" and the 
year "'72" are legible. 
Highway 71 west, as it moves north of 280's wurse, winds its way through 
some of central Texas' more spenawlar vistas. Motorists drMng west from 
Auslin may spot a white wooden cross halfway up the hillside on which is hung a 
grapevine wreath, highly reminiscent of the biblical crown of thorns, garnished 
with a wbrful array of fldwers, greenery and a Large, whne and blue patterned 
bow (Fig. 3.14). The %re& hangs frwn the vertical piece, and from the 
transverse, secured with faded pink ribbon, is a sprig of six sunhers. 
Closer lnylecnon revealed car parts among the flowers at the bese of the 
memorial (Fig. 3.15). Awindshieid wiper, pi- of brake and turn signal lights, a 
radiator cap, and bits of tire and black plas8c are satered among medium-sized 
mks that make a fody-five degree angle w i t h f  base of the mss.  

Further in toward Auslin on me same highway, aboutlwelw, miles ovDide 
cily limits, is one of me most elaborate memWs in me area. The Px3' white. 
wwden cross, simply constructed, is one part of the large assemblage parallel lo 
me four-lane, undivided highway. Hanging fmm it am mree wreaths: a large 
Christmas wream, approximaleby P in diameter, decorated vrim bows and 
ornaments: amramic Easter m t h  (ImCqwraIing pasWcQloured rabbi-. 
flowen and birds): end hanging on Um back side ofthe cross, agrapevine wreath 
upon which sils acsramic angel (Fg. 3.16). Two msMes dangle fmm the 
crosspi-, almost touching the angel's face. Below the angel, on me ground. is 
a grouping of unidentifiable car pans. 
The cross is topped wilh a gdd-tone angel vasa containing a silk lily. Two 
bunches of mesa lilies Rank the baae of the cross. A bunch of large pink lilies sit 
beside a stuffed gorila, and a line of single bluebonnets (the state Rower of 
Texas) form a sofl front M e r ,  ending on lhe right (as one views me memorial) 
with a bumh of poinsettias (Fig. 3.17). In between these and one bundl of lilies 
lies a gimm-, oecured in the beck with a rock, emblazoned w* the Ford 
l ~ g o  and the words Bad Ass Boys Wm Bad Ass Toys." Bordering the entire 
assemblage is a heart-shaped bocder of large, flat racks. 
II 
?he Cap sits M gmund b I!9M I 
Austin photographer Doug Powell has taken several pictures of the 
memorial. He told me that a few years ago, visitors used a magic maker left at 
the site to write messages, to the accident victim, on the cross. The marker is no 
longer there, however, and the missives have either been worn away by 
exposum to the elementsdr a fresh mat of paint. Tim, as well as the effects of 
sun, wind and rain, take their toll on an memorials (see also Arrellano 42). 
Roughfy onehaif mile west of the memorial, Southwest Parkway dead- 
ends into Highway 71. One mile east of the intersection is the white, wmught-iron 
cmss bearing the name Kevin Attison (Fig. 3.18). The name runs down the 
vertical of the 3x2' structure, alld the horizontal gives his dates of birth (2-7-67) 
and death ("7-18-89") all in white clay figures. A wreath of faded silkflowers, red 
carnations, white impatiens and greenely, is affixed to the transverse with a 
length of rusting wire. Two bunches of similarly weathered silk roses lie 
horizontally about the base, along with a single carnation blwm. 
FU. 3 . r a w r ~ w i m n  o01 on 
souihwept parkway tar ~evln A m .  
Just west of Austin city limits on FM =2,1 photographed a cross that 
appeared to tm newly constructed. A diagonal spray of yellow silk rases and 
greenery adorned a white styrofoam cross, to which had also been anached a 
lapel pin promoting a local restaurant. Canaba's Italian Grill (Fig. 3.19). Attached 
by a layer of white gauze tape to a thin lenglh of unfinished wood, the structure 
was further supported by pieces of barrier suppon beams likely dislodged in the 
crash (Fig. 320). The assemblage was fronted by the dented mid guard rail, 
sprayed red to indicate the need for repair w& 
Back in the city proper, motwists travelling east on Notth Loop Boulevard 
between Guadalupe Street and Airport Boulevard encounter a blind c u ~ e  just 
prior to an intersection populated by several small businesses. If wncentrating 
on the road, tiley may not mtice the four wmden crosses of various height and 
finish that border the fence line of a small state cemetety. The westemmost of 
the four, standing alone between two tall bushes at 1.5'X3', is neither painted nor 
decorated save for a rusted car part resting on the top of the vertical piece (Fig. 
3.21). Also WnStrUCtBd of unfinished wood is the easternmost uoss, I'Xl', 
bearing no decoration or identifying marks. Nearer the other two crosses, it has 
been driven into the ground in front of a fire hydrant (Fig. 3.22). Approximately 
one-and-a-half yards southwest of it is a similarly constructed cross, its YX2.25' 
frame aUsched to the cemetery fence. Faded lettering inscribed in black ink 
covers the Surface of the cross. Still legible is the name 'David Crowley" running 
along the vertical, and the phrases Bom January 16,1965" and "Asleap in the 
Lord" across the horizontal. A small whne teddy bear, placed between the 
horizontal and the fence just abwe the date, serves as decoration along with a 
ribbon which anchors the cmss to the chain-link fen-. A rusted piece of wire 
affixes the veriical. 
The largest snd most detailed cross of the four also bears Cmwley's 
name. A black and gold tone plaque with gold lettering at the crosspiece reads: 
IN MEMORY OF 
' DAVID M. CROWLEY 
JANUARY 16,1965 -OCTOBER 16,1995 
'You always have been, and forever will be, my friend."l 
The cross, measuring 2'X2', is finished with a dark wood stain. A plastic Santa 
Claus ornament hangs from the transverse. Scattered among a number of large 
rocks supporting the base are a pine cone and two Christmas ornaments (red 
bans), as well as silk flowers and greenery. Threaded through the fence behind 
1 This statement on the cross is an onquoted Ime, among Star-Trek fans, 
tmm the 1982 motlon picture Star Trek ICme Wrath oi Khan. A dying Spock 
utters the words to h~s  long-tnme fnend James K i h  
the two crosses are a number of items including a purple tasel, a wlhered 
bouquet of fresh flowers wrapped in plastic, a laminated photo, probably of 
Crowley, in a tuxedo, a string of plastic Easter eggs, ribbons, a bungw cord and 
a dres her protected by a plastic wvering 
ng 3 a TWO ~osses bearing oava C m W 8  name am runwndsa by e m s  
hung horn the mam*n* hmce, n h d n g  pnotopraph ot Cm*y (7) 
Although two Austin residents mentioned the site to me, they had no 
knowledge of what had actually occurred there. Moreover, I was unable to find 
any information concerning David Crowley or any accident in the area near the 
date indicated on the cmas. 
Equally enigmatic are the crosses erected in memory of Mario Castor, who 
died on July 9, 1996. Located approximately one-quarter mile east ot IH-35 on 
Stassney Lane, they border the eastbound lanes passing over Williamson Creek. 
Attached to the bridge itsen, the first is a small, unpainted cross standing just 
over a foot tall (Fig. 3.24). The deceased's name, along with messages, such as 
"I LOVE YOU," have been printed with a black felt-tip marker. Other messages 
have been left on the bridge railing: 'GOD LOVES YOU MARIO CASTOR," and 
'MARIO. MAY YOU REST IN PEACE, LOVE YOU ALWAYS. YOUR AUNT, 
JANlE CANTU, FRIEND JUAN DOMINGUEZ." Multicolored ribbons affix funeral 
floral displays to the railing--a wreath of blue silk carnations, greenery, two blue 
bows end a lavender ribbon bearing the word 'Fathel" in silver lettering; and a 
grouping of pink and red silk carnations, daisies and greenery surrounding a red 
bow. A single, faded silk poinsettia is fastened to the center of the cmss. 
Two yards to the east, at the bridge sing's end. a larger, whlte ww&, 
cross sits amid a display of silk Rowers including white and yellow 
rase buds, purple lilies and white 
and pink carnations sprout from a w h b  vase anached to the vertical. At the top 
of the vertical, a wooden cut-out in the form of a open book bears the sentence 
Thru [sic] the Love of God We feel Eternal Lie.'' The white plastic crucifix at the 
center of the cross is backed by a splig of plastic greenery, and flanked on either 
end of the crossbar with wooden dove cut-outs also painted white. Black lettering 
on the transverse reads "MARIO CASTOR, 190[?] 1998." A nicho holding a small 
drawing of the Virgin Mary atop the vertical in August of 1997 (Everett-Canales) 
was gone by the time I photographed the cmss in December (Fig. 3.25). 
One of my informants directed me to a similarly complex memorial 
commanding the anention of westbound motorists on Slaughter Lane, just east of 
Austin's Bowie High School (Fig. 3.27). Heather Warchan, a few days shy of 
eighteen, was one of two passengers in a truck travelling west on Slaughter that 
veered off the road and crashed into a tree on May 10, 1997 $Bowie high 
student"). The cross was constructed by the driver of the vehicle, Heathets 
boyfriend, and another schwl friend. Her father, James, and her mother, Ruby, 
regularly change the flowers at the cross and mow the grass around it. A few feet 
to the southwest of the noss, the d M r  and his mnher haw planted a miniaura 
rose bush (Werchan). 
At appoximately 4.SX4.S. me aosa is the largest l have documented 
within cily lirmts. As ahawn in the photographs. 'Heamer is spelled cut in large. 
pine green leaers which h q  acmss me hwimntal piece. Strands of silk 
runtlowem, black-eyed Sums, orange mar iws,  autumncolwred leaves and 
other greener, am intemined about b M  pieces of* smrture. A sMfed teddy 
bear. with a plasticcwered phongraph of Heather almhed to its right fwt wiih 
purple ribbon, sits on me horimntal near the lranswne and a ring of purple silk 
miniature rases. High up and amund the w M ,  a viaitor has placed a Bowie 
graduation ml (in schad W u r s  of red and black). Siming atop lhe v e M l  are 
fwe pennies. 
The same green letters indicate her middle and last inlials on the bntam 
half of me ve t i d .  A holiday mem, ornamented by pine cones, holly and 
miniature instruments and presenls, endrcles the 'N: for Nicole. The W is 
entirsiy obscured fmm view by silk poinsemias in a tern-cotla pot flanked on one 
side by an empty f l w  vase and on the other by red and white silk roses stuck 
in the gmund. A white pcreeYn angei kneels in prayer in from of me bouquet 
Surmunding the assemblage are large. WUangular Rones. LeMfhs of artificiai 
iw and small stones are scatfered about lhe base, one securing a handwrinen 
note, the words of whish haw teen bluned by nine m t h S  rainfall (Fg. 3.28). 
FiO. ..a) urrrvt~ns a~lg=l ~rmrmfim uy .lurlw mL -- usv.unu-n-no 
Small stone in tmm d angel serves as p p r  weight for handwrmen note. 
FM 1626, at the southern edge of the city, runs parallel to Slaughter Lane 
f , , C ' "  , , 100 '" ;  fence a few yards fmm the roadway, lies in adjacern Hays County (Fig. 3.29). A 
piece of barrier support beam makes the 5' vertical piece; varnished pressurized 
wood, decorated with electrical tape, the horizontal of equai length. Two 
unfinished wwd pieces, forming diagonal supports running from the lower half of 
the vertical to the crossbar give Carrkeles's date of bitlh, March 10, 1947, and 
death, October 10.1995. The numbers, as well as the deceased's name on the 
crossbar, are a resun of careful wwd burning. 
Ceramic electricd insulators top the vertical and both ends of the 
transverse, while another Is anached to the north side of the vertical nearel r the 
ground. A black bandana encircles the post below the insulator, from which is 
hung a clear plasfic bell (Fig. 3.30). Two wreaths decorate the wow, the first 
1 formed of three strands of electrical wiring and lengths of mistletoe. An orange 
1 eI8*ricd up bow. a miniature deer and a pinecone adorn the wreath. A 
grapevine wreath propped at the base of the cross bears a bow d red ribbon and 
faded greenery. A century plant has been incorporated into the memorial by 
means of the ring of stones encircling it and the cross. 
tape, ceramic i lastic bell 
ornament. 
m e  university professor wno oescnm barnrales's memorial to me 
passes it twice every weekday on his way to and from work. He did n d  know 
what had prompted it, however, nor was I able to uncover any relevant 
information or even a death notice for the deceased in the local newspaper. As 
indicated on the cmss, Canizaies died in 1995. The memorial has been in place 
tor at least eighteen months (Hancack). 
Crossroads 
Approximately two city blocks to the west-noiihwest of Sara Jayne Sdtel's 
well-known memorial are two crosses several yards south of the intermion of 
William Cannon and Maffihaca Road ('g.3.31). They sit in the drainage ditch 
of a large paMng iot adjacent to an am and crafts megastore and a fast-food 
restaurant. That closest to the westbound lanes of Manchaca Road is 
constructed of wood painted white with beveled ends, and is mvered airnost 
entireiy with multicolored silk roses in the manner of the Vowering tree" used in 
rituals debrating The Hdy Cross in Mexico and the southwestem United States 
(Canto 1189, 125). Two bunches of artificial daffodils sit at the base. No writing 
is visible on the 1.5' X T structure (Fig. 3.32). 
and w h l  sRk Row.n 
Fkl ~ ~ t w a 5 ~ w i m r s d r s d P u r p a  
A yard and a half behind it sits a slight& taller, hollow metal m, a!so 
,I ,,I )I  wnted whlte (Rg. 3.33). Although Ulinner and less decorated, the cross bears a 
- 8 b\  siiver plaque which reads: 
DAREL BRAD GONZALQ 
October 30,1877 -June 3,1985 
We Love You 
Dad, Anna. Biandon 8 Pee Wee 
A ceramic vase at its base holds two bunches of pink and blue silk roses; another 
of red daisy-like flowers sits on the ground. Both crosses were erected by the 
family following the accident in which Dad, crossing William Cannon on his 
bicycle, was hit and then run over by a truck. Don Day, who witnessed the 
accident, confirmed that both crosses were erected in memory of Darel by the 
Gonzalez family. 
Travelling east on William Cannon and crossing IH-35, motorists pass a white 
cross and floral display on the southwest comer of the intersection of William 
Cannon and Rockridge Drive. Adorned with three red poinsettias and a red bow, a 
small, white wooden trellis and a cross of similar construction form VH) Southern 
border of the memorial assemblage (Rg. 3.34). The silk floral array includes large 
bouquets of white and red poinsettias, as well as a yellow, white and orange 
chrysanthemums. Situated next to a fading red fire hydrant at a forty-five degree 
angle to the roadway, the 2.5' X 1 .S cross bears a wreath of multi-coloured mums at 
the crossbar. Obscured from the new of passing drivers by the wioiful poinsettias 
are car parts lying in a plastic plant tray at the cross's base. 
Although VH) cmgs IS not marked In any way. judging from the good 
condlt~on of h a  wooden structures and flowers, ~t may memonallze a death hat 
occurred In September of 1997 Dal Valle realdent Joe Flores. 28, was dr~ ing a
motorcycle east on William Cannon when he wlllded with a truck tumlng onto 
RwkndQe ("Cement truck fllps") 
In May of 1997,l photographed four crosses a mile and a half to the 
northeast of Darel's memorials, in a median on Stassney Lane directly across the 
street from David Cmokett High School. Only one remained the following 
January, although minus the myriad items that had encircled it; a small (na quite 
1.5') white crm in memory of Jsoorey Williams, an eight-year-old who was hit by 
a car on his way home from school (Osborn). A picture of Jawrey is taped to the 
east fa-, above fwtbaii cards and notes covered with plastic wrap, and a glow- 
inthedark rosary, all anached with tape (Fig. 3.35). Surrounding the cross was a 
large wlledion of stuffed animals, including teddy bean, rabbits and dogs, as 
well as a white ceramic angel, an emply green pop botlle, a fwmall on which is 
written 70: Jawrey, From: Zack." three bunches of silk flowers iMuding white 
poinsettias, and an unidentifiable plant set in dirt in a yellow, plastii cup. A 
miniature koala bear perches on a thin wooden stick on the east side of the 
cross. 
Gone now are the three wooden crosses, unmarked and unpainted, 
erected about two yards to the east of Jacorey Williams's memorial on Stassney 
Lane. Not quite eighteen inches high, they faced away from each other to the 
west, east and south. The cross facing Jawrey's memorial was adorned with a 
silk flower and greenety, and two gift bows. The one opposite it, facing east, was 
decorated wlh flowers and greenely as well (3.36). An arrangement of white 
poinsettias was placed in front of the third cross. The remnants of four potted 
planb sat amidst an assortment of stuffed bears, rabbiis, dogs and ducks. An 
ornate, pastel blue metal c e k  cross, ~ s t e d  from e x p u r e  to a rainy Austin 
spring lay across a grey bear resting beside a small, yellow and black rubber ball. 
On June zu, 1996, smeen-year-old Paul AnUlony Garcia was struck by 
two can after exiting a city bus at me intersection of North Lamar Boulevard and 
M o m  Avenue. He was on his way to a baseball game at a nearby field. His 
mother, interviewed by Austin Amen'canStatesman reporter Nichole Monroe, 
stated that a cross would be placed at the site CFriends ref ld) .  I found the 2'XP 
wrought iron cross, tipped with silver fleursde-lys. at the northeast comer of the 
intersection (Fig. 3.37). The plaque crosspieca bears the deceased's name and 
dates of bitth and death in white lettering, as well as a small black-and-white 
portrait. Slightly behind the cross, stuck in the ground at an eightydegree angle 
is a large two-dimensional baseball on which is painted his name, his baseball 
number (13) and the letters 'RIP." Red silk roses are stuck in the ground on both 
sides of the cross, the larger bunch secured by three large rocks. 
Furiher south, near the intersection d Beanna and 26th Streets on the 
north end of the University of Texas campus is a white, wooden cross measuring 
1.5'XZ (see also Fwte 172)). Faacing the east and westbound lanes of 26th 
Street, it is anchored in the median with concrete (Fig. 3.38). Silver plates with 




Malmquist, then a sophomore at the university, died as a resun of massive head 
iniuhs sustained when her pickup collided with anofher vehicle on 26th Street 
(Granados). I photographsd the cross in May 1997, at which time a large basket 
of wwen straw bearing an arrangement of yellow and red silk elephant ears was 
held in place on the west side by cement blocks. When I visited the site again in 
January of 1998, the potted plant was gone and a bouquet of fresh Rowers lay at 
the fw t  of me cross, PrMected from the elements by a plastic wrapping printed 
with the words "Felb Compleanos." A prayer candle in yellow glass cast a dim 
light about the memorial that evening. 
Lwisana Hemandsz Torres and Eloisa Trevino, two Austin women in their 
seventies, were killed on January 6, 1996 when their car collided wlh an eighteen- 
wheel truck at East Martin Lidher King Boulevard and Comal Street (about three 
fourths of a mile from Malmquist's cross). The vehicles came to rest on the 
grounds of Oakwood Cemetery (Kelly). It is here that two plain wooden crosses, 
each decorated with one white and one pink carnation, were driven into the ground 
in memory of the two women (Fig. 3.39). Although the writing on the easternmost 
cross has faded so as to be illegible except for the faint abbreviation 3RA." on the 




A rock supports the base. The crosses are two feet away from the cemetery 
fence, and about the same distance from the roadway. They face Marlin Luther 
King Boulevard at a very slight angle toward the easMund lanes. 
'V ~.'."C,-UN,-VVIOI-.Imlsl-", Yls--.^ ..-.,, 
msse two cmoaea markthe desth site d Louiss Hemand92 
Tom8 and EIOW T M b O  
A mile and a quarter to the -st of the assemblage. slightly west of the 
intersection of Martin Luther King and Airport Boulevards, is a covered bus stop. 
Behind the north-facing shelter, stuck in the ground just beyond the cement is a 
wrought iron, Greek cmss just over 2' high (Fa. 3.40). m e  st forming on the 
cross is almost covered by the bright red wreath and floral display. Incorporating 
red ribbons, carnations and roses as well as w h b  mses, baby's breath and 
miscellaneous greenery, a strand of which sticks out fmm the lop of the cross's 
vertbl piece, it hangs slightly beneath a more weathered bunch of whine silk 
mses (Fig. 3.41). There are no identifying markings on the memorial. 
1 OWBrS, 
81 .  , - .  . . 
On the southeast comer of the heavily traversed intersection, another 
wrwght iron cross sits in a cleared patch of ground some yards away from a 
Taco Bell and a What-*Burger (Fig. 3.42). A gold bracelet grace8 the 
midsection. Blue, white, yellow and red silk flowers extend from the base, which 
also includes afurmral display d silk flowers spelling out the word "DAD," and a 
blue and white plastic open Bible. 
I did lXlt uncwerany backgmund infonatnn abm enher ofthe Lm, 
memmiats at the intersecfion. or discern fmm infomnls mat it is a w m u s  
area Wiih siaeen Ian- of M c  fadng each omer hem, however, il is not 
d i i u i i  to imagine what might have happened. Passing mmugh several times 
during the course of my fieldwork. I often & e n d  drivers pearing intenthl at one 
or the omer of Wm crosses when stopped at the intersaction. 
Omer memorials markareas welHmown for numemus accidenta. Tara 
Biggs had almost completed her fint year of high sdwd when she was killed in 
an automobile acddant on the way home fmm $dlnd. A cmss now Stands as a 
memorial m Tara on me M h e m  comer of me intersection of mumy mad 620 
and Debba Drive, where the cdision m u d .  Appmximateiy three feet high, the 
wooden cross with beveled exposed ends and planter base was buiii by famiiy 
friend Rockey Piazza (Thahher). 
Several daya &r Tam's death, P i i t o c k  Me cmss to me scene of me 
accident, where a number of Tara's friends and teachers fmm Lake Travis High 
Schoor had gamered. One by one, meytoaktums applying paint until the entim 
structure was white (Bigps). The cross faces m w n d  traffic on 620. Mmt 
ndiiable fmm me mad is the pmfusion of silk flowers mat fills me planter and 
spills out over Me sides--yellaw. red and puurpl tulips, pink dahlias, yellow 
daffodils, white irises, plrph yellow and pink pansies, and sunflowers. Almost 
obscured by me colorful display am a small, white ceramicangel, molded plastic 
"Lion Kin@ figurines, and a unicorn figurine encased in asnow globe. 
A motorist may be able to sea me black plaque with white lenering at me 
center of each side of the top bar, but pmbaMy can't read the words: 
Above the plaque on the east side of the vertical piece is a sprig of SUnftowerS 
and a note encased in clear plastic gives the following formula: 
fara 
b.f.4.e. 
[best friends forever] 
Below the plaque, another note from Cara slmilady protected from the elements 
is now virtually unreadable save for the final line and signature (Fig. 3.43). 
Photographs of Tara are thumbtacbd to the top of the vertical: on the east side. 
Tara in her cheerleading d t ;  on the west side, above a sprig of silk bunerw ,  
a more formal portrait (Fig. 3.44). 
Fb. 3.43 F'holcgnphs, note3 and 
% w m a t t h e a o u l l o r T m ~ s .  
Swn after the accident, a stoplight was installed at the intersection. 
Concerned residents had petconed for a light in preceding years, but were flatly 
told by Texas Department of Transportation officials that a certain number of 
accidents would have to occur first. Tara's mother Vicki said, I n  my mind, if there 
had been a light there before. I redly believe that she would still be here. On one 
hand I do and on one hand I don't." Notwithstanding that doubt, she finds comfort 
in the fact that Tara's cross may remind people to proceed through the 
intersection more cautiousiy. Such functions of roadside memorials are 
discussed in greater detail in chapter five. 
Speed was also a contributing factor in the acddent. Of the driver, a friend 
of Tara's, Vicki says, 
Yes, she was speeding. But, who hasn't? And it was 
not excessive, it was, you know, 65 to 70. And it was 
just, k was just, she lost control. And wlth, evidenby, 
you know, not being experienced, and she wer- 
mrreaed is what happened. 
The drivw was injured, but SUM. A numberof memoriak in Austin, hovrever. 
do cmmemorate am3dentr in which me victim was judged by h e  Department of 
Public Safety10 be at fault (assignment of blame is discussed at lengm in chapter 
four). Those documented below mark c u m  wtmm me driver lost coniroi ofthe 
vehicle while speeding. 
Winding Rods- and High S p u J  
Severd yards west of Heather Wenhan's memorial on the same median 
stands an older ptructum erected in memory of mirly-lwc-year-OM Frank Eelban 
(Fig. 3.45). Beltran mrtedly lost mnbol of his vehicle whib fleeing me scene of 
an accident f'Audnite is ki l im. Endrded by large nones, me white, wooden 
cross bears at me transverse a bmnu, plate whim states in black lettering: 
In Loving Mmes 
Frank Beltfan 
8-3164 - 45-96 
R.I.P. 
A black-and-whim drawingof Jssus encased in plastic is affimd to the V B M  
piece above me piate wlh two white Vlumbtackt (3.46). Tacks aka hold a 
similarly protected mlour photograph of Beiiran on the lower pan of the vedcal. 
just abwe a spray of artibial sunflowen in a green plaDfc vase. Small stones 
surround the mxs and flowers wihin h e  larger stone cirde. 

Three Hyde Park Baptist Hiih School studems wsre ldlled on May 2. 
1993. As me teenagen headed badrm school from a lurch break, d r h r  Tammy 
Franklin lost control of me caron a curve otsnumbound Guadalup and hit a tree 
head-on. The final W n g  placa ofthe vehide is now marked by a white cms. 
measuring 2x2'. and a spray of nowem adorning the s c a d  tree. m e  mree 
unpainted wooden crosss originally enrted by classmales of the crash victims 
were m e d  hviw. an action atbibuled to0wx-teIieveR. by bcal police 
(Franklin). Finally. Swan W s  men-husband construcled an aluminum cms  
and set it in concrete (Crane). 
When I photcgaphed llw sile in May, 1997, me engraved siher plaque 
was partially hidden from view bya bouquet induding silkdaffodib. white 
carnations and butlercups (Fig. 3.47). The pkque bears me following inscription: 
Tammy Franklin Seplembr 19. 1974 -May 2.1991 
Jeffrey Michael Sums August 27.1974 -May 2, 1991 
Nathan Eugene Richard Crane November 14,1974 - May 3, 1991 
m e  cross is hrnher surmunded with greenery inhlding amcM pine boughs. 
probably leff during the previous Christmas reason. Margie and Susan generally 
place flowers at the site at Easter, Christmas, me anniversary ofthe accident and 
on me teenaged Mrthdays. Susan cccasionally find other i lem at the siie that 
she anribules to v isb  from Tammy. Jeffrey and N m n ' s  high achool friends. 
The spray of pink and while silk lilibs secured to the tree w h  a IengIh of 
matching lace was lee by Tammy's m&er. Margie Franklin (Fig. 3.48). It is her 
custom to decorate the tree, as it was the impact with the tree that actually killed 
Tammy. 
a Flg. 3.47Commemarating the 1991 deahs 
01 Nathan Crane, Tammy Fmnklin and 
Jellley Sup@, is mis c- on Guadalupe. 
trie that was shuck in he accldem. 
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Thomas Vannatta is an English t e a c h  at the aforementioned Crockell 
High Schooi in south Austin, amss the street from Jawrey Williams's memorial 
(see above). Vannatta's traffic safety concerns, which have resulted in polikai 
activism (see chapter five), were galvanized by tb fatal accident he witnessed in 
August of 1989 on Camp Ben McCulloch Road in northeastern Hays County. A 
Section of FM 1826, the road was described to me as 'a really culvy road where 
people drive way too fast and have lots of accidents" (Everett-Canales). Tami 
Speir, the fmeen-year-old driver, lost control of the vehicle as she approached a 
curve while travelling east. The memorial constructed by family and friends for 
Tami, then a cheerieader at Dripping Springs High School, consists of a whle 
wooden cross, construcled of two-by-fours and measuring approximately 18XtSn 
(Fig. 3.49). 
The mamon plates nailed to each piece state in beige lettering: 




When l got m hug you that nigM 
l heard your body tell mim, -1 lorow daddy 
but really I'm OK." mat moment 
and ywr lime sister 
is what keeps me going today. 
A plastic bead necklace hangs over me platen on the horimntal piece. The cmss 
serves as the focal point for a memorial that indudes a cement paw print--the 
Dripping Sptings High Schml mascat is the panther--painted in school colors, 
mamon outlined in gold. Silk greenery and flowers in purple and pink stand in 
back of, and beside the cross. 
Sauthwspt Parkway, another road wlh a reputation, provides a shcitcut 
horn one of Austin's major norm-south madways, the M- Expressway (also 
called "Loop 1") to me highways Sournwest of me city. It is known to area 
residents as a particvla* dangerow mrm due to frequent drag racing, including 
the one that ended in the death of Robert P i i e l l ,  age lwnly-three. In an eRoR 
to amid colliding wiih a vehicle he had m e  upon unexpgtedly. Pickwell 
swelmd, thus lmiw Mntml of his w (Canalas). His bmther Mike and a family 
friend, Frank Mendez, emcted the white, wooden aoss in apahway median 
near the accident site (Fg. 3.50). Mike built the cmps in h e  farnib's garage. 
The approximately 2x2 memorial is identifiable by the bla& plastic 
leneiing on Lmth sides. Each side of the horizonial reads "In memory of Rob 
Pickwell," although the leners on the eastem side are almost entirely obxured by 
a faded Christmas wreath hung over the crosspiece and assembled from arlificiai 
pine boughs, pine cones and poinsettias. A thin piece of string around the 
vertical is fastened to an empty wicker basket below a length of wide, striped 
ribbon. The letters and numbers arranged diagonally down the top half of the 
eastem side sp l l  out 'May 1570," the month and year of Pickwell's birth, while 
the bonom half of the westemfacing vWtkal bears the month and year of his 
death, 'September 1993." Two bouquets of less weatherworn poinseuias sit to 
the side of the cross, next to the remains of a potted plant still wearing its 
dewrative, though faded wrapping. A plastic bunny and sunflower figurine lie 
among the dry, brown stems. On the dher side of the cross, moulded bla& 
plastic pieces, perhaps the top and bottom of an air finer enclosure for a 
Caburetor, rest in the tall grass. 
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Yet another of the area's notoriously dangerous east-west thoroughfares is 
the previously noted wunty road FM 620, west-northwest of Austin. Just prior to a 
long arcing of the road to the north, a squat, white mass faces the northbound 
lanes (Fig. 3.51). Unique among wooden crosses in the area rn its structural 
embellishment, this 2.5'Xl.S memorial was erected for Chris Ann Stackable, age 
twenty-four. Stackable was driving at high speed when she last m t m l  of her 
vehicle on a curve 1 lided with m m i n g  traffic ('Race tums deadmy"). Her 
passenger, twenty-i ar-old Wendell Wayne Sauls, was also killed. 
The cross's vertical piece is topped with a conical motif, its horizontal ends 
by subtle cut-outs. The gold-tone plaque at the crosspiece, inset into a buib-In 
frame, includes Stackable's name, dates of birth and death--August 17, 1970 
and February 2,1995--as well as the epaaph "ALIVE IN THE LORD FOREVER 
IN OUR HEARTS." Attached to the bottom half of the vertical by white ribbon is a 
bouquet of pink, white and purple silk flowen. 
124 
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FM 620 intersects the aforementioned FM 2222 in the hills west of Austin. 
Closer in to the city, on a sharp cuwe between Mount Bonnell Road and Loop 
360, a cross was recently erected in memory of Robin Conrad Gullacher (Fig. 
3.52). Standing almost four feet tall, wllh a two-foot cross bar, the white wooden 
cmss bears black elched lettering wer much of its face, including Gullachets 
name, dates of birth ("12-3169') and death ("9-26-97), and a series d three- 
digit numbers (e.g., 587, 586,569, 501, elc.). Five medium-sized stones encircle 
the base. Gullacher, driving a mdorcycle, was killed when he lost control of his 
vehicle on the curve and hit two oncoming cars. 
Finally, andher moss described to me by my sister flanks the northbound 
access mad of Intwslale Highway 35 (IH-35). EverettGanales first saw the white 
12s 
cross in the fall of 1997, in the median between the on-ramp and the freeway 
itself. Gone after only a few days, the cross reappeared in its present location 
about one month later. It mmemorates the death of Carmen Cortinas Vela, age 
thirty-two, in a head-on collision on the interstate (Monroe. "Accident*). Set back 
against the fence line and parallel to the roadway, it is situated in a stand of 
cedar trees (Fig. 3.53). 
The blue plaque a me cmss piece is inscribed vdlh white leneting. 
&cured fmm full view al me lime me photcgmphs wre taken by a large red 
ribbon allached to the vet i i i .  and a gartand of amkiai poinseUiao adorning me 
length of the transverse (Fg. 3.53). Visible were lhe words 
Carmen Cartinas Vela 
M o m ,  maaughmr, Werand 
May 7.1997 
Several sprays of silkpoinsetlias were rhldr in the gmund in how of the cms. 
as were sprigs of holly. Behind it was a tall bouquet of silk marigolds and leaves 
in ammn colon-gold, orange, red and brown. 
in a median of west William Cannon, about three miles easl of IH-35. 
stands a white. wmugM imn cross (FQ. 3.54). Facing all four lanes of tram ala 
ninelydegree angle, b design is similar to me madside f f o ~  in northeastem 
Mexico documented by Henzed. Aiihough 1 dten drove paat Iha CmoDwhile VMng 
in Aunin, ao friends and members of my family still do, I have been unable to 
connen this C- m a particular actidem wim any certainty. It may be related to 
a onecar wreck in 1992 in which two teenagen were ldlled (Lindell). 
, ,: 
Cannon s w ~ d .  Photo wurtesy d Chrinie EvereitGanales. 
Murder Memorial 
Facing the three'westbound lanes of William Cannon is iha memorial to 
murder victim Shawn Albelt Deolloz, a white, wwden 1.5'XZ' cross near the 
intersection of William Cannon Boulevard and Emerald Fomt  Drive (Fig. 3.55). 
Set in a cement base in the median wiih a miniature teddy bear tied around the 
crosspiece wiih multicolored ribbon, the cross's black plaque states in white, 
italicized lettering: 
Shawn Albert Deolloz 
We brought in a Diamond 
April 13. 1975 
God took an Angel 
August 4.1996 
Though you can't see or touch me - I'll be near, 
And if you listen wiih your heart, you'll hear 
Ali my love around you soft and clear 
Mom, Michael. Kaniua, Monica, Family & Friends 
Set in a plastic green vase and scattered about the base are white silk 
carnations. The clear glaas vase next to the cross is empty. 
A b n  Deollm. 
The location of Ule cross is somewhat puzzling, as it is approximately 
equidistant f r m  Deolloz's former home and me reported scene of the crime 
(-Austin man?. William Cannon is largest. moa( heavilylrave~ Sneet 
between the two locations. pamaps ikkalii of fix famitfs desire lo 
memorialize W l o z  in as public a manner as possible. While rot mnneded lo a 
traffic fatality, the cmss is akin m me drunk driving prote*s that me MADD 
crosses represem in b very wMic and material m m m o n  of actime 
victim. 
Conclusion 
Deolloz's memoriai is part of one of me most remarkable p m m a  lhal 
emerged during the research period. On William Cannon Bovlevad dona I have 
documented sewn mosses. m e  street. M i  runs for about fwReen miles 
across me city (soumeast m west-rumwest) is not lmown as p a t i i l a h  
dangemus. Most markers have been erected sinca maim improvements. 
including me addiiim of lanes and bmges, widening and repaving, were made to 
me thomughtare h me 1980s and eady'9Os. The dishibution ofcroases in the 
area runs m m e r m  me genard folklore of such markers as indicaIive of 
beachemus areas (Fode 171-2; Henzel97-8: Hun). While b h  Fmte and 
Hemel attribute lhe absenca ofcrnaaes on stretmss of mad known to be deadly 
as indicative of government Intervention. Bimer in fix form of regular 
maintenance or me consmion of guard rails. safety baniers and warning signs. 
there is no explanation for the pmliferalion of nossm nned here. 
Addiionally, -1ah patema (as i n d i i i  of certain ethnic or religious 
practices) do rot d i i r  r i g n W i y  hwn other areas ofthe W. Mexican- 
American Catholii do continue me tradilion generally altributed to heir Spanish 
anceaors, which is by m e m i i s  such as -s. which 
incorporates the c r u d  and, at me lime, a representah of me Virgin Mary. 
They are by m means the only pttidpanls, however, nor as indicated by h e  
examples p-nted here, necesearilythe most creative or adive. Cro- Sudl 
as thme erected for Tara siggs and H e m r  WerotIan refleQ Pmtesfam 
aesthetics-there are no crubfixws. beads or pictures ofseints or o(her 
religious figures anached to or IeRatthese cmsses (Miispaw 119-20,13Z)')'--as 
well as the influence of Lhe Hispanic cunure of the sournwestem United Stales. 
Parlidpane inte~iewed o mamaider me astan an ethnically a 
denominationally exclusive one, nor do l hq  vc4ce adherence to any Wkl 
aeslhetic principles. both of whid allow creative license in uoss conmainn. 
decoration and maintenance. However, there are patterns mat emerge horn 
examination of the forlpfour aosses dercnbed here (see chart below). 
The mmt widely u d  material for cmss CcnSWon is wood: wwden 
c-es comprising eighv percent of h e  sample. Of these lhirly+Je, twenv- 
three, or rily-tm, percent, are painted white. The remaining woDden structures 
that are finished in some way make up seven prism Sixteen percent ofthe 
crosses are fashioned of wmugM imn or meld. Overall, siXtygigh1 pensmof me 
crosses. whelher w d ,  imn or metal, are painted white. In wnespondence M h  
He11rnI's observmons, moot of me cmspes are between tm, and fwr  feet high. 
with those smallergeneralh/ unmarked, unpainted wooden constructions (101). 
Excepf for afew whose vertical and horimndal pieoes are of equal length (Greek 
cross), or whose vertical is h e  longest piece, me crosses are usually Latin in 
form (I w). Rings a similar borders fashioned of none, or piles of mcka at the 
1 ~ e m ~ d  PDCIUS aha mtes d h -  bstmsn Camollc and Protestant 
roncgraphy m home decorat~m (125) 01 panrular s~gnlficam m me pmsam 
dacdsslon 0s hls reference m tne populanly of angels m Protestant popular pnnls 
(1471 
base of a c m  were presentatlhiReen. oralmwtkdy-linee pKent  of lhe 
assemblages.2 
Much less mmmon are thme seven assemblages which inmrporale 
automobile pam hwn the wwiage.3 In these memwials. me g W n g  p w s s  
encompasses not only the dealh site, but in a sense the actud insmmem of 
death. Further, a i l hqh  MADD maRers, as noted in the praviws chapter, am 
the only a p p W  memorial ofmis kind, mey mpr i sa  onlythree wt ofthe foq -  
four. Additionally, m a l l  drunk driving deaths described above are 
~mmsmrated with dlicial MADD cmsses. 
Far more frequem man use of pciiiical sWemene (i.e., the MADD 
plaque which stales that the deoeased was killed by a drunk driver) am religious 
expressions. In addition to the cmss and 1s many signifleds. a
chapter two, friends and relatives of the deceased have placad magiwmlipious 
items (rosaries, angels. mosses) or declarations ('Alive in lhe Lord." etc.) at 
thirteen sites. 
Eightyreven percemof the crosses am axompanied by remembrances 
of some kind, hwn Ihe wildflowen amp Roben ManYs cmss on 2222 to the 
stuffed animals and football trading cards left fw Jamrey Williams. Most hequent, 
at eightyfcur percent, is the proffering of plants, including items such as flowers. 
-- - 
2 Although leaving a stone at a madside memoriai cdnddes wlh Catholic 
Mexican and Mexican-American custom as documented in Mexico. Arizona, etc. 
[see chapter two), most stones and rocks present at memorials in me Austin area 
appeared to be decoralive (e.g.. spelling out mitials or forming a heart amund the 
assemblage) or meant to stabilize the cross. At only one cross. Fig. 3.16, did the 
roCks not appear to be decarative orsupportive. 
3 While I did find car parts at the memorials, I did not m e  a c m  any 
that were incomarated into the structure of the cross itself, as observed by 
grapevine wreaths and pine cones. variations of which adorn thirty-seven 
crosses. Roses. even during the holiday sawn,  appear to bethe most!mpLIlar 
flower, and are pan of fih assemblages. Most offered are red rmea. found at 
seven sites, wilh pink or white ones at four sites each. Carnations, lb semnd- 
mast utilized flower. was in evidencs at thirty-four pnent  of the memorials. and 
were most often red as well. 
A number of my informants opoke abart dewrating memorials for certain 
holidays. -&ally in cases in which grave site ornamentation is restricted. As 
noted in the deacriptiins of h e  memorials, many ofthe assemblages, especially 
those photographed in December and Januaty. bare evidemxt of Wiay visits in 
their adornment. In addition to decorative elements assm'ated with h e  
Christmas seasan, afew of the memorials inwrporate items linkad with Eastar. 
Twenty penem of me assemblages, for example, included one or ran, b o u q d  
of red or white paimetlias, often accmanied by ornaments, pine cones. 
wreaths, holly or mistletoe. Two memorials were domed with Easter-themed 
wreaths, and the fence behind the two mosses erected in memory of David 
Cmwley (Fig. 3.23) is decOmled by, among dhar things, plastic Easter eggr. I 
did not observe any Halloween-m-ented objects. such as pumpkin or black cat 
figurines, nor any items generally used in area Day of me Dead celebratiwrs 
(can* skulk, skelemns, etc.). The fdlming chapter further diacu%es holiday 
decoration and its significance in madside noss memorial tradition. 
At l es t  one memwial site reflects a decision not to mmemorate a 
related death. The accident that killed Chris Ann Slackable also claimed the lfe 
of Wendell Wayne Sauls. for whom there is no cross. As Banera notes, 
'sometimes the memory of how the penon died may simply be too pshfur (281). 
In other cases, fanily mmtsrs have pti ipted,  in grater and lesser degraes. 
in memorials erected by others (see chapters four and h). Neither do the 
crosses commemorate onlythe dealtm of crime a ims.  As noted, many ofthe 
deceased ware judged by cily or shVa Omcials to be at faun in the accident 
anhough family members may otheruise. Absolute guin or innocence is 
not always re- in h e  comhudion or maintenance of tb assemblages: 
however, roch questions orjudgmsnts own render me m e W  active liter of 
nesotiaticn. Family and friends DRen use c m  as a locus for conflicting 
emotions connected to a fstal incident An examination ofthe pvblic and private 
bereavement expressed thmylh the memorials detailed above must imlude lhe 
thoughts and wods of individuals in varied states of mourning. 
Items placed at many ofthe crosses reflect an angoing dialogue with Me 
deceased (rates, inscriptior. on bridge railitqs). and the continuation of missed 
celebratiins (lop, hwnecoming mums, graduation tassels). The memorials 
become representative not only of the mystery of death, but of the decaased 
themselves. RDbert Plant AmWmng has w r i  that 
wch works exla on a state ol mslon bewen these Iwo pokr. 
bemng rubiect and It Is pernaps In me energy of such 
~nlemlav mat a lundamental " m e r - 3 r  energy-4 the work of 
affedtini presence is to be found. (56) 
Documenting the "awecting presence" of the assemblages cerlainlyexlmb 
beyond the cataloguing of their variws parts. Abwe I have descrBed a number 
of ways in which memorial participants have marked, and thus reclaimed siies of 
tragedy and k s .  The reclamation pradiceg of several of my informants, as 
essential to bereavement and healimg, are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four 
Bereavement Made Manifest 
In chapter three. I d e s c M  madside memorials in Austin and the 
surrounding area, noting the varying elemem of cmss mnstruction and offering. 
In the fdlowing pages, I examine the lcalion of Me assemblages in Me grieving 
prowsses of several memorial prlk4pants. apecifidw me relafiws and friends 
of Tara Biggs, Tammy Franklin. Naman Crane. Heather Werchan and Heather 
Lamay. The discussion is based on interviews and theoretical approaches 
including feminist conceptions of reproductive labwr. Me vernacular in an and 
religion, and contemporatyviews of grieving pmcesa%s in Notth America. 
The memorials for the f i e  teenagers haw, b n  the sub'w of 
considerat40 community anention, and some mediacoverage due lo Me nature 
of the accidents. As previw* noted, the deaths mey commemorate are not 
attributed m drunk driving, but rather youihful Inexperience. In two i ~ t a n m ,  the 
driver was I d M  al~ng with her psseng%s). In the other two, the driven 
survived and now actively atterd to me memorials for their hiends. I address the 
negdiation of guilt and blame later in the chapter. As humanizing, yet apolnical 
structures (see chapter five for discussion of MADD crosses in the Austin area), 
they are affecmg examples of grief expressed in a public manner and space. At 
each memorial, different understandings of people and m t s  are consmcted 
and consumed mmugh an ephemeral confluence of hn and image.' 
ITtw idea ofephemedi and consumption in Mexican and Texas- 
Mexican Day ofthe Dead t r ad l i i  is thoughtiuiiy discussed by Kay Turner and 
Pat Jasper (1994). 
The Art Of Do- Experience 
The mmm~nica l i i  power mat madside mxsas accrue as a result of tha 
ansion b e m n  private and public mmbined wilh the canmemoration of 
"ordinw lhres and memories mntrasls sha~~ l y  wilh many nadrlional rewanse3 
to deam in Nonh American society. Many rcholan and heaiih care practitioners. 
such as Geoifmy Gorer, Jack Kamennan. Kathy Chamaz and Caml Silverman 
have sludied mnremporary reapansas to dealh in Nonh American and Britain. 
noeng the increasing isolatnn of bereaved individuals and cwnributing rocielal 
condiiions, as well as the development, Kameman wriles, ofmechanisms . . .in 
American society to keep dealh out of SigM and out of minds." (2). Chanar 
provides an ovenriew of me 'lioci construction ofthe denid of death" and 
anendam anaiyws (88-96). She mcludes that because actions speak as loudly 
as words, m understand more fully everyday aniludes toward death, including 
denial, a researcher must attempt to co rn  m the world of the subject particularly 
when events in the subjecl's worm pertain to death.. ." (98). The experienced 
loss in the Wentiem cemury, documented by Jessica M i rd  in her &cited The 
Amem" wayofoeam (1963), frequently involves me medical eotablishment 
and the death care indurn in p m s  that minimize contact b e m n  tha 
deceased and his or her sumvon. 
In nineteenth cenlury America. however, death often took plan, in the 
hams, as did preparation for hvrial and visitalion by the community. Neatby 
cemeteries further sbenglhened the immediacy of dealh in the sphere of 
everyday activity (Laderman 23-37). Indeed, e m  in me current mntexl of 
bereavement, me home symbolizes seclusion and detachment from me everyday 
a t i i t y  of the public sphere (Rosenblatf Walsh and Jacloon 46). Roadside 
cmsses and memrial asmMages oaupy a space in the publb landscape, and 
imagination, in beWeen the hwne and the offen geographically removed modem 
cemetery. As revealed byinfnmants' statements in the previous chapter, many 
aspects of unofficial memorial maintenance are fvRher indicative of their 
intersMia1 nature, as lheircontinved existence evidemes a combination of tacI 
civic supporl and active mmunity imlvement. Tlm parents, and especially the 
mthers ofthe dsceased, however, aften assume the more mundane t a b  of 
clearing trash fmm the sile, repainting or replacing a crcss and clearing 
weathered floral diiplaya. 
Viewed as an extensim of dometitic aclivay, mmllaries to me roadside 
cross tradition in Texas are observable in the complex of custom and ~faclice 
mat wnslitute Day of the Dead Webrafiolrp thmvghavt Latin America and me 
United States.2 Ekabem Carmichael and Chlm Sayer disc- tradfional 
obsenrancas an080 Mexico in detail. Generally speaking, women mok me 
majority of the food hems placed on altars and let at me cemeteries. In those 
families who own bread wens, the men of me household do me W n g ,  afler the 
women have mixed the dough (18.78). Freddy MBnder. a resident of La 
Congregacidn d d  Tajin in the sate of Veracrus for example, describes the way 
in which his momer prepares chocolate omamems to adorn the house and 
especially the altar, as taugM by her mother and grandmomer. Prior to lhe 
festival, women across V e r a t ~ l ~  produce mOking utensils and iwnse  bumers 
in fired clay for usa during the holiday (77-79). 
2 see for example me work ot Olivia Cadaval(1985) on the Day of me 
Dead celebrktions in washington. D.C.; James Griffdh's (1492) ob¶eNations of 
bDth Mexican-American and O'Odham customs in sournem Arizona; and Kay 
Turner and Pat Jasper (1 994) wIh regard to the custom in south Texas, 
padcularly I s  economic aspects. 
I am parfkularPj interaald here in the panern that emergea in the data 
mllected by Cannichael and sayer, which includes interview wilh a number of 
attisls and crafts- anoas Mexico variousiy ilrvolved wilh the yeafiy 
obsewanca, as well as an examination of hiaorictravelleb accounts. In general, 
women are involved in the preparation of items fwuse inride the h m ,  w at the 
cemetery. Men. however, pati~~~'pate in awider range of anivities: rBCibilg 
prayers for the dead (pmfessional 'prayer-makers.'or rerendem; going from 
house to house and singing alabamwin gmups offour; or performing as 
Xanrolo dancers. sometimes dreassd as women, in village sweats ( W e  23A. 81- 
82). 
The publidprivate, mMemale dichotomy is echoed in the St  Joseph's 
Day activities of Italian-American women described by Kay Turner and Suzanne 
Seriff in their 1987 a*le "'Giving an Altae m e  ldeolcgy of Repmduction in a St. 
Joseph's Day Feast." The altars mentioned in the title are those cooperatively 
designed and msnuned by wmen In asmall Texas town, assemblages which 
connea'sacred and secular realms by providing a locus of mmmunication, a 
place for me performance of betiif in the home" (448). Their manif& meaning is 
a tangible, edible thanks omred m Saint Jossph in return for sumr  in atime of 
famib crisis such as illness, debt or aeparatlon. The altar is laden wilh an 
abundance of special foods sub as Cosi @Xi, mahidagG and canoli. 
The formal praaentation ofthe altar occurs atmr a ritual reenaslment of me 
Biblical account of Joseph and Maws amval in Bethlehem, in which the Hdy 
Family is played by mmmunity members chosen by the woman giving the altar. 
The reemmsm ends with the ritual Feasting of me actors and the community, at 
which time men serve the fwd prepared by the women. 
While the Saint Joseph's day preparations and pmsmktio(w am not 
c o n n e d  wiIh deam c u m ,  ule similarities between women's (and men's) 
creative Isbourfwmis and the motoms previously described are notable as 
reflections of an idmkgy of mprcducbn. As amwived by Mary (YBrien. Vr, 
'matemally derived aeologl of repmduclim foregmunds social pradices based 
on affiliation, mncern for olhers, shan'np. caring, gifling, and religious beliefs" 
(Turner and Sem447). Such pf-s cmtaidyenmmpass Vr, work and aflistry 
evident in Day of the Dead home and metery  decorawn, the St  Joseph's day 
traditions d Ilab+American m e n  and the memorialization ofre533nt victims 
with madside c m e s  as delailed here. Indeed, as Turner and SeriRasoert it is 
just such practices that can ground the ferniiist ontology developed by Carolyn 
Whitbeck mat, denouncing the necsssi@j oflhe self-olher owasilion that 
pervades we81m. and largely patrianm, scholarship, is defined as 'the rnutval 
realization of people- (Turner and Seriff 458). Whitb8ck gives as abstract 
examples 'nursing and m.ng for me sick disabled and elderly, . . . wunpeliw 
and various fwms of spiritual panice" (75). While S t  Joseph's day tradiims 
stem from fhe desire to acknowledge me saint's intervenlion in Vr, past, me 
aforementioned deam customs concern Ute immediate spiritual needs of grieving 
Individuals and communities. 
Persmal i i  spiritual practbz-3, when t w a % d  and performed in the home, 
may be viewed as vernacular religion (Primlano, yernawlar Re l i ! 44 ) ,  or the 
Womestication of miigim- (Sered 518). Both imply an active manipulation of 
religious tenets or imnographyfor highly permnal use, and as such am closely 
related to materids or built envimnmento s lud i i  by folklorins and others as 
examples d %emacular amhilecture." Indeed, as Primiano stales, 
the beliefs of individuals msmselves radiate and influence me 
sumtiding environments. The verbal, behavioral, and material 
ewressiono of religious belief mean a variety of inrmments and 
m r i o n s  of expressive culhlre which can be calegorized under the 
rubric of visual or performed arts, public and private cultural 
oerformances. and individual acts. These would include but not 
hecesoariiv be exhausted by me following: speech, music 
son" dance. mime ritual and drama. bodilv communication 
and 
. the 
msnkld uses of wrd ng foodways costume culturally encoded 
arcnnteclure and the permanenl and ephemeral oblecls wdhm 
domes1,c andpubhc enwmnments (empnasds aooedl (44-451 
Moreover, Primiam recognizes the presence of me vernacular not only in me 
domestic, which offen assumes a degree of privacy, but in the public sphere es 
wei1. 
Ccneopondingt, it is me ephemeral aspeels and obiects of buiit 
environments lhat Angela Kwolek-Folland singles out for anenlion in gendered 
analyses of vemacular anhite*ure. She writes that %any mntributions to 
vernacular archiemre are ephemeral, a fact pamcularly true in the case Of 
women. In our historid experience of gender, the trappings and interior 
decorationr of buildings, some of which are aeasaral, are impntant to the 
meaning and experience of vernacular space' (6). Certainly h exiension of me 
scope must also include, in the case of mate* culture studies, the ephemeral in 
more puMic aem'ngs, specfically the ways in whid, women--and men, as 
discussed belwt(re)create and (re)presenl various evems and ideas in ritual 
altaro, yard art, shrines and memorials. 
Analytical InWme&bm 
Ex-ive speed may have besn afacmr in the accidem that killed Bowie 
studen18 Lisa Wendenburg and Heamer Lamay a l i e  over ayear earlier. Lisa 
was driving me car when she apparently l h t  mnont of the vehide. It crossed me 
center line of Manchaca Road, and hit andher car. Heather, who was in the 
passenger seat. died a me rcene. Lisa died me following day (Hoppe and 
Gonzalez). When I interviewed Heathe<s molher. Shilah, in May of 1997. she 
said mat, " t h y  were Idlkd Saturday afternoon. Sahlrday night mere was aaoss 
put up, made by the kids mat nightSThe two noasea, one for Healhar and one 
for Lisa m longer s&xd at the accident site. casuailies of a mad-widening 
projen. 
At me request of me Texas Dapament of TrensFcfIab'on. Shilah and her 
husband. John, had firat moved the auemMage back a few yards, lo the fence 
line of the nearest p w r t y  owner. Later on, limy removed lhe cmraes, leaving a 
granite piece bearing an etching ofthe two m e n  and a wreath. ShorUy before I 
intewiewd Shim, mey removed those items in preparation f u a  move to 
another stale. Barring phomgraphic documentation. the descripfion ofthe 
memorial that f o l h  was pieced together fmm inteNiews and newspaper 
anicles. 
Shilah i d m 6 d  Lacay Merritf a classmate and hiend of me two ywng 
women, as the driving force behind me memorid. 
mere was two tmnporaly -s that the luds wmte all over And 
baaralh, what they umte on those aosses war all gmdbye notes 
and we have one of moss crosses. I mean we tcok mooe aown 
olmply cwause they were not gmng to an Her nest fnend IS lhe 
one Lacey Menfn put up, mey made a cement cross and 11 had lim 
gdrls' name on 11 and tnars. yo, *now they put that up ana put a 
hean arouno I mey dnd all tnat We dndnt have ath ng to do wdh 
11 Wnat we d~d ao tho-oh at tne sdte was we haa Nuc a aranlfe 
piclure made withjust tKe girl€? picture on it. 
Shllah's reference to me 'heart arwnd it." concerns the heart-shaped Mrder. 
fash iod out of nearby raks,  amund me white, cementcm. The east-facing 
memorial, const~ded at me spot where Lisa's car came to rest. quickly became 
a gathering place. 
My mother spoke of seeing group of teenagers at the me-, for 
Several weeks after me accident, when dMng home from wok in the aftemwn. 
Questionnaire respondenls repott6d w i n g  offerings sudl as h r  botlfes and 
wirs at the site (see chapterfive). When I asked Shilah about items left them. 
She said. 
Yeah, there were coins. They would leave oigarenes. Lers see, I'm 
trYina to think. Of course. thw've alwavs lee flowers. I would a0 
e k +  once in a while and see a single.mse. We had 'me ~oie , "  
that song, sung at Heathefs wedding [SIC], and my husband had 
sent her a dozen red roses the day before at school. and so the 
rose, anything wiih rose has always had a pretty special-so I 
notice that if irs kids who are leavim somethina for Heather. thw'll 
~SuaiIy leave a rare, you know.. . . 
Items were len at the site up until the time that the cross was Em&. In 
addfition, the teens planted a small flower bed, also bwdered by msks. 
Heather Lamay's mother. Shilah, smphasized fact that the memorial 
was the kids' enterprise in slatemenls such as me following: 'Essentially, fmm 
our perspBCti, we were, mat was unrelated to us. I mean, we did not have 
anyming to do wilh it." However, her comments also ravealed mat she and her 
husband did in fact spend a great deal of lime visiting me site in an e m  to show 
Support for the v M m '  friends. In keepiw with WBrien's ideology of 
mpmduclion, Shilah and John showed concern for the teenagers in a time of 
crisis for all involved. John was espedally wonied about the reaction of Lisa and 
Heathefs friends. Shilah e@ained, saying. 
We went by. My hwbmd was, more so than mn, he was very 
concerned about maklng sum lhat soma ot Ihese bdr, they had lost 
WO fnends earlmr In me year. and so he was more wncemed. "I 
don't warn mese kids. -b& to. vou know. to trv m wmmit 
sulode . so we war* to me, to them'and spent lwdn~ghts wth the 
kds We went m Monday nlght ngM alter sne was bllsd and I 
oel~ava #t was Tuesdav noht we stop~ed by Then afier mat of 
course, we kind of m&-on with oitr life and, althwgh we had ldds 
at our h- every day for, what, a week and a half, something like 
that. 
Almough me cross, as a symbol (sse chapter two), was not impomvlt to the 
Lama-. mey wnsidered it esaenlial m be present at the memorial for me 
emotional well-being of me young peaple gathering Mere. 
AS noted in the previous depter. Bowie studemi imt another classmate in 
May of 1997, in the onecarwrec* urat claimsd me life of Heather Werchan. Like 
the memorial for Lamay and Wendanburg, the large cnws on SlaugMer Lane 
bearing Heatheh name was wnlmucted and installed by claumates ramer than 
by family members. Her father, James, explained 
AS far as Heameh R ram, we had never thought a ~ u t  I and lt 
wasn't-she her Inends that she ran around wlth she dated two 
boys m that group And they wem gma tnends They were the ones 
mat actually, togethsr lhey puf the cross up They oeclded to put 
me cross up and t was I guess It was probably about a week aher 
the aaldent or aher the tbnera that lhey p n  11 up They dectdea to 
put it up. 
The Werchans were not upset by the young men's decision to m e r r o m i i  
Heather publicly. Moreover, James and his wife. Ruby, have assumed care of 
certain aspects of ihe site. In addiion to changing the floral displays seasonally, 
James explained that 
lrs a grass median. Them's a wide median there. And I row me 
grass, you know, on me other side of the tree and a pretty good 
ways back away from me cross toward Bowie. So I keep i t  looking 
nice and maintain it. 
Ordinarily, ciiy crews mow such n-mdii. Here, James meals mat m a r l y  have 
Heatheh famih/ and hiends vtilhed dly pmperty for her memorial, they have 
also taken wer b maintenance. 
The Werchan family n w  finds he cms  a cornling preseme. As Helong 
Lutherans, mey are comfortable wah the cmss's symbolism. In mntrabt. Shilah 
thinks mat the cms, as a Christian aymbot, was nd pa~cularty meaningful la 
Healher and Lisa's friends. When l asked if W e  who had conslruuedand 
visited it were praclicing ChrirSans, she laughed and said. 
Very definitely not Very definbly nol her friends, you knw. No 
We. uh. YOU know. I don't minkme cmss aself from a Christian 
slaidpohl has a& significance to mese kids. i mink they see it 
more as a memorial veah. And see. even for us. from our 
perspennve a cross tb me 0s t can aas~b ba an ldci So $a, I'm 
very carstlll that I don I you know la me me splntuai pan of mar la 
Somelhlnq m$ oe of AS i aon I see n as thlnqs hom the outsae And 
so for us chat's why, in asense even thoug6we may be Christians. 
the cross isn't necessaritv a f o n  of anv meaning to me at a 
personal level. But, no, deiinitely, and );ou know;ba-d on a few of 
the other people I know, 11 doesn't seem to be related at all to kids 
who tend to be Chtistians at all. 
Even in light of their views aboutthe cross and b place in her familvs beliefs, 
she and John wanted to suppon ywng people in the maimenam ofme 
assemblage. The relationships expressed mrwgh meir atandpoint as descnied 
above may be undemmd a?, muhlaliy achieued, rather man opvsitional, or self- 
omer. The teens' use of a symbol which b ids  13e meaning for Shilah and John. 
and pernaps negligible meaning for themelvea in Shilah's assessment, did not 
preclude cooperative paacipation in me constwon of me memorial. Indeed. 
Shilah and John's informal c w m i  of the teens, which i interpret as mpmductive 
labour, enended beyond paRicipation in the memorial to meir home. As Shllah 
expWnsd, even after she felt that her family we3 ready to'move on: griaing 
ymhs continued to stDp by their house. 
Further, as noted above. Shilah m n s W  the concern for me te-' 
emotimal weII-b~+ng to be more her husband's man her own. She swed mat 
Even a b r  pieather] was killed. I tended to focus in more on my 
three kids, whereas my husband would tend lo Idnd of help-not 
mat he dldn't focus on mv three klds. but he also land of .ncluM 
me other kids, you -;her friends and stuff a lot 
Nonetheiess, she went with him to visit me memorial in me days following the 
accident, and on aubaequentcccasions such as the first anniversary of Heatheh 
death. 
Likewise, me anniveroaryvisit to me accident site was made, at least in 
part, in response to me needs of someone other than herself. Shilah said 
We41 tins I m  January was th8 year anniversary And I sad to John 
I lust really fas118ke Iwant somemmg lmre on that year 
annremary ' 6acsu.s i was blank So I made lust I had a lhnle 
wream made and than. kmd of cowbay.lrke and it sald In Lovrng 
Memory 01 Heamer and Lisa' and then we put the gods me llnle 
granite p t m  bacr up We had a lot of thongs gomg on that day 
b ~ t  we fdsl felt ke we wanted to put somethtng so I was" t just 
blank on Ine annlvenary And 11 was lust a way of us knowlng wa 
remembered her vou know And I think a lot of kmor were cal ma us 
at that time and isking us, you know, where the stuff was and l i i  
was going to be able to go back in. 
The above statement also indicates that Shilah and John. in their participation in 
the roadside memorial. took mies as caretakers of both wornens' memories. 
Lisa's family was not involved in the mnslNcb'm w maintenam3 of the site. The 
granite piece depicting both women was ordered and installed at the site by the 
Lama*, as was the wreath Shilah had made a year later. Thus, the Lamays 
laboured not only to p m w e  me memory of bah their daughtm and her hiend. 
but to support the frbnds they left behind. Shilah made all cmwrrs her own. 
Her attention to the accident site, evident in her desire mat it not be 'blanlC 
on the a n n w r y ,  was echoed in commenls made by Heamer Werchan's 
father. James and Nathan Crane's mother, Susan. In ali three accidents. me 
driver lost w n t d  of me w ide ,  and in the cese of Werchan and Crane, me cars 
collided with aeezl. Marking me accidem site, therefore, entaik tha publk 
recognition of responsibility to no small degree. As abwe, the moss for Healher 
was made by two friends, o m  of whom ChrisIopher Johnstan, was driving me 
car at me time of tha accident. Regardless of me mxs's w i n ,  Werchan (mows 
mat-one way or mather we would still go down that mad. And l s  always nice 
and comforting to see that there" (Fig. 4.1). Elaborah'ng funher, he stressed the 
significance, bom p i 6 v e  and negative, of the site. 
You know, we'd never want to forget about her. So, you know, just 
because mat's mere we Wwldn't, if it wasm here we wouidn't 
forget about her anyway. But its just a nice tribute lo her. And even 
though, unfonunately, it had to happn. But it was her time to go 
home anyway, to see her heavenly famer. 
James understands Heathefs death as ultimately purposaful. Therefore, me 
responsibility for the ecddent reafs w%h God. rather man with Johnston. 
Chrismher and his mother also he@ decorate and maintain the memoriai site. 
James said 
. . .she just replaced me letters. They were, I mink they were dark 
green leners. I think, before. Now they're yellow and she painted 
flowers on them. And she planted, they planted a lltb miniahlre 
rose shrub next to it also. [Fig. 4.4 
Caring for the sie-wnsrmning ib meaning and thus the meaning of the 
accident--also involves the WnstRKtion and negotiation of role and 
responsibility. 

Margie b e l i i  that because me cirwmnanses ofthe accident mat killed 
Tammy, Nathan and Jeff were romervhat mysterious, il was pmdesmed. NoSng 
mat there were no omer cam imlved and no wimmsss came fatward, she said, 
God had a ceiiain amount of days for Tammy. She was in heaven lhw instant 
she died." While amr iWs  maintain that Tammy was speedimg when she losl 
c~ntrol of me vehiie, Margie say she knows ?hat isn't hue." During our 
conversalion, she smssed Tammy's driving skills, the fact that she had taken 
driving lesmns and that she was the best driver of all Margie's children. 
regardless ol what l or others might have read in the newspaper. 
As Margie continues m struggle wiLh the cinumatsnces of her daughteh 
unexpected death, she also grapples wilh tM, knowledge that tm, other yo* 
(Nathan and Jeff~ died as well. She stated that Susan has continued to be 
friendly toward lhw Franklin family since the -.dent, alludimg to the fsct that 
Susan does rat ~penly blame Tammy w her family for NaIhsn's death. Both 
Susan and Margie, however, memioned that Jews mmher reacmd rather mom 
negatively. In Me mume of our dipcursion abovt me memorial for Tammy. JEW 
and Nathan on Guadalupe Sbeef Swan Crane said. 
I w a w  somem~np them mat was a connemon I d dn't want d to 
be ~dsl a loat place To me that war nol 11 R a place of violence, but 
n was IM to me 11 was mom of a, well ltke sad the ast place 
where I 1-1 ~ k e  the spent was lasL It's rat, mean I don't thlnk 
JBWS motner I th nk that she was very angry about ~t So that I 
know that would not be a place of endearment tor her Y ~ L  know. 
and I to say endearment 1s a honfble word oecause a place of a 
eeath IS not an endear ng place but bacaLss of the tap1 Place 
Regardless of the circumstances of her son's death, Susan wished to mark the 
spot for herself as the teenagers' friends first had. At the same time, she helped 
provide a place for the school mmmunity to grieve (Fig. 4.3).3 
The site is approximate@ two miles from the school that the three 
teenagers attended, a private, religious institution that attracts students from 
across the city. Susan, too, worried about the emotional impact of the triple 
fatality on the student bbdy at large, saying 
1 0~88s one &r thirm that that cross does, is it, well I've alreadv 
mentioned that, but to-me, it was traumatic fcf me. And I knew that 
lt was for those kds at schml and a lot d things that I d#d, not only 
were lor me, but I wanted to do them for the kids at schoof. 
Bemuse I wanted them to have a way to deal wkh it. 
Susan did not haw a paltner at the time of Nathan's deam: however, dealing 
with the tragedy was far from a solitary endeavor 
3 Tammy's parents and Nathan's mother are the primary caretakers of the 
memorial for tha three teenagers. Jeffs mother, to whom Susan refers here, has 
never been involved. Jeffs father lives in Dallas, abut  two hundred miles from 
Austin. 
Almough Susan and Margie often -rate their patis of me memorial 
independently, their labwr, 0r"grief work" applies to lhe &wl Wmmunilyat 
large.' Bolh women believed it impMtantto include the Oaa that was struck in the 
assemblage. Susan explained why. 
Y w  know, sinCB that was the scene ofthe acedent and the trea 
that's Mem. if wu notice Me tree the ban is off. And that was f m  
the accident. 1" the photo that I have of the wreck Mat was in the 
Daner thev vou can see ttm different kind of Minas there. Thev had 
th; Vs anb thncgs for the children whlk they wer; trying to geiMe 
jam of lde to get Mom o ~ t  They had that nanglng hom the tree. 
and I rnow a lot of Ihe kldr went tnere or were aware of mat So I 
thinkthat a lot of mem went there to deal with the emotions that 
they had.. . . 
While Susan admls that it was a traumatictime for her, she reveals that she was 
thinking about the accident Wms' friends as well--what Ihey had seen or heard. 
and how they migM have been affected. She remgnired !heir need to grieve and 
attempted b add- it thrargh the transformation of me acddent site into a 
memorial. 
V'dti Bigas also Wieves the memorial constrvcted at Me pcene of her 
daughtecs accident to be an imponant place for me entire community. It plays an 
integral part in the grieving pmceu, she noted, saying. 
I think ~ t s  a bng part of ms pmcsra lor people And l also. I mink. 
aso too what n does IS g w  peoplclods, aadtp, whatever-a 
mace to oo A olaca to, because. w u  know, fira'sl fnends tell me 
dl the tin% mai when they're feelhg down o iMef6 got a pmblem 
or whatever that they'll go up there and sit at me cross. And then 
they'll feel better when they leave. So I feel like b them it's, it's a 
AGrfet won, as descnbd by Jack Kamrman, tnwlves me expmsson of 
gnef facl,natmg a ntum to normal Iwels of f~nctlonlrq and may mcluds, tor 
cultdrallv vanable aenods of hme 'b0dl)vdnWes a D r w m n a M n  mfh me 
mage df me d&sed.gurn hoshw, and alteram or loss of nonnal pansma of 
conduct"[emphasns m orlglna] Althobgh gnet work 1s necessarliy 'palnf~l and 
olffic~il ' la lare to work lhrouqn bereavemenl onen results $0 severe and 
sometimes pathological. grie<reactions (66-7) 
place to go, somepiace that they feel like Tara's still Ihere, you 
know, and I, irs hard to explain. 
It was mopsratkaly constructed, and still bears the imprint of many hand- 
notes from Cara, Ule plaque that reads W e  love and miss you." Vim has labn 
Over mOSt of the responsibility for the maintenance of the entire assemblage now, 
and said that she and her husband, Ronnie, and her daughter, Crystal, decorate 
more at the cross than at the cemetery. 
Tara's dasmates continue to wntribule to the site, as wefl. Vidci tDkl me: 
That cross, up h re ,  really means a lot to the kids. Tha kids go up 
mere a lot. When as holidays, or irs anniversaries, or. it's just like 
here at Christmas. 1 went up there and put poinsettias out, and 
decorated i t ,  you bow, for the holidays, for Chrimas and puta 
candy cane, and mi6 and mat. Well. i had several peopie calling me 
wamim to do somsthina. One of her best friends went uo and out 
garland you know, amhd the cross, and another ona time up and 
brought a linle angel . . . 
Addinally, her cammhent to the public nahlre ofthe assemblage is svch fhat 
she has not been troubled when something has been taken away. She said, 
The onlything mat ever happned, and I mink-'cause during 
football season each year, the Cavalene moms do mums for all me 
Cavalenes. And thefre all alike and everyihmng, so we alwaya da 
one for Tara and hang it on the cmss. And then I always bring it 
back home and then Crystal keeps has a keepsake and stuff. And 
When I went up there to get it, it was gone. Somebcdy had taken h. 
But nomlng else was touched. So I really feel like somebady twk R 
that knew Tam. That h wasn't stealino it. that reallv wanted it as a 
keepsake for them. Omer than that, n6 one's eue;touched anything 
up there. which makes me happy as can be. 
The an of taking a memenm from the cross is in agreement with Vickls 
conception of the site, even if an item is removed anonymsly. She understands 
t to be a place where many people go to feel c+osa to Tara. 
rve drrven by and aeen cars stopped lhcm and some of me kc& up 
there, or, h y  tdl me all the tlme. Lke, one of her hems. Jarnle. 
She - She Qoep uo there and talle to her all the hme Ilaughsl 
She said, youinow,~anyfhing big going on in her life and she g m  
up there and asks her to be her guardian angel and to pray for her 
and make. help her get mmugh it, orwhatever. They kind of use 
that as, everybody, i don't know, everybody feels, that knew Tara. 
that were close to Tara, which was a lot of peopie! 
Her effort. to maintain the memorial emphasize her acknowledgment of the 
communitys participation in her grieving pmcess, and she in theirs, a mvtual 
realization that honoro the needs of bereaved individuals and gmups, such as 
Tam's dance team, the Cavalettso. The Wercham undemland Hsatheh 
memorial Pirrilarly. Jams has noted mataiihwgh e site has never been 
disturbed, nor have i tem been taken away, he regularly finds ether offerings. 
The ssasanal. or event.centred nature ofthe dscorating that is done at 
madside memoria!s-such as placing a curtommade hornscoming mum at a 
m s  during football seesomrnderscoreD me transitory nature of Me 
assemblages as dcea the very real threat of dennrtion due to madway 
construction or safely considera1'ms. It is impratire that iwt only the mses or 
other more penanem structures be documsnted, but that lhe Bphemera be 
equally nded. The m e m M  for Healher Lama/ and Lisa Wendenburg is already 
gone, and that for Tammy, Nathan and Jeff has seen at least three incamatim. 
AS noted above. Kwdek-Mllarm's can for vernacular archiiBChlre studies to 
consider transient, as well as permanent characteristics of vernacular sWclures, 
is celtainly applicable here. 
It is equally imponant to recopnize me way in vhiih me ephemeral nature 
of the memorial sites facilItate3 partidpation. As noted by Turner and Jaspr with 
regard to Day of the Dead gravesite decoration customs in Texas. '. . . 
paRicipantp in me wadtion know mat their offerings inevitably dl1 be consumed 
by time and nature. Someone who buys an impermanent product have 
reason to return . . . ." (145). The maintenance of an outdmr memdal 
assemMage iMuding items such as fresh and arstidal flowen. Ruffed animals 
and nner necessitates regular aumtion. Thus Me memorials repreoent Ihe 
construclion and consumption of memory, while simultaneously acting as a 
reflectim of the attendants' own lives. 
Religious beliefs am bound up in the e x p m s s i o n a  
cross, facing east adorned wiih plastic beads, or a note from afriend. While 
Shilah questims me value of the cmss in her spirlual beliefs and those of her 
daughter's friends, James. Margie. Susan and Vicki embrace the cmao as a 
symbol of hope. Tara's gmvesite happned to be in the shadow of a white, 
fifteen-foot-high cross. Vicki ewained mat she and her husband had not 
previously known where she would be buried, as they had purchased the family 
plots some years earlier. When they want to see the site, followiq Tara's 
accident, Vicki asked to see the P I .  She said, "And so they took us oul them, 
and I wem What more appropriate?' I mean, she's buried rigM there below that 
big cmss. And I was like. Wowlo AMough, as Vicki says, the Biggs family is not 
"very. very, very relipious." they hdd firm Christian beliefs. 
We do go to church. We don't go to church every Sunday. We 
believe, you know, mat you don't necessarily have to go to church 
to believe and to be a Christian. Yes, y w  shwid be paughsl, but 
with our lives, we're one of those people, we make excuses. But 
we, we're very digious and we believe that Tara's in heaven and 
we're going to see her. One of these days. It may be awhile, but 
[laughs]. . . . 
The cmss, and the d~mfaling that accompanies it, has become an integral part 
of Vicki's expression of spirihlal convictions. 
m e  cms  conmcted for Tammy, Jeffrey and Nathan is viewed similarly 
by Margie Franklin and Susan Crane. Susan wanted the c m s  to face east, 
'kecau- Jesus will mme back in the east."s Additlondly, in Christian belief the 
cross signlies death-as-transilicn. Susan explained: 
- 
5 However when she and her fmnd Jom, wan, rmng the cmss In the 
com1e. she monks he gave 11 a bat of a Wsl at the last minute as he was 
secunng tt m as bare As a rerun t doer not have a true east-west stance 
I'm Baptist, because of factmat I believe in, in when you dim 
you go seaiim to heaven, wmehwr or amher the cemetery did 
not hold anything for me. I mean, I do. I do flowers at the cemetery 
also. but it did not I don't ao there. To me. the last dace that 
~at l ian was was at mat tree. You know, that was, the symbolism b 
mere and even thouoh I aa to the cemeteru. I don't. it didn't seem 
lhke !hat was were iwa;orawn bacause 6es not real y at Ihe 
cememry For some reason or another thrs laatlon a where he 
was so I would ~othere an0 I wanted to out a cross there becaul 
that was where iwent me moot. And so I guess the symbolism is 
that thars kand of where i felt his spirit was last. 
in accordance with her religious beliefs. Susan views the accident site. marked 
With me cmst, as more hopeful and mmforling than the cemetery. Like Susan. 
Margie feels connected to the accident site because it was whare her daughter 
was iast dive on mis eatlh-?hars where everfiing ended and began.' 
Margie and Suaan generally place flwers at the site for Easter. 
Chrismas, the annivemaq'ofthe &dent and the teenagen' birthdays. Margie 
anribuies her continuing desire to maintain the site to her sex, saying "I know R 
has a IN to do with being a woman. [you wam to] make sure everylhing's in 
order.' Susan, especially. has taken great care with me demrating, even going 
so far as to make anangemern with someare elss lo change the tlowers when 
she has been unable to herself. 
. . . I'm in the pmc- now. once it gets a rdle emugh away horn 
C h r l ~ .  I'm odna m do the Januarv flowers. Of course. I'm fixina 
to go Into the vienEne's Day R w n ' l  have been dolng reasons - 
Each d the nolodays and mlngs lhke that Them s been a nme or lwa 
when I ve bean obt of twrn and I ve D J ~  sometn ng there and 11 kmd 
of disappeared tight away, or Something like that.or I thought 
someone. I was going to have someone else do it for me and they 
either didn't get there or whatever. . . if I could not go there, then I 
had arranged for someone else to take it over there far me, if I was 
out Of town. 
Ewety time she changes the Rowers at the croos, she tries to change them at the 
cemetery as well. 
Margie, Susan, James and Shilah all spoke of cleaning or reorganizing me 
assemblages. Susan said 
You know, the flowers have bee- time, one Chrishnas 
sevwal wars back, the Rowers and things mat are there. someone 
threw them evemere, the lime tree and everylhing that l'd put 
The" were. I cwldn't find them. I had lo start all over and finalb I 
found mem And acaslmaily i found them oft m the bbshes &here 
lh8Y used to have tram lhere And occas~onaliy the grounds 
keepers *auld find lhlnqs and bnns them back and PLI them over 
there far me. 
The stalement refers to the Imes that has Susan visaed the moss only to find her 
previous decorations scansred abovt the site. James and his wife. Ruby, have 
assumed care of cenain aopeQo of Healhefa memcihl. As previously now, in 
addition to changing he floral displays seasonally. James mows the grass in h e  
median, a task he has apparently taken over fmm city nvdntenance crews. In 
performing such acts, Heatheh family and hiends not only uailize CW propeny for 
her memorial. lhey have also taken over responsibility for its maintenam in 
every aspect. Shilah and her husband reguladychecked the site of Heather and 
ha ' s  cross for refuse. 
We asked the k i i .  I said. 'Pkase keep h tmh, you know?' Lot 
of smokers. I mean, these cowboy types think they have to have 
Madborocigarettes. Y w  know, so we would, my husband and I. 
m e  of us would kind of tw to like. on a weeklv basis. vou know. 
stop by and make sure m i I  thins$ were keptklean. . 
Thus, labour included not only providing decorative elements, but maintaining the 
overall orderliness of the memorial site as one might slraighten up one's own 
h- or yard. 
Grey Gundaker, in a study of Halloween and omer decorations in an 
Alabamacemetery, writes lhatthe life and death symbalisrn of the holiday. 
tcgelher with the tradilional images (ay)ols, praying hands, lambs) found in 
graveyards, help %mMruct interkxkinp worlds and o p n  lines ofcommunirAon 
for the rwing, me dead. and fhe spirits in belwwen" (263). Dbplays more oRen 
asmiated wlh home and yard adornment, she assem. allow bereeved 
individuals to incorporate me dead inm the wodd of (he living, and vim versa-+ 
function, I would argue, also perrormed by madside memorial assemblages. 
Changing the Rowers, seasonal items and even the figurines or photos left at the 
memorial c-es descrWd inthis chapter keeps fhe memay oflwed ones 
highlyaccessible and vital. 
Grief Work 
In a quantitative studyofoeventv-eightcuIture+. Paul Rosenblan Patricia 
Waish and Douglas Jackson documented Bmotiwal responses to deam. 
includinp crying, anger. %If-mutilation. aggressim toward others, and fear (9.g.. 
fear of a corpse, fear of ghosts). Their survey, which induded groups as far-flung 
as Thai viliagers, Pawnees. Tmbfianders and Egyptian Fellahins, did not pmdum 
results as disparate M one might expect In fact, the bio's work serves as 
confirmation of certain gender stereotyws: women tend to cry and selfmuiilate 
more frequently, whihi men more often express memseives mmugh angsr and 
aggression (14446). Also noted an, various t ie -bdng rituals 0f"destmying. 
giving away, or temporarily pumng aside penonal propew of the deceas6-T (68). 
What the authors do not address are ways in which grief manifests ilself in me 
pmduction (or offering) of material goods. 
Roadside memorials and altars such as moss connected with Day of the 
Dead celebrations materially express such profound feelings of loss and 
remembrance. In the examples detailed here, the remembrances speak not only 
to me creator(s) of (he assernb!age, but to family and friends, and phaps  even 
lo me wider community. Phyllis Sihrennan, in a study of widows, banered women 
and young birthmolhero who have given Meir dildren up for adDption atbibutes 
the severe and oflen debilitating depression experienced by women in mourning 
to me inability of westem society to acknowled6-3 and support he bereaved. 
Gkving women, Silverman believes, SuRer a double loss, lasing me p r t  of their 
idenlii based or, their relaIbnship wah lhe deoeased, and societd Suppvl at lh3 
same lime (23). 
The key men, is to deVBl~p a new identity as part of me grieving pmsesa 
(Kamerman 72). For those whose loss is asaosiated wim sex. violema or dealh, 
such as my intervieweea, the pmcsso can be emaodinarily d i i u k  
In many way3 . . society mnsplnts wm women B rslntone their 
inmal numbness and their nluctana, to aclmowledge the meanlng 
01 their losses. Deam, for example, s not an acceptable t w c  of 
conversatitlon. M o w e r ,  d s regarded as a fall~re, an affront which 
should not have bsen a lowed lo happen. (Dlvennan 29-30] 
The 'numbness" memiined above is one condition that prevents people fmn 
undertaking meaningflll grief woh. The completion of grief work results in. 
according to Erich Undeman, timely .emancipation fmm the bondage to me 
deceased, readjustment m the mvimnrnent in which me deceased is missing. 
and me formation of new relationships" (qtd. in Kamerman: 66). The workof 
those who have lost nomeone unexpectedly is often rendered exceedingly 
difficult (Charmar 142.289-291). K a m m  anrmutes he inability of bereaved 
individuals to amnplrsh meaningful work ofmis kind m the paucity of 
meaningful death-related rituals available in the weatem mntext. 
His statements reiterate the pleas of Rosenblau, Walsh and Jackson for 
either the rilualizalion of death cu~lonls already p~adiced to some degree in the 
Unaed States, or more widespread aaeptame of me rituals, whemer grounded 
in formal religious or civil cuihlre or not mat individuals and gmvps haw 
developed for hmsehes in order to work mmugh a l in a more timely and 
wccessrul fashim (109-71). ll may be, however, hat me lack of m i  
mourning ravak in North American soc&ly bemoaned by psy2holcgism and 
sOCioIcgi8ts has 1BR individuals culhlral Dpace in which lo fashion their own. 
Conclusion 
In 1959, David ManWbaum noted what he termed me deriluniized nahlre 
of Amerban cunure in peneral, along wim his belief that new rihlals would arise. 
in this chapter I have discussed the ways in which a number of individuals in 
Austin, especidly women, have adapted and r e s ~  a custom vim ram in Um 
Spanish conquest of the Americas intD an extension of lhe reprodunive bbour 
they are accustomed to performing in and amund me home. 
In soum Texa. Kay Turner and Pat Jasper have fwnd that Day of me 
Dead aclivii centers on cemetery cleaning and decoration, which mom clearly 
-demarcate me difference between me livinp and me dead" (140). The aumors 
stress the social impulse anchoring the annual evem in armmunily practice. 
While the dead are remembered and honored, so too are extant community ties 
between family and friends reaffirmed. 
While the Mexicans inlarviewed by Carmkhael and Sayer formally greet 
their dead once a year with me6cuiously mnsrmcted and ornamentad allars, my 
interview- honor the memory af their children annually, saasondiy and daily. 
Vicki estimates mat she drives through h e  intersedon where Tara was killed an 
average of ten times as she goes about her daily mutine. She said, 
But I go oy mere so much. row that. you h o w .  I lust-1 
knov this IS gong to sound sliy but as I go oy. I go. 'HI, 
sweehe*' ~ n d  I just keep on drwlng So, you h o w  no n 
doesn't botlmr me. I guess. I guess, in a way, it makes me 
feel bemr. Makes me feel doser n her because she's, she's 
w t  here. 
Tara is still an impwtant part of V i s  life. 
In their selfassigned grid w o h  Me individuals I inter8awed have 
engaged in a pmcess of r W n g  relalionships and personal c o n v i c t i o ~ c t s  of
regeneralii (Turner and Jasper 149). The wnstruction and maintenance ofthe 
memorial aasemblagas has allowed Mem lo irnwporate meir msmwies of, and 
abiding affection fw. Meir lwed ones intome everyday life of meirfamilies 
(Zimmsrrnan 5). Simultaneously, mey have sustained the wmmunity ties the 
deceased may have had in life by (re)crealing a puMic site which hiends may 
vist anonymously and quickly, by simphl driving past. 
As memorials, roadside crosses are sydmlically representative of such 
grief won  In wnnaot to me successful g w n g  process as envisioned by 
Kmerman. Undernann and others, however. they do not always reach a state of 
completion. mis  is not to say me assemMagm, or moss who create them, have 
been unsuccessful, or failed in any sense. As Silverman writes, 
The past is not cut out ofttm person's life and renounced. but rather 
the person changes m i r ]  relationship to it. Tha gap behwen the 
past life and me future life is bridged more easily when elements of 
the past are incorporated into the present, but with an altered 
emphasis. (28) 
Indeed, the memorials depict a ralher more fluid understanding of life. death and 
the respective role of memory. Further, ttm participatory pDssibililies they afford 
play a pan in me communicative process% of the crosses, espscially as 
indicative of danger. Omer functions performed by the crmses, as well as me 
anendam lerwns drawn by area residentr, are discussed in the next chapter. 
Chapter Five 
Functions ot the Cross 
FoIMorists such as William Bapmm have emphasized the integrative 
furdms oftradiionai c u b m - s d d o n ,  entertainment, validation and the 
maintenance of contwmi, each of which are a p p l i i e  to the presm study. In 
addition. I will argue mat roadside aosses function as agents of emnmic 
integration and social levelling. R is i m p o m  to note, however, the m- 
intsgraliie, or subversive fundions of traditionsl culture as well. Functimalism 
does not adequately account for wcial conflict or change, but rather, resuiting 
fmm its origins in the idea of socio-cultural evolution, embraces only those 
aspects of culture conblbvting to (re)integraW (Doucetts 132-33, Oring 67- 
BO).l it is precisely in such cwnter-hegemonic expression that grieving 
individuals often find vaice. Thus, a modified functionalist anaws is presented 
here. 
m e  crosses -perform' soda1 functions in their public representation of 
generally accepted, or at least tolerated religious belief (validation). their 
conformity to Vadiiional memorial aesthetics (Banera 279 - 80). their 
educational value as warning signs, and their abiliito evoke an enmtive 
reaction while serving as a diversion hom the mmotony of vehicular had 
(entertainment). The memorial aerthetic figures into economic integrah and 
smial levelling in decorative choicas of assemblage WnotNction and 
1 Seo, fcf example Radner, and Greenhill and Tye, far essays concerning 
the subversive in tradimnal cuhure. 
maintenance d me site. Whereas a cemetery displays an army of wmlrwlion 
and decorative materiais, from cruddy fashioned croa~es and plaques to 
elaborately detailed granite headstones a M  stone angels towering above 
equally impressiva crypts. the range of materials utilized in me conslruclion of 
roadside cmsperr in me Austin area is limited (as separate fmm the Mer 
qeclmm of decoretive materials and items I& at me crasses). Affluence Is not 
essential lo the ereuion of an ey%catching M well received memoW, nor is 
impoverishment an impediment Furlher, the ega6larian nature of me 
memorials. and indeed of vehicular travel in general (Mcluhan 197-ZOO), plays 
a part in the educational fummn of the cmses, as viewers are reminded mat 
everyone, regardleas of insome or stMus, inwaably faces death, oftsn 
unexpectedly. 
This chapter is primarily based on data obtained fmm questionnaires i 
administered to high school seniors (appendix three). I decided to focus on 
studenls at CmskeU High School, in south Austin, for several reasons. Firstly, as 
an aiumnus of the school, I was able to work wlh a former teacher of mine and 
make a conneelion wilh me pamcipating students on the basis of shared 
experience. Semndly, Crakelt is located in an area of the city in Mich mere 
are a number of madside cmrses, not the least of which is acmss me street 
fmm the schod (me memorial for Jacorey Williams described in chapter mree). 
Thirdly, the school is attended by a mix of students, fmm di irent ethnic and 
economic backgrounds, that loosely minors the city's larger population. While 
given an oplion to indude meir names and p h m  numbers if they were 
imerested in speaking wlh me privately, participants were not required to 
include any personal information. Many of them Wed for total anonymity. 
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WendenbuWs. wrole When l pass the site l hlm off the radio and remember 
Lisa and Heether wlh a prayer: lmerviewed by phone, she elaborated, saying 
mat she also pray5 *or evsrybodyto watch afkr everybdy else: For Debbie, 
Jenny and me other teenagers quoted above, the crosses funclion similarly to 
me descamos and trawlefs shrines described by Banera. GriRiLh, Henzel and 
West, as spebal places at whch m e  may offer prayers not only for the 
deceased, but forthe living as wen, regardless of denominaiionai affiliatim 
(Heather and Lisa were members of Pmmaantmngregalionr). It is i m p o m  to 
note that none of the audem raised ObjecSons to their presence. nor deemed 
them inappropriate. 
I asked Don Day, a wimess to me accident that killed Darei Brad 
Gonzaier, if It bothered him lo sse a religious symbol by the side of the mad. 
His answer was equiwcal. as he stated. 'NO. I don't know. I think those things 
help w p l e  think. I mean, goliy, it's something for people to rernember:Texas 
Depmment of Transpornlion employee John Hurt asserted. in May of 1997. 
that to be fair, the stale should either allow the display of any religious symbd. 
imluding the.SIar of David and the crescent moan, or none at all. He nasd 
further that his office had received complaims abolrt the re l ig io~~ wermneD of 
roadside -8s. In February of 1998. Hun informed me mat the depanment 
had issued r e W  guidelines fw the MADD markers which staled that "markers 
may be various typs of symbols." Only m e  of my informants, however, a 
computer pmgrammer in her late twenties. voiced strong opposition to the use 
of religious symbolism in such a manner. As a dear violation of church and 
state, she be rms  that no religious symbd is appmpriate to a public memorial. 
As discuswd in dapters m e  and two, the prevalence of American M I  
religion underlies Hw tacit acceptance and validation of Christian belief 
evidenced by the custom of e m n g  &side cmrper. The validatim of belief is 
dosely related to confarmii to its tenets, a factcialso importamto the continued 
vitality ofthe tradiiion. Whik Hw crosses may not represent the exact b e l i i  
associated wlh their wigins in Mexico and me Amerkan swthwest- 
especially me belief that persons dying suddenly withwt the benem of last rim 
require the assistance, in the form of prayers, of the living to find peace afler 
death--those detailed in chapter bur are all basic to fundamental Christian 
Most onen, the crass is ecmmpanied by bunches of silk flowers. Not 
surprisingly, quesbbnnaire respondents and other informants frequently noted 
the pattern, writing 'I see many small white crosses usually wlh flowers.' One 
~Ndent compared markers in Austin wlh others SAW has seen in Mexico: 
Most of the markings I've seen consist of crosses decorated with 
flowers and religious pictures. I'M) also seen small chapel-like 
structures in Mexico which have a gate that wen so that you can 
put giftS inside. 
Another studem described those she saw m t  own, along with variations: 
They are whlte crosses aban 2-3 feet high. They usually have 
flowers (plastic) around them or on them, and sometimes even 
stuifed animals or letters or dedicatims m them. 
Conformity to the beliefs asnociatad with roadside crosses wwM also seem to 
inform and regularize memorial design. As presented in chapter three, the mart 
common roadside memorial in the Austin area consists of a wooden cross. 
painted white, with some form of identifying lettering at the C m o l W .  
Ccntributing decorathre or pemnally meaningful items to the 
assemlages is an&, aspect of the custom. Sevemi questionnaire 
respondenls deocribed such m p a ~ ,  writing mat they, w friends of mein. 
had given money toward the cast of acmss w plaque, and/or lefl bouquets of 
flowers, candles, stuffed animals or other toys at vaious ?ritwr. One student 
stated that she Wmte a lWe message on the c m '  e& for Heahr  Lamay 
and Lisa Wendenburg. Debbie Wimberly realled Mat friends of H e m h  once 
took a w e  of beer to Me cmss, and -Id nomelimes drink hall of one and 
paw the rest on the ground. 
Education 
Certainty roadsida crosses perform an educational mle in mat lhw 
emphasize the hazards of mutine vehicular travel. Their presence on W streets 
travelled by thwsands every day underscores the danger that a society 
enamored of automobib tends to diiregard in favor of cars as symbols of 
Yreedom and independem" (SteinhaR346). As noted in chapter Wee, the 
intersection that now features a memorial for Tam Biggs was known mmughout 
the community as a dangemus one for years prior b the accident mat killed her. 
When I asked Vicld Biggs 8 she and Tara's friends think of the cmss as a 
warning. she replied, 
It was so funny because after the accident happened, that cmss 
was there, kids and parenn would come up and say they would 
automatically slow down, every time, when mey got to mat spot. 
Not only because they wanted to see her crass, but because it 
was a warning. 
Whereas the cmss's initial purpose was to memorialize Tam, il became an 
imponant, informal mad sign. Later in me inmwiew. Vicki said 
Yw  know, when aomethino firot happens, everybody is just realty. 
you know. 'I'm never gmna speed. rm never gonna do this. I'm 
not gonna do mat. I'm garna pay attention. I'm gonnaD- but then. 
as time goes along, you start gelting back into your old habits and 
going right back into, you k m ,  being recldeu and thinking yodm 
invincible. And, a. I mink it helps to bring that back to them. Every 
time they pass there they see that cross and realize I'm not 
invincible. that I do need to take care of mvself. And L them was a 
lot of poskves that came from that, and thbse are a few of thase 
psilives, that as long as mey Wminue to do that, then I mean. 
there's a meaning behind everyfhing that happens. So. And there 
was a lot of positives that did wme from that, as far as the mmmu- 
nitv and the closeness and her friends and evewthinq. So that irs 
ndt meaningless. 
. .
Viewing the crosses as cautionary and potentially life-saving he lp  those who 
have iort a lwed one in a fatal collision locate meaning in an otherwise 
senseless death. Shilah Lamay considers the element of warning an important 
part ofthe custom of erecting madside cmases, and acknowledges that it was a 
factor in her response to lhe cross constructed f a  her daughter Healher: 
And, i mink &melime8 tar. Dome people put them up because 
they mink, %ill it make somebody slow down, will it make some- 
body think before they go around that mmer tar fast? Now in our 
case, thal's a panof IL 
Almough Shilah and her family did not pamcipate in the construction of the 
original crosses erected for H-r and her Wend Lisa, as noted in the 
previous chapter. Shilah and her husband came to value the memorial's 
educational, as well a5 its emotional value. James Werchan paid 
. . . having a there is really good. You know, because it is a 
reminder for two things, y w  know. 01 Healher, of wune, and the 
other is for p w l e  just to slow down and be mom cautious, tar, of 
people that are dying h a u s e  of t r a k  accidents. 
He regards his daughter Heamefls cross as equally memorial and sducafional. 
Margie Franklin also expressed me hope that the c m s  for her daughter, 
Tammy, and her friends on Guadalup Street will always be a to 
people to be careful." Aiihough it was not an integral part of her desire to erect a 
cmss (see chapter four). Susan Crane now mndera the cmss to be a warning 
as well as a ttibute. She W. 
It mms to me like aim. and I know lhatmis, one Omer ming is mat 
somehow or another, it immoMizss lhem, so mat they, even 
thwgh you know that thevre not in ywr life anymore, nobafy's 
wing to forgel them. And. possibly, I think, and of course a I d  of 
the cmses are DWI c-s. But even still sometimes a cmss, and 
people, you know, like these they mid, 'Why do you have this 'Ice 
on the Bridge' sign, when you haven't had ice here? And they 
said, 'SO that you'll be aware of il.' But a lot of times, by having il 
there, you take it for granted. But, a lot of times, tw, a lot of people 
have told me 'when I see that. i aiways say a prayer for my 
children.' or for such and such children. or for the children. you 
know. It reminds them that. vou know, thatvou have to ba safe 
when you're driving. 
Susan's statement addresses an atliNde expressed by a number of Cmcketl 
students, w b  stated that there were so many nossea now, and they passed by 
them so oRen, that they do nd pay much anemion to hem anymore. For 
example, one studem wrote Sometimes I g l m  at them, but most of the Iime I 
ignore them since I - mem all me time,' while anomer nded 'usually no 
readion because of the consistent site [sic]." Flnally, one young man wrote that 
while he is always surprised to ~3-3 a new one, he Mcn becomes aauatomed 
to its preseme. 
Such statements reveal area residenls' perception of the 'lessons" (or 
lack hered) of me markers, just as memorial participants explained me 
instructional w cautionary intent of the assemblages mey mnstNcted and 
maintained. Apart from me designs of those responsible for a given memorial 
assemblage, passersby draw their w n  mnclvsions regarding the mersage, 
apart fmm straightforward indications of Christian belief, of the marker. 
Questionnaire rs~nondents who did note reactions to the memorials wmte mat 
the cmsses reminded mem to Won, dorm." 'drive saieiy" or % be a careful 
driver." noted She decline of responsibility when il wmes b drivers" and 
wondered "what happened; if it was anyonas [sic] fault; if it could have been 
avoided." 7Saeic-g a roadside cross] Makes me more aleti when driving 
because obviously Hmeone eloe wasn't: wmte andher student. A similar 
sentiment war expressed by lhe statement 'I get depressed because Ks hard lo 
believe how careless some drivers can be and also how careless people 
walking or whatever can be.' Here, the writer enends reaponsibili for traffic 
safety to pedemians and conceiMMy bicyclists. F u h r .  lo some respondem 
the crosses sumst the need fw civic action, such as the woman who 
discussed ths accidem mat killed Jacorey Williams (see chapter l hm)  wilh her 
mothec %he [her mdher] WugM it was sad and thinks me bus ought to slop on 
the other side d the mad since mars where me apamnsnts are.' The vt i l i i ion 
of roadside cmsses in civil pmtesl is discussed in greater detail later in this 
chapter. 
As noted in chapter one, the crosses also denote dangerous drMng 
conditions or topographical features. in addition lo crosses, one sludenl 
recalled seeing W a l  "warning signs done by me m, dad. or friend.' while 
another wmte, 'I'm a liatle more caulious at these intersections and curves. I also 
tend to amid lhem because I realize they are dangerous.' Here the cmsoes are 
read as overtly cautionary. 
Distraction 
Providing a somewhat paraded diversion f m  Me ledium of everyday 
travel, madside croaaes prowke a range of emotive responses, from pity lo 
anger. Not surprisingly, many i n f o r m  reporled feeling sad at the sight of a 
cross by me mad. m e r s  rated aympalhy for those dealing wiIh a sudden 
death. Hannah Day wmfe, 'I lend lo wonder what happened, who it W a s d i  I 
ever see mem in me sore or did IWy wail on me in a mslauram Like several 
other respondenls. Hannah speculates about lha people represented by Me 
CroS880. 
For a number of sudems, the a s e s  and me deaths they signify 
66mulate perhaps their IilFst thoughls abwl lha nature of deaIh and their own 
momily, 89 the person vrho wrote, 'It givea me aueird feeling to thinkthat at 
one time someone ded right there, and now everyone iusA goes on with their 
business lire nothing ever happened.' Similarly, another respondent was .sad. 
glaomyr to 'realize mat everyone is going on happily living while everyone who 
knew the person [who dieq in Me accident is dying inside." One student 
mounted seeing someone at the a s  on Starsney Lane. 
I saw this graun man kneellng ned to the nowen and the top 
ano b was cryng It was ranlng hard but he stayed there W n g  
ano he 00.1 a new tw down and #en Mv hean went out m hlm and 
the linle'boy that dieb 
While many studenta expressed empametic feelings w a r d  the family and 
hiends of the deceased, one woman, who had recemiy lott three friends in two 
separate accidents, wmte mat she also feels sad for the 'pem(s) who made 
the accident happen" upon peeing a a s .  
One youw wman stated, I f  I see them, it kind of scares me. It m i d  
have k e n  me just as easily. A lot of Mem were my age," while another 
responded that 'It makes me wonder if that could ever happen to me or 
someone I Iwe: Still andher student stated hat seeing them caused her to 
realize that she was lucky to be alive. 
The reactions of indivi- who have lost a friend or family member 
similarly o h n  i d v e  memories of me acident or of their deceased lwed one. 
Sometimes I get sad and somslimea I get angry and omer times I 
fsei h a w  cause [sic] mat is how i can remember people and also 
it makes me mink about my life and mat I don't want to die in an 
accident. 
Following me death of her boyfriend's bmlher in an auto accident, one woman 
stated that every time she seer a roadside smas. she is reminded of him (the 
brother). A stvdenl who witnessed me -'dent mat killed Jamrey Williams 
wmte that upon w i n g  Jacorefs cmrs. me gometimes criep. Andher m s s ,  
describing her reaction. stated 
I gel a flashback d seeing his l*Ie Wdy laying in middle of me 
mad. 1 remember the saddnes [sic] that i fell and that my dass 
mates k i t  as we rtood 10 R. from them [emergency medical 
techniciany working MI him. 
Maegan Wheeler did rot see mat accident but she has lmt a relative to a traffic 
accident. She feels Wird" when passing any madside c m ,  she pays. 
because 
I mean, I've had someone in my family die in a car wredc And it's 
such a big deal to you and yourfamily. But men, like, amr irs over 
and YOU know, iike. evevlhing's cleaned up and all you see is that 
cross. Anybody else driving along, il's like. 'Oh, there's just a 
cross.' IYs SO weird mat it can mean so lime to one Derson, and so 
much to, iike, a whole family of the person mat died. 
Anhough a cross war rot erected at me site of the accident in which her r e i a h  
was Idlied, Maegan Vlimks that it is a good idea. 
I thlnk 11 s, because it makes you mink about h And ako, when 
people are anvlng lhay see them. I thmk d kind of makes me. Ilks. 
be carelul. I th~nk. okay. someone dled mere and bs kmd of 
dangerous. Because l inow mere's one, like, at the end of, like, 
down Manchaca, that two girls had just gonen thew drivers' 
licenses. And there was, like, a curve and they wrecked because 
she was trying lo change me radio station and same time as 
she was dnvim. And. whenever I qo around that curve now l'm 
really careful. 
Further, Maegan believes that newer drive- opposed to cyclirts. more 
experienced nwtoMs w peopie who mvei mainly by public transport- pay 
mare attention to roadside crosaes. especially those menIC8alizing young 
people. 
Art  and Mi- 
Austin resident Doug Powell, a part-time phdographer and long-lime 
building mnlractor. har been especially interested in madside crosses since he 
started seeing them in increasing numben about five or six yean -0. Hii finat 
memories of the cunom date fmm the 1950s, lraveliing wim his family betw%an 
Utah and Arizona 
m e  stam [Anzone] used to pui up a ilmn vhee cross ewrlwhem 
mere was an amdem on the srde d me road And then they qult 
dolng that m the s~mas, the late slalas and m a y  removed ail of 
mem 8ul lor a long tnme those crosses sere Men, Now they ware 
lust a ihnie unlte cmsr Probably On the order of mawe even as 
small elghleen rnches elgnteen inches lo NO feat hlgh And 
lhey a p ~ t  one lor each death so there mtpht be a cluster d SIX or 
seven at a site. 
Powell noted mat the crosses seemed to disappear abwt the m e  time that he 
stopped seeing Burma Shave signs along the mad. 
His main interest at present, however, is not the history of me custom, nor 
the details behind more current manifestations. He does not pay much attention 
to newspaper atiiias about the r e ~ p e ~ v e  accidents. Nor is his anistic focus 
na-amy the c m ,  although he has never seen an accident memorial that 
did not include one. Eiabwating, he said 
My focus is n d  on me cross, per se, but on m d m  mt quite sum 
how to describe it. iYs like people pick a spDt for speciai meaning. 
And mey mah it in cenain ways, and it's that special meaning 
associated wah aane place that interests me. iYs not me crosses. 
oer se. IYs not iust because somebodv died thee, but that's the 
inon mmmn i o n  of it. 
in search of these special places, he alw docurnems yard shrines and 
cemeteries, but finds mzdside memorials pamcularly inniguing. Comparing the 
accident martere la grave sites, he said 
mas worn. lo me to be more alwe [indrabng photo of madrnde 
cross] than ma Ilndlcates camemry photo] Llke thm a somethlw 
mars happening lo people n w .  and th~s ts somethtng that 
happened and s over and done n l h  and the monumsnrs Umm, 
you WF (10 check !I when you want n you know But Ks over wqh. 
you know ds abandoned A lot of lhls stuffs not nobody takes 
care of n rs all eroded Itr value s as an emage b ~ t  nobWs  
gang back and look np at th s stun 11 ooesn t mean anythdng to 
them. 
As public displays, Powell assem, the martere communicate in a way that 
grave markers, tucked away in secluded cemeteries. cannot. 
Trying lo caplure a site's unique qual i i .  Powell prefers to work at 
sunrise and sunset and during foggy condiiions if possible. He visits a few sites 
regularly, -just tow what w n d i i n  thefre in. whal's happening with lham." 
Over the years, he has seen mermrials change and sometimes abandoned. 
. . . dead people don't die. Death only means something to people 
who remah alive. So death's onty fM the living, you know, to put it 
in kind of a, kind of, so you know, this is all, d l  this has, has mean- 
ing for the people still alive. 
Eventuaily, Powell plans to include his aoss photos on a web site that wwld 
also feature portraiture, his "paying W." 
Folklore, Functlonmllrm and Conflict 
Although not one of the oft- four functions of folklore. the practice of 
incorporating aspects of traditional culture in effwts toward social change is not 
new. Past scholarship has focused on me use of folksong by unions and other 
organized movemenm, e.g.. John Greenway's seminal American Folkson55 of 
Pmtest, firsf pubiished in 1953. Greenway presem the songs of textle workers, 
aboiiiists, miners and other formal groups, stating that 'labor has used 
estabiished songs tmm iha earliest times to carry b Wes t  , and in 60 doing 
continues in a tradition that is as old as English folksong lsdP (l3j.3 In a 1966 
issue of the Journal ofAmerican FM~oIw, R. Serge Denisoff, quoting Terence 
Qualter, details me similar dfotis of singers of pmpaganda songs- to "mC~i l  
suponem, amusa sympathy, to munleract the feelings of despair, to 
encourage or inspire with h o p  for a new and happier Mure'" (582-83). 
More recent shldies explore a similar use of foiklae in me creation of the 
AlDS quiit and quilting in general, as in the wark of Jacqueline Lewis and 
Michael R. Fraser, and me previously cited work of Hawkins. In me nineteenth 
century, quib afforded wanen, who had no voice in me political sphere. a way 
to communicate socially criacal sentiment. Hawkins provides examples of 
specific, polifically meaningful quiit palterm, such as me Radical Rose. the 
Drunkarcfs Pam and the Underground Railroad (Hawkins T11).4Today, the 
AlDS quiit, which Lewis and Fraser call 'the largest piece of folk art ever 
3 Greenway relates further : 
William of Malmesbury, writing in the early twelfth century, teOb of 
his ancient predecessor. Aldhdm. standing beside a bridge. 
singing secular ditties until he had gained the attention of passem- 
by, when he gradually began to introduce relignous ideas into his 
Songs. Twelve hundred years later Jack Waish, who had never 
heard of Aidhelm or his biographer, posted his Wobbly band 
beside a highway and sang religious songs until he had gained 
the atternion of  asse en-by, when he gradually began to lntraduce 
secular ideas into his songs. 
See a160 R. Serge Denisoff, Sim a Sona of Social SiQMkaW3, Edilh Fowke 
and Joe Glazer, and Archie Green. 
4 The Rsdiial Rose. 'poplar in the Nonh dunng the CMI War, had a 
black center for each flower and was a wordless statement 01 ryrnpalhy for the 
slaves.' as ware the other patterns noted above. 
created," is a paliical tool as well a statement of profound grief and loss (434, 
448). 
Four factors unite uses made of cvatomary folklife in protest wng. AIDS- 
related pmiects and vehiarlar safeh/mMsm: the use of symbols with curfancy 
in a certain communky, dynamic meaning behind the symbols. their 
mneniwns to shared rites of passage, and the counter-hegemonic nature of 
the colleClivs satemem Linked to Vaditional symbolism and custom 
surrounding deam, p o l i i d  uses of vernacular expression q u i r e  meaning 
and forcehllness. The following discussion will draw parallels between other 
usas of c u m  prtaining to rites of passage, life and death symbolism and 
smial pmtest utiliring madside cmsser. 
Jack Santino describes contemporary Halloween activities involving 
jack-o-lanterns, witches and skelemn+figures aosDciated with liminaiii and 
dealbas -pemnal statements made in a participatory gmup w community 
situation, using culturally Mlued and shared symbois, most of which are 
centuries 01s (2). Likewise, as detailed In chapter two, the cushnn of marking a 
burial site with a crops is widespread in the Americas, as wdl having a l c q  
history in Eumpe. m e  madside cases. imbued with at least four hundred 
years of shared relevancy, tell basically me same stov now as they did in the 
newly-colonized Mexico of the mid-sixteenth century. As Soiier stated. 
explaining the rationale behind MADD's ch&e of the cmss as a communicative 
qmboi. "!he cmss would call attenSon to a deam . . . There wasn't lust an injury. 
but they actually had a death." Aiihough passere+y may speculate as to the 
parlicuiars of an autorobile accidm, the fact of a death is sure. 
Furlher, the cmss may be interpreted as something of an appeal to God, 
as in the cvsmm of embroidering he letters 'I.H.S." on a religious habn intended 
for burial use.-me inliais representing the Latin phrase In Sigtm, or "In 
This Sign." (i.0.. me sign ofthe cmss) . . . a visual means of commending 
oneself to the mercy of Christ" (Buddey and Cam~right 5).5 In Rcmsn Catholic 
belief, a sudden death requires such a commendation, as the indivkluai has 
died without the benefit of last rims. As a sacred symbd appearing in the highly 
public and profane d m  of the road, the cmro is denotaw of mediation. end 
thus liminalii. Gary Butler nnes that -when a death occurs, the sacred enters 
into urrmmfortable contact with the profane and is embodii in the deceased. 
whg is Suddenly neither profane nor sacred . . . ." (31 ).The cmsls representr not 
only a death, but the deceased, and renders the 1068 that of the entire 
community (Hawkins 757). 
Employed as a tactic for im-ting a particular death into the 
consciousness of a cornmunay, a madside cross acfively confronts Wm 
bureaumatizatim, specialization and cwnpamnentdization of modem death.' 
I N a w k  289-90)6 another aspect of its cwnter-hegemonic capacity. 
Commuters pass cropper on majw city and county thoroughfares at M a s l  twice 
a day. Vannaua passes the cmss that inspired his past pdi6cal effoRs every 
day. He wmte, "I never fail to look.' The memoriaIfQed death is m t  easily set 
aside after the funeral and burial, but remains a fixture of daily life. The tension 
between private grief and public rage is emmdied in the memorial cmss. It not 
only reprepents a death, but in me case of the MADD campaign, an organized, 
5 Comparison between deah cunoms m Texas and those in 
NBUtO~ndlam, particulafly those cd me wake trad#t#on. are made on the basla of 
a Shared rel~glCus toundat~on--Camlosm and Prolasmm~sm. 
6 SBB also Bucldey and Camright 13. 
political m m e n t  and sentiment: drunk driving taus dsaths. In Vannam's 
proposed program, the message is similarly cautionary; he 'envisioned the 
crosses as warnings to slow down," as well as a bomfort to the dead and their 
loved ones." It seems only acpmpriate that sudl mmmunication take place in 
the arena of city and couniy roa-; the s+mbobm of death and lragedy, and 
the hope for rebirth of some kind. moving from the privacy of church and 
cemetery to the street As wm the stark listing Df names M black granite that 
conStitutes the Vieblam Veterans Memnial, ccnhasling with the mne baditid 
war memorial imagery of glorious, triumphant aggrsesion. viewers find 
themselves face-tpf- wilh the reality of death. 
The negotiation of death necessarily involves ow's beliefs abovt life. 
and the expression of these beliefs is me cwnplex m n  of conflicting forces 
(Primiano 43-45). While the particular message of a madsae cross is currently 
in flux, so too is Ule crmo in society at large (see chapter two) and Me 
expressive behaviour of which it is a pan The use of the imn in popular culture. 
which incorporates Christian symbolism without obligation to the religious 
tenets usually accompanying it, is similar to its place in American civil religion. 
Crosses have long been a staple of popuiar fashion, from the punk (anti-) 
aesthetic born in 197Ws England to the cunem Celtic and Gothic chic. Jenny 
Stinson told me, Tmases aren't strictly religious anymore. Everybody wears 
them, whether they% Christians or not.' The ambiguily and vigour ofcrmo 
symbolism affords it a broad spectrum of meaning and imporlance in 
mntemporary society. 
The dynamism of publicly negotiated meaning minors the pmcesses of 
separation and inmrporatbn that grieving individuals must navigate. The 
liminel state of lb individual. family or sDcial gmup brought on by dealh mnfero 
upon them special stahls u p n  them, and pemapa makes meir actions more 
influential. However, whereas death customs sudl as those found in wake 
Dadition pmvide a mehanism for both separalion and in-n. the 
custom of marking me site of a fat4 accident with a aoss renden the dealh, in a 
sense, permanently belwii and between. At Hallmen. "dealh and 
randomness are incorporated into family stability and rwtine thmugh home 
demralions.' while Ym m e t  seems to be the a- for the airing of more 
topical fears . . . but the dread of the unknown and the unmntmllable continue 
to be addressd in both cases" (Sanbino 18). By focusing ongoing political 
activity on a public. tragic event and sile, an individual simultaneousiy 
incorporates. yet refuses to accept passiveiy, Umir lass. 
Several people I spoke wlh in the m u m  of my research indicated 
puzzlement about the desire lo construct such a public memorl. Tom Hurt, at 
the Texas Department of Transportation. said he would definileiy not want a 
visible reminder of falal accident invoking a member of his family, even if its 
purpose was to make a partiical slatement Even those choosing to memorialize 
a death with a c m u  experience difficuky wlh b public nature. Salter said, "at 
first it really bothered me to go through the intemeclicn in fact. it took me 
several years to be able to go near William Cannon and Manchaca [a major 
intenaction near the accident site]: m e  permanent liminality of poliWly- 
imbued madside memorialiration represents a counter-hsgemonic a p p w h  to 
contemporary death custom^ 'paucity of rlualistk conventions in the 
mourning period.- well as the authority of civil culture (slauner 774-2093. 
Further, deaths caused by drunk driving or carelessness contradict the natural 
order of the life cycle. Hem, instiiutional religion's asDertion of 'cosmological 
unily of life and death through the immortality of the soul." can be of r i le  WnlfoR 
(Narvbez 285). Accordingly. Solter and Vannatta do not identify !h roa6side 
crosses with any wdified religion, but have incorporated lhem im their 
vernacular religious pracSce. as they have ircorporated the f2eaUs they 
memorialize into their dally lives. 
Solter visb Sara's cross, and her burial site, at least three tmes a year- 
on Chrisbnas Day. Easter Sunday and Sara's bitthday (20 leaving 
Rowers at both locations. When dhsrfamily members p a s  by thecmss. they 
make sure there is at 1-1 one bunch of Rowers present. While his pollical 
Mom were not as successful as he had hoped. Vannaua continues m honor 
the memory of the young woman whme accident he wimassed by warning 
other driven of dangerous road conditions. 'I flash lights and Sigd with me 
universal slow down arm out the window when some large hazard laxno." he 
wrote. He added, though, that young drive= and ?he newer yuppies . . . pay no 
heed." 
His concern fW public safely was deepened following Me afwemsn- 
tioned collision in which he was seriously injured.' Death statisti€+ am rot 
publicized as they were in the fifles, shties and seventies, he nolas, except on 
-dangerous" holiiays such as Labor Day and New Year's Eve. Anibuting it to a 
lack of proper concern on the pan of government entlies, he writes. Highway 
safety awwneos has falkn lo the wayside and has been replaced by an 
immal reiiance on automotive engineering-a faulty hope. So I theorize thal 
7Vannans erdained that. =a Bawie shldent rear-ended mvwife and I 
whde stcppid at an htemcbon. I am tm, yean plus an heatmenibr masslwm 
ask hem atlons and am faclng a shMemd career ' Bowne $6 the nlgh wnod 
that Heatner Lamay. Llsa Wendenburg and Heather Werchan amnded 
the public has taken the pmblem of warning and m e m r l i l n g  into their own 
hands. Often. as in my accident and after S25.m in medical expensea and 
endless pain and neatment, there is m justice." 
Jennifer stated that at me time she put up Sara's cross. the MADD 
members in Texas believed that a forceful public statement was necessary-- 
state palitidans seemed to thinkthat drinldng and driving was a right in Texas. 
and tended to blame fatal imidsnts on minority pqrulations. She worked hard 
to pass legislation that would make Texas mads more safe. and she feels that 
this helped her work through her kss: 
BBCaUse when I went to change the law and we lobbied, you 
know, for the first DWI [Driving While Intoxicated] law, and when 
we pas& me fimt DWI law in f i i  years, you know, I mean I felt 
like, that we really have accompiished something and I was doing 
something g o d  out of something bad that had happened to me. 
And when I stwd with other victims. vou know. it made me feel 
stronger and that I couldn'r feel sorry for myself because I 
understod mere were other mothers hurling as much as I was. 
In uniting wnh other victims of drunk drivinpan act made material by the 
const~clion and maintenance of Sara's memorial cross-Solter found wlace 
and renewed strength. 
Early in our interview, Jennifer alluded to a concern lhat the proliferation 
of extra-legal crosses (non-MADD) were weakening the antidrunk driving 
massage of the MADD memoriais. saying. 
The whole thing a b m  starting putting up the white crosses was ta 
dl the attention to me drunk driving falalitim. And now, we ree so 
many other crosses, and I'm--many times. and maybe I'm. you 
know. sometimes I feel like I'm mavbe beina selfish about this. but 
the moaning behtnd our crosses wis to ca~ianent~m to you know 
the drunk drwlng tataltt~ss But I ~naerstand, you *now everybody 
nas to oo throdah a orlevma staae But lhat s how all thwa 
crossesstarled;n the stateb Tcxas, I guess. 
She made these statements in the mvrse of telling me abut the first MADD 
cmsses in Texas. However, when I asked about her perception of the olher 
cmsses directly, she said. 
mns dhsr ltme cmsses-i lolow me parents you know am 
gnewng and n the11 way of gr~w~ng thars gnat W r e  not 
lakmg away from us at all I dad feel at one tcme that maybe il dtd 
you knw  Just as wng as thefre not a duplcam of the MAD0 
cross85 I don t thlnk 11 w1II take away from our lrsve at all 
These wntradiiry stelemenla indk?ate met whi!e Jennifer wonders about the 
possibility of mixed messages, she is sensitive to the p i n  of the 1- 
represented by each memmial, regardless of its origin. Danid Landan's mother. 
Ana-who erected and maintains a non-MADD cross in memory of her son, 
e c h w  Jennifer's sentiment and includes the parents of drunk drivers as well. 
Reponer Harmon writes that -she feels for [Andrew Papke'sl parems as they go 
lhrough their own turmoil. 'I feel for h m ,  b-me I'm a nvathef" (qtd. in 
Harmon). 
Solter concluded lhat 1 thooe few cmsses out there have made the 
difference. you Imow, for MADD. I think we did make our statement.' Just as the 
AIDS quilrs Vmvocati appearance on lhe Whinglon] Mall gave the 
proieds leadenhip an opponunity to denounce the country's indiirence lo the 
AIDS epidemic and to rally for greater anention n research and suppon" 
(Hawkins 759-60) the MADD aosses, and roadside crosses in general are a 
grassmots cry for gmamr anemion to safe madway lravel and harsher penaltias 
for vehiiular CBrelewe85 and Crime. As Vannatta notes. 7he croases are also 
an expression of the hustration people have wilh lhe justice system. People and 
I can [not] simply let go of traumatic life chsnging events that easily." As 
pwverfully poailioned mediators of beliefs about life and death, the crosses 
inhabit an equally unique position between private and public spheres of 
confonity and pow. 
While the cmss is an ancient symbol ~ t h  centuries of accrued meaniw. 
it is also a dynamic reflection of grief, hope and guidance to a measureless 
audience. Victor Turner has wr[m that, liminality, marginalitf, and StNcIural 
inferiority are c o n d i i s  in which are frequently generated myths, symbols. 
tihrals, philo60phii systems and works of aft. . . Each of these pmdmions 
has a multivcd character, having many meanigs, and each is capme of 
moving people at many poydlobiological levels simuItaneousiV (Ritual Pmcess 
128-29). The crosses ormw a unique place in Austin's urban landscape, 
especialkj those that are ema-legal. Their continued existence and inneasing 
appear- are highly-charged reminders of the dangers of vehicular travel. 
stricter driving regulations and technological advances in aumnwbiles and 
madway construction notwithatanding. 
In agreement with the popular fernhin maxi-The persmal b 
politikal"-my informants have attempted to use, with varying degrees of 
SUCM)SS, me memorial curtom of the madside cmss to help prevent funher 
tragedy, mmmunicating with a largely unknown audience thmugh the shared 
meaning of an universal symbol. Political intent, rather than iocatirg the 
madside c- outside the realm of vernacular expression. confirms ths o b W  
informal communicative power, especially among members of diverse 
communily gmups. As noted above, for viewers of the cmssesdurth  motorists 
and other travelewuch distinctions between manifest meanings are often not 
consciously made, mare inelevant. Finally, while such crosses and their 
attendant assemMages often represent a mmnuniys prception of the 
deceased individual. Solmr and Vannatta have chosen the cmsses--like 
protesten have u t a i d  vernacular s m  and AIDS victims and Wir loved ones 
have stitched quilt bl0cks-a~ acliwe s y m W  of their hope for me fuhlre as Well, 
and for lheir desire to prevent any further 1x5 and suffe~lng akin lo meir own. 
Betwnn Incorporation and Confltct 
The examples caed here should not be interpreted as indicative of total 
familiarity with the custom lhrwghoui V. area's populace. Several respondentp 
wrote that they had never seen or heard of objeds by me side of h e  mad 
markicg the site of a law accident One rtvdent slated that she had onty heard 
ot them. and that mey consisled of W!GW tape saying 'Do not cmss.' cones 
around Me incident, etc.' In fact, urban F4anner John Hickman express4 
disbelief when I told them mat Austin area residenls were familiar wilh the 
custom: 
NOW I'm rumrised mat mu find mat most oemle kmw abwi hem. 
. . . I think, en masse, I h u l d  be surprised if the majority of folks 
uho drive evew dav in Auptin mow where anv oflhem are. . . . i 
thlnk they're odl~v~dus lo that I mean. I could?t tell you where they 
are on [Farm lo Marker Road] 2222 1 know they're there b€caMe I 
remember readfng newspaper anlcles 
Hickman here refen to an aforementioned highway with a paniculariy bad 
rapuiation for fatal accidems, a few which are currently madied by madside 
cmsses. Several questionnaire respondents noted crosses hey have seen on 
FM 2222. as well. 
Other informants perceive me phemmenon to be primarily a rural one, 
aiihovgh certain areas of me cily, as noted in chapter three, are home to revera1 
crosses. Ryan Bitton, inboduced in chapter one, wmle. 'Mort of l h m  are out in 
me count-r at least the subufbs, and since I don't h v e  the urban center of 
Austin. I don't see mem too often." Similaw Vannalta wrote 9've awn mom of 
these crosses in W a l e  amas of wide open T- roads than in heavily 
maintained and heavily signed area of &as." Trevor Sosebee. a computer 
soflware dwelopr and amateur cyclist who has lived in central and W t  
Texas, as Wl as Cdirnia, did not recall seeing any cm66es on Sournweat 
Parkway, a highway he navels ofIan by bicycle and home to at lea* two 
rmdside crosses. 
Hickman offered his pmMona l  aspessment of me memorials as 
follows: 
I think mat if il [a crass] r&ss the smielaJ consciousnegq abou- 
m& of mese am driving deathsthars good. On the o b r  hand, 
if it creates distraction to someone who is driving, to laok at the 
sian, cmss the center SlriD and have a head-on collision. then it 
h& not done a gocd thing. So, there's a bi of a clash hem in that 
if the purpose is to raise the consciousness. they have to be 
visible. But if they're too visible. you can create the kind of 
problems you're tvying to raise consciousness to eliminate. I think 
it miaht. on a more individual basis. omvide some sort of balm for 
the &ul of those who have been wdunded in some way. 
He believes the mahers to be impoMnt for those personally involved, but 
perhaps not to the general popuiacs, espedally motorisfs and other passive 
viewers. 
His assessment is grounded in his experiemx, as an employee of both 
private finns and city government, and as a selfemployed consultant. H i i a n  
detaiis his mcwnmn, or rather the lack thereof, with the issued roadside 
cross= in the following exchange. 
Hickman: The existence of a memorial c m s  on a F&W of 
prop* has never, ever come up in any project l've ever 
been aswciated with in Austin or any where else, and I've 
been practicing eighteen yearn. 
Everett- And mars not because there was one and nothing was 
done about it? What you're saying is that them newt was 
one on any of this land. 
Hidrman: No. I'm saying mat mat issue has never come up. 
whether mere was one an me property of not, 1 don't kmw 
and pmbably m m  everybody who worked on all these 
proieoieas didn't b o w  either. It never came up. In the m u w  
of a development p ro jw  where parking spaces are, where 
buildings are, where driveways go, all these issues always 
come up. Okay? And there's a lots of other h u e s  come up. 
The issue of, Ylh, and by the way there is a cmss at mis 
location, on this propelty. has never come up. It is not 
shown on site plans to my knowledge. I mean it's Mrt of an 
informal thing. Yeah. They have tree surveys. . . . Caves, 
habitat, wlidlife surveys. Each property is different, but if 
you're in, you know, endangered species country then 
you've gol to get Parks and Wildlife to sign off on your 
endangered species list. There's all sons of issues that 
come up when you're trying to develop a piece of property. 
The issue of the existence of a cross does not. 
In the development of area land for projects ranging from city bus stop shelters 
to downtown strip malls, Hickman says, comracton and sub-contracmrs must 
consuii C i i  of Austin manuals. None of the manuals, to the best of his 
knowledge, include guidelines prtaining to madside crosses (MADD-related Or 
no) or other vernacular memorials. 
In sharp contrast I0 his experience is that of Texas Deparlment of 
Transportation employees such as John Hun and Tom Ohlendorf. and those at 
the Pharr dishii office discussed in chapter two. Upon my arrival at I% Austin 
diskin offbe for an interview, public r e l a h  officer Hun told me that he was 
glad i was looking into the increase in roadside crosses because it had become 
"a p i n  in the neck" for the d e p h n t  TxDoT aclively advaates the 
insldlation of memorial plants out of the dear wne, at the back ofthe righeof- 
way line (usualiy at the fence line) or scanering a varkty of wildflower seeds as 
an anernalive to memorials that may hamper drlver visibility and concentration. 
Hurt notes, however. that "moat p @ e  don't do that, mast people just go out 
and put their own thing up.' Both Hurt and Ohlendon director of mainlame 
for the Austin district b e m m  me lack of cmrem guidelines regarding such 
assemblages. As i t atands. only safely or dirednnal signs are allowed in me 
right-of-way (as opposed lo MADD markers, which are placed at lhe fence 
line).s and p o r k  regarding them is quite sbict. 
m e  respomibilii for the absence of a Ipdicy lo hang our hat on,' assem 
Ohlendod, lies 'downmwn."-ae word by which Hurt and Ohlendod refer lo me 
slate legislalure, which meets in Austin. Aumomation of MAD0 cmrses. Hurt 
says, is the resuit of intense political pressure, and MB desire of lawmakers lo 
appear sympalhelic lo the mnmms of their consliluents. The TxDoT, howaver, 
is similady concerned wilh public opinion fw. as Hurt saw, the people of Texas 
are their 'board of direclom." Throughout the interview, both Hun and Ohlendorf 
stressed their sympamy for thme mvming a loss. Therefore, while local 
newspaper articles state that unauthorized markers are mufinely removed 
(Greig), TxDoT employees are more likely to leave them as is, if at all possible. 
In facl, road maintenance crew members routinely refuse lo disturb lh8 
assemblages, and Ohiendorf himself considers them Vrelty new." 
Conclusion 
The fact that roadside noses do rot register on the ccgnitive maps of all 
area residents or oivic and county rim maps furmer highlights their infonnali 
and iiminal slaws. Adding to the wtlaw quality of the markers is the absence of 
concrete guidelines for governmental entities. The city of Wslin, for example. 
has a graRni hofline whid residents may call lo report tagging and thus hasan 
8 Born highway signs and MADD cmsses are designed lo break away 
upon impact 
its removal. Cmsses, while acupying similar space in the city landscape, 
mmunicate in a leas obscure and thus less threatening manner. It is d iW l t  
for city, county and state DRials to condemn emotionally charged objects that 
might emourape motohls to slow down, be mom ale* or think twice before 
driving while imoxicafed; and perhap equally easy to ignore them--= the 
studem who wrote l by not to lo&,"-or m e  immune to h m  as have a 
number of omer informants. 
h this chapter I have detafled the ambivalent --on of roadside 
crosses in the Austin area, as bnh integrathre and Dvbversive elements of 
tradflional, and as discussed in chapter two, popular culture. Furlter, the 
markers rep-nt an active lwr fw tmubleaome questiom about the ever- 
present risks of injury and death in contemporary society. A questionmire 
respondent poignantly expressed a sentiment with whkh perhaps all inhmnants 
would agree, regardless of rdigiws or p a l i t !  stance. Upon seeing a medskte 
cross, she feels nsd and. she wrote. .@I hope I don't see any mom.' 
in the page8 of mi8 thesis I present anumber of persmves on rnads.de 
crosses, and dher memuid structures and assemblages, in me Austin area. 
Discussing f o m l  and informsJ usss of public space, imns and symbols, me 
memorials haw been a n a m  as pciysemic manifestatnns ofa number of 
cuturai mreads. The manner in which such threads mme lawmer has hen 
tramd mmugh the percepbons of area residenls uho make, dscorate, msbrlain. 
and view the memorials. 
Similarly, itm thesis weaves together wmrn ideas and an- of 
roadside crosses. By grounding me study in itm BxBminafion of data and 
theoretical approaches utilized by a number of tdlolarP-folklorisls and 
researchers in the related disciplines such as anthropdogl, cultural geography 
and sociology-4 have anempled to present an accurate account of me histwy 
and practice of amnsiem vemaculaf aart form nossing religious, Cultural and 
class lines in an increasingly fastpaced and congested urban environment. As 
illustrated in me preceding pages, lt is not an easy task. During the fmldwork 
period, the last vaotiges of at least two memorials were removed. In just the time 
since I pholcgraphed itm last cross in me st~dy smple in midJanuav 1998, I 
have learned, fmm informants, of three nev emsses in me metropolitan area. 
Contributions of thk Study 
A major benefn of me study lies in its m t e m a l i z a h  of madside crms 
tradition wilhin mntem-ry western memorial tradition. Drawing on the work of 
Hoiacaun scholars in prlicular, as well as a w n t o  of events leading up to me 
~nslruCtiOn ofmermials such as me Vieblam Vetems memorial. I have 
discussed a number of structures as & m a  m acknowledge and mmmemorate 
the unthinkable, as well ar m address signifkantly diirent perceptions of the 
pasl and the present. Here, mo, are srmggleo between me vemacvlar and the 
gwernmentaliy sanctioned: the private and public interpretation of tragicand 
sometimes criminal wm. 
Like Banera. GriRith. Kozak and Lopez. I have prerentsd another mnten 
in which roadside c-s mark sacred space, if perhaps only a small 
wmmunity of familyand hiends. Whik me accidenl sites are nM municipally 
wnstructed memorials, nor locations at which formal ceremonies have taken 
place, individuals and gmup attend Iham wilh a mixlure of grief, reverence and 
hope. The roadside memorials are markedly different fmm lha urban 
manifesati~~s hat w m n d  them, and are treated acmdingly by city, muno/ 
and state officials, as well as me Austin community at large. 
While scholars such as MW, Fone. Sellam and Walter discuss bcm 
formai and vernacular memorials in me mnten of American civil refigion, the 
connection beween civil religion and roadaide crosses had not been addressed 
until the present study. It is especially important to mnsider such ideological links 
in relation to the dvil sanction of the MADD roadside cross program in the Austin 
district and elsewhere. The cross, a powerful slgnffier, mmunicatea on a 
number of levels as w i d e n d  by informant reoponse. Drawing on a discusion 
of me symbol's semiotic versatility, the olu* inclvdes bdh emk and elic views of 
this madside communication. whether bared in ChrisSanity, political ideology or 
nsimer. 
The sample presented here documems he madition% rrmdenominational, 
intercultural act- and pm&. Addtimally, it provides insight into the 
custom as an urban, as dl as ~ r a l  phemwnenon. The quantitalii analysis of 
the memorial sites  weals widespreed as well as mwe unusual vernacular 
aenhelii, which may be u l i l i i  in O h r  material culture studies. Morewer, in 
conrideralion of me sites ephemedii, me eighteen-monm fieldwork period, 
encompassing dl major Amerisan holidays, all- met0 drmment m8ir 
mutability over lime. In accordance with the writing of Kwotek-Foiland and 
Primiano, I have Dtressed me relevance of documenling not only he more 
permanent aspects of a sim, such as a cross, but me dscorative ephemera as 
well. 
Consequemly, the lhesis explores me memorial s L s  as regeneratiwe 
manitestatims of domesticated religion and grief work- Individuals mourning me 
sudden deah of a lwed m e  must negotiate a mmplex field of emofion, often 
dealing not only wilh their own g*f, but mat of other relafives and friends of 
deseased. Addiionally, magico-religious beliefs may be calbd inm question 
andlor reaffirmed, as are individual priorilias and expcaWns. In an Bffotl to 
incorporate an unexp=3cled I-, a number of my informants maintain memorial 
assemblages as piacas of intimacy and community. sacred spaces in whim 
dealh may be contemplated, and life ceWrated. 
Whereas mntemporary funerai cusmm and landscape emphasizes me 
difference between the d8ma%d and tho= who mourn, madside uoss 
memorials pmsnt a mwe uniwmally Mive, and thus affedwe Ihreshold. In 
addition to repcrting me view of memom participants, I have presented a broad 
spectrum of viewer reaction, from mmmutera, to newly-IicenW t88naged 
driven. lo  civic autWes. In addition, two major threads identifiable in Auafin's 
roadDide crc6s tradiion. MADD crosses and mose without organiraticad 
affiliation, are compared and mntrasted, adistinction nol nofed in previous 
studies. 
Directions for Furth.r Research 
Overall. I have sDtven to provide an ethnographically m n d  picblre ofa 
l a w  number of sRes in the AuMn area's madside noswr memodal mmplex. and 
their roles in the lim of area residents. Due to the ephemerality of the 
assemblapes, and to time consaina, however, although the sample presented 
here indudes bom uosaes in and wbide of the main nudy area. I canrot claim 
that it enwmpsses anmadside cross memoMs in the ciw. More research-- 
photographic documentation and intervi-opecially in ssctions of Ausbn 
further east (me city's Hispanb center) and north, is nesded. 
Not only will Me additicn and analpis of such data in Texas and 
elsewhere make popsale Me documemation of regicaal ecotypes, it will facilitate 
the exploration of hegemony and cwnternegemony wilhin madside smss 
tradition as a culhld practice. Throughout the lhesis, I have indicated the 
shaping force of CaVlolic and MenicawAmerican custom, and noled Austin's 
unque relaticaship to bmh. Current culturn pluralism and syncretism aside, tha 
relationship beween European Americans and Mexioan Americans in Texas has 
been problematic. and in many ilutances vident and ugly (lebn 1983). While I 
am unwilling lo label Eumpean-Amerkan Promstant practice of me memaial 
custom simply anolhsr example of appropriation. I am equally hesitant to atiribute 
what might be interpreted as a decline of the badition in the Hispanic mmmunity 
lo cultural dominafnn and assimilation. I do bdieve mat bom possibililies d e s m  
fudher invmigabbn. 
Ammer important avenue for mearch irwolves me extension ofwoh 
already begun by scholars such as Kozak, Loper and olkrs. As noted in chapter 
two, Kozak and Lopezewlore the place of madside &dent memorials in me 
O'odham tun of the dead, while Edgem nnes llm practice ofbansfemng Rems, 
from madside assemblm in Pennsylvania, to grave sites in me proceM of 
-bridging the memory" ofthe deceased (7-12). Zimmerman a h  deribes the 
multiple sites of memoty maintained by bereaved indiv!dds, including madade 
memorials, home shrhes, memory books and burial sites (5-7). Such Mudies are 
ceMinly of value in placing vernacular memorial assemblages in me bmader 
comexi of deah-relrsled custom. 
Fieldwork and FoMon: Final ThougM. 
Throughout the research and writing period, I otruggled M h  ihe 
responsibility of diiiling, recording and reporting exlmnwly sensitive, prsonal 
information, and armrataiy representing me beauty and power of lhs mefmfials 
my informants creale, recreate and describe. Days of phomgraphing crosses on 
busy streets and highways sensitized me furmer to me danger wmmunicaled by 
each memorial. The force of can spediw p o t  at upwards of eighty miles an 
hour added to the nausea and fear I felt gazing down upon a weathered teddy 
bear, or assemblage of broken car parts. Such momems of s o l i i  
contemplation, however, were noming in comparison to hearing a grbving father 
struggle nat to cry on me other end of the phone w seeing video twtage, 
recorded at a funeral twme, of a sixteenqear-old woman in her casket. I desnibe 
my expariensas not to evoke sympathy for myreif, but to undenmre the suffering 
and love informing the m e m o ~ s .  and in tum this study. 
Addilionally, l wanted to provide a reasoned presentam7 ofof0~ial'vimvs 
of vernacular memorials. The assemkges may be diotracting, and am certainly 
dficuitto mow or build amund. Nevertheless, city and state empla/ees in the 
Austin areaare sensitive to meir impMtance to families and mmmunitieo. for 
which they are to be magnized and wmmcnded. While the publicdisplay of 
religious symbolism. not to mention the manifsstaton of intense mat!4n, creates 
problems of policy and enforcement which may ultimately effect or indeed 
pmhibatheir existence in the Wre,  the current situation allow a m  residents 
what is apparently much-needed cmb've space betwixt and betwean regulalion 
and reality, past and present public and private, sacred and profane. 
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